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Introduction
Welcome to Making History: A Guide for the Teaching and Learning of History in Australian
Schools.

Background
This online resource is one component of the Commonwealth History Project, an initiative of
the Australian Government, funded by the Department of Education Science and Training.
In 1999 the Australian Government commissioned an inquiry into the teaching and learning
of history in Australian schools. In response to the inquiry report, The Future of the Past, it
set up the National History Project (NHP), later the Commonwealth History project (CHP), to
support and strengthen the study of history in Australian schools.

Audience and purpose
Making History is an innovative resource, the first of its kind in history education in Australia,
developed specifically for the online environment to support teachers of history at all levels of
schooling. The guide does not assume that users are trained in either history or in history
education method.
It has been designed to work with and complement other initiatives of the CHP, especially
the work of the National Centre for History Education (NCHE).
Specifically, Making History aims to:
• provide an accessible, comprehensive and supportive professional development
resource for all teachers of history in Australian schools
• disseminate relevant Australian and international research findings on the teaching
and learning of history
• examine the implications of this research for teaching practice
• provide a clearer focus on the relationship between school history and civics and
citizenship education, especially through the Discovering Democracy program
• foster an effective use of and engagement with information technologies in the
teaching and learning of history
• improve student engagement and learning outcomes in history for students in
Australian school
• encourage closer links and exchange between classroom teachers and academics,
professional historians, teacher educators and the wide range of organisations and
institutions committed to the conservation and understanding of our national heritage.
Please note that this 2004 Microsoft® Word™ version may differ slightly in some respects
from the 2003 online hypertext version.
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Advice about using Making History
Making History has been designed and developed as a professional development resource
for all teachers of history at all levels of schooling.
The resource assumes that users are teachers of history within SOSE or HSIE in a range of
school contexts. The guide does not assume that users are trained in either history or in
history education method.
As a professional development resource, Making History is a guide, it is not a directory or
prescriptive kit of teaching and learning resources for the history classroom. Although
suggestions for classroom practice are provide at many points throughout, the guide’s
principal purpose is to inform the pedagogical thinking, assumptions and understandings that
underpin effective teacher practice in teaching history.

Structure of the Making History
There are eight chapters to the Microsoft® Word™ version of guide.
Each chapter is segmented in an accessible way

The chapters
Each of the main chapters provides:
•

a focused theme discussion in segments

•

links to key references

•

suggestions for classroom activities

•

links to the NCHE curriculum units where relevant.

.

Printing
The chapters are arranged as separate PDF files and can be printed in selected pages or
sections by using the printer icon on your PDF software program – most computer users
work with Adobe® Acrobat Reader®) available from:
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readermain.html
This system means that pages or chapters can be printed easily - or can be filed as
documents on your computer hard drive.
The whole guide is also available as a complete document via a downloadable PDF file but
some computers and printers may find the total download option difficult so try downloading
in stages if that is the case.
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The task of knowing the past
Introduction
Many people think they know what history is. They might then assume that they know what historical
knowledge is.
History, they might say, is about people in the past. Historical knowledge is simply knowing about
people in the past.
But it is not that easy. Some of the levels of historical knowledge include:
o
what actually happened in the past;
o
what historians claim they know about the past (or ‘the five Ws’ – who did what, where,
when and why?);
o
what teachers of history know about the past;
o
what students know about the past (gained both outside and inside the classroom).
Furthermore, the following questions arise:
o
How did these people come by this knowledge?
o
Did they get it from books, from documents, from eyewitness accounts or from direct
experience?
o
How reliable are these sources when stacked up against each other?
o
How complete is the evidence? Is it all there? Can it all be there?
o
Are the sources used significant?
o
How were they chosen?
o
Does the significance of these sources change as times and interpretations change?
And what do we mean by know? Can we really ‘know’ something that happened in the past – to other
people – that we did not experience or witness ourselves?
We might say that we can see through the eyes of others but do we see the same objects in the same
way, have the same ideas about events unfolding in front of us and them, or share the same values?

Knowing history from different viewpoints
Is it possible to reconstruct exactly what happened and see it from the viewpoint of the participants?
Most people familiar with the story of the D-day beach landings in 1944 can describe the overall
progress and impact of these landings, but are they familiar with this comment from a US veteran?
Each one of us had our own little battlefield. It was maybe forty-five yards wide. You
might talk to a guy who pulled up right beside of me, within fifty feet of me, and he
got an entirely different picture of D-day.i
If that were the case, on D-day, every surviving soldier from the five divisions of Allied forces which
landed on five different beaches would each have had a different story to tell.
To help explain what happened before, during and after the landings, author Stephen Ambrose
interviewed 1,400 veterans of the landings and used secondary texts. He then compressed those
interviews into one account.
So where are we now with what we know about the US landings on D-day?
On a different tack, can we know things in a more complex way as we develop intellectually? Does
school history fit nicely into Bruner’s spiral theory of the curriculum, or do the students say – ‘We’ve
already done that. Forget it.’?
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Not only that, but can some students know and explain history in varieties of ways that differ from
other students? Can some students learn history from song and prefer to explain history through
music, while others prefer to act or paint history?

Truth and history
It can be said that one person’s truth is another person’s lies or exaggerations.
For example, there is a continuing battle in Japan over government-auspiced textbooks which claim
that the invasions of Manchuria and the Rape of Nanjing were ‘advances’ rather than examples of
militaristic aggression that included large-scale atrocities.
On the one hand, for China and South Korea, the Japanese textbook controversy is an example of a
conscious distortion of the past by a former enemy and coloniser. On the other hand, Japanese
nationalists see it as an example of aggressive foreign attempts to bind Japan to shameful events which
were perfectly explicable in the context of those times and which anyway need to be filed away and
forgotten.
Historians differ amongst themselves about events and interpretations of events in the past. One of the
most famous controversies of recent years was British historian A J P Taylor’s view that Hitler’s war
was based on opportunism rather than some master plan, and that this opportunism was encouraged by
the behaviour of the leaders of Western Europe.ii
Yet another more recent debate about ‘truth’ in history was the celebrated libel case where writer
David Irving sued historian Deborah Lipstadt for criticising his writings as right-wing extremism and
examples of Holocaust denial. Irving lost the case and was described by the judge, Mr Justice Gray, as
anti-Semitic and racist.

Objectivity
Where does objectivity lie in history?
Historians and teachers of history must seek and use sources in as objective a fashion as they can. Any
interpretations that they come up with may be subjective, but the range of sources, and the techniques
used to gather them, must follow professionally accepted principles.
Leaving bits out because you don’t like them or don’t agree with them is not accepted practice. Being
sloppy or slapdash in gathering your evidence is also not acceptable.
A J P Taylor, a controversial and meticulous scholar, used to ask aspiring doctoral scholars to show
their potential by copying out a written passage. If they made a single mistake – one missed comma or
colon – he would send them away and suggest that they think again.
There is another use of the term ‘objective’ in history – we can say that there are objectively
established (commonly agreed upon) facts or events.
There is no dispute, for example that Japanese bombers first raided Darwin in February 1942 or that
Gough Whitlam was replaced by Malcolm Fraser as Prime Minister in November 1975.
How and why these events came about, and their consequences, is where the arguments start.

‘Truth’ and objectivity in the classroom
Teachers of history need to be aware of their responsibilities in dealing with ‘truth’ and objectivity.
When it comes to historical knowledge, teachers have a role as classroom mediators and must see
themselves as one source among many, rather than as purveyors of historical truth. And one important
part of their work is to convince their students that this is the case.
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School students have some difficulty with this idea of the teacher as just one source among many.
Denis Shemilt’s research shows that some adolescents regard what the teacher says as ‘true’ because
the ‘truth’ about the past is there to be known and the teacher is the teller or transmitter of that truth.iii
This kind of belief in the certainty of historical truth is not just confined to adolescents, it may also be
found in younger students.
To deal successfully with this misunderstanding, students need to learn about the ambiguities that are
implicit in historical thinking, which always offers a ‘more or less’ accurate interpretation of the past.

Historical consciousness and history education
American historian Herbert Guttman described ‘historical consciousness’ as the process by which
certain events and their stories do or don’t enter into the collective memory as public history and
family stories.
Historical consciousness, or this collective memory, is inextricably linked with political and social
action in any society.
Many students develop a sense of the past in a personal, informal, unstructured and constructivist
fashion, as well as in the formalised setting of a school. They frequently encounter the past outside
school – in the family, in the community and in various cultural interactions, such as film, media and
visits to museums. These experiences are often interesting, vivid and connected to the student.
Inside the more formal and structured setting of the classroom the past is again encountered –
sometimes in fascinating and engaging ways and sometimes in dull, disconnected and irrelevant
experiences.
The key point is that there are over three million students in Australia, the vast majority of whom will
study some history. And exciting and interesting as non-school history might be, it is in school that
students have the capacity and the opportunity to cultivate their critical and analytical skills in a
systematic fashion when developing their own, individual sense of historical consciousnesses.
Not only should students develop historical skills, they should also, as part of their development of
historical consciousness, develop moral skills, as Canadian academic Kim Schonert-Reichl, has
argued:
[It] is my contention that the development of historical consciousness is inextricable
from social reasoning development – specifically moral reasoning and its
developmental concomitants (ie, empathy, perspective-taking). More specifically,
children’s and adolescents’ level of moral understanding influences the manner in
which they conceptualize and understand social events, social interactions, and society
at large. Moreover, the development of these conceptualizations is influenced by both
internal mechanisms (eg, cognitive conflict) and socio-contextual factors which
include specific educational practices (eg, opportunities to discuss moral dilemmas
with peers) as well as larger school contextual factors, such as the school’s moral
atmosphere.iv

Historical consciousness and historical literacy
Historical consciousness is the business of the entire historical community. It is the core business of
the ‘history industry’ – all the academic scholars, heritage site officials, professional and public
historians, history and SOSE curriculum writers, museum staff and curators, archivists, historical
societies, and documentary and film advisers.
Australian teachers are part of this broader historical community, which recognises, in a positive way,
the importance of school history in the development of historical consciousness. This is not
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necessarily the case elsewhere (in North America for example, according to Seixas, Stearns &
Wineburgv).
However recent public debates about school history in Australia have, on many occasions, focused on
what can only be described as the ‘Edmond Barton Syndrome’ – in other words, criticism of what
school students appear to know, compared with what public commentators think students ought to
know. This debate is often peppered with history horror stories and is essentially urging memorisation
of content as a way of developing a proper sense of historical consciousness.
To move on from such an unproductive approach to the effective teaching and learning of history in
schools, it is suggested that the public debate about school history should focus more clearly on the
development of a historical literacy rather than mere recall of historical facts.
Historical literacy can be seen as a systematic process, with particular sets of skills, attitudes and
conceptual understandings, that mediates and develops historical consciousness.
In this way, school history develops and enriches an informed collective memory as part of the
students’ lifelong learning.

5
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Constructing historical knowledge
Introduction
The teacher, learner and subject matter are the core ingredients in teaching and learning.
The relationship between these three elements has been described as a ‘pedagogical triangle’ in which
the teacher and learner communicate almost solely through the medium of subject matter.
The teacher and learner bring to the classroom different capacities and beliefs.

The teacher
The teacher brings personal and professional histories, knowledge about subject matter and pedagogy,
beliefs about students, their families and communities, and ideas about the purposes of teaching
history. This professional knowledge frames teachers’ decisions about what content, strategies and
resources to select for teaching purposes.
In particular, teachers’ perceptions of their students have a powerful influence on classroom climate
and practice. These perceptions are woven from beliefs about students’ personal qualities,
sociocultural backgrounds and academic capabilities. Teachers use these characteristics to construct
academic and behavioural profiles of their students and tailor teaching and learning experiences
accordingly.

Learners
In a similar way, learners bring to the classroom their home backgrounds and ideas about the purposes
of school history. Research provides ample evidence that young people arrive at the classroom door
with their own versions of the past, and views about the importance of particular events and people
drawn from home, community, popular culture and the media.
In order to make sense of their own learning experiences, children and adolescents attempt to
reconcile these understandings about the world with the ideas and materials teachers require them to
master. Where students’ informal knowledge is excluded from classroom conversation and debate,
reconciliation often fails to occur, and history learning becomes, at best, a matter of mastery.
Obviously, the first step in connecting learners with the history curriculum lies in acknowledging and
building on prior learning.

Viewpoints from Australian classrooms
Rosenzweig and Thelen’s study, The Presence of the Pastvi, which looked at how Americans
understand and use their pasts, suggests that studying school history can be an alienating experience.
Many survey respondents spoke of feeling excluded from lesson content and activities because of their
teachers’ unwillingness to hear views and stories other than their own.
On the other hand, others spoke with admiration about teachers who helped them investigate the past,
involving them as participants rather than spectators, and creating opportunities to explore questions
of morality, their own lives, relationships and identity.
The following interview extracts are taken from Carmel Young’s recent Australian study into
teachers’ perceptions of their studentsvii. The views expressed hint at how beliefs about ability and
background may constrain or enable learning.
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Mary, teacher in a culturally diverse comprehensive high school

… history means something different to all the kids here. They have very different perspectives
because of their cultural backgrounds, and different knowledge to what I have. They come to
school with ideas about what countries are like, who’s good and who’s bad, and what their
histories are and have contributed to society. They have very different perspectives and that’s a
constant source of knowledge for me.
Margaret, teacher and colleague of Mary

The bulk of students that we teach here are lower ability students, mainly because of literacy.
But some of them, the ones that were born here who have reasonable literacy don’t in fact
come from the kinds of families where they’ve had very much educational enrichment at
home. I recognise that at this school we’re still very much working at the coal face, and that we
are coping as well as any other school is anywhere with the types of kids we’ve got … but it’s
very, very, different to a middle-class school. You can’t assume the kids know anything about
history. I have Year 7 and Year 8 ESL classes here where they don’t know anything, and some
of the kids have been here two or more years … nothing about the First Fleet, nothing about
Federation or the gold rushes.

Cultural perspectives on historical significance
Researchers in the United States have confirmed what many teachers would suspect from their
teaching practice – namely that students’ family background and life experiences exert a strong
influence on shaping their ideas about historical significance, change and historical empathy.
In most schools in the Rosenzweig and Thelen study, however, teachers failed to acknowledge
family and community as primary sources of knowledge or to integrate these perspectives into
classroom conversation.
Other research in the USviii found that learners approached the idea of historical significance
from a range of positions:
o some ascribed importance to events on the basis of history, as told to them by ‘objective’
authorities, such as teachers and textbooks;
o some assumed a ‘subjective’ stance and ascribed significance on the basis of their own
personal interests; and
o some applied criteria related to their ethnicity and group membership.
Often students experienced difficulty in reconciling their own and teachers’ perspectives on what
is historically significant.
There is a clear implication for those many Australian teachers of history with cohorts of
students from ethnic and minority backgrounds. Minority groups might either adopt the
authoritative narratives enshrined in school curricula or build a personal and ‘usable’ past around
their own particular social needs, families, cultures and concerns.
The task for teachers of students from minority backgrounds is:
o first, to recognise the other formative factors that students bring with them to the history
classroom; and
o second, to assist students to reconcile competing history conversations, to open up those
conversations and to ensure opportunities and scope for students to hear the many voices
within it.
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Authentic learning experiences in history
Students who have the opportunity to analyse and interpret evidence, generate hypotheses and
construct history – that is, engage with the processes of historical reasoning – develop a clearer
understanding of the difference between learning content, and learn how to reason historically
with content. They also learn how to differentiate between simple historical stories and ones that
are complex, puzzling and problematic.
Authentic learning in history is a disciplinary-based approach to understanding the past which
challenges students to ‘do’ and ‘make’ history in a manner that resembles the historian’s craft.
A disciplinary-based approach to history pedagogy includes:
o representing history as a form of inquiry built around sources, evidence and conflicting,
‘perspectival’ or pluralist accounts of the past by participants, contemporaries and
historians;
o introducing learners to historical methods and procedures, focusing on interpretation and
the use of narrative to construct accounts of the past;
o assisting learners to develop historical knowledge by focusing on the central concepts
and ideas underpinning the discipline and the historian’s work;
o assisting learners to develop patterns of historical reasoning by asking questions,
fostering debate, using evidence to support a position and communicating that position
effectively;
o assisting learners to form some understanding of the circumstances, thoughts, feelings
and actions of people in the past, that is, a sense of historicity or ‘feel’ for the way
people thought, felt and behaved in the past;
o presenting historiography to the learner as an ongoing and frequently contentious debate
about the past, rather than an agreed-upon product – ‘historical instruction must go
beyond school and textbook to embrace films, television, newspapers, museums,
archives, citizens’ initiatives and other evidence of life lived in a contentious historical
culture’ix;
o challenging learners to move beyond their own theories about the past, reconcile their
own and others’ histories, and think critically about the world around them.
The degree to which school history manages to address these concerns determines its quality and
relevance for young learners.

Suggestions for classroom practice
The following approaches may help teachers to recognise and integrate prior knowledge in order
to enhance historical understanding.
o Integrating new subject matter with students’ prior knowledge. Children can only
make sense of new experiences when presented with the opportunity to compare it to the
knowledge they already have. Without this opportunity, school history is frequently seen
as irrelevant. Learners’ prior knowledge is an important scaffold or ladder to further
historical understanding
o Making learners’ prior knowledge explicit. This aids in dispelling misconceptions
about history and the past. It is important for learners to examine their own ‘minitheories’ about present and past by pooling ideas, sharing insights and defending
positions in small group discussions and plenary sessions.
o The KWL (Know/Want/Learn) charts in the upper primary units demonstrate a
method of drawing on students’ prior knowledge before exploring new ideas.
o Focusing on people. This is an excellent point of entry into the past. Young people
understand historical events and situations in terms of how they affect the lives of those
involved.
8
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Use in conjunction with the Making History: Upper Primary Unit s and Making
History Middle Secondary Units. All the upper primary and middle secondary
curriculum units engage students in using a wide range of different types of
historical evidence.
In particular, the upper primary unit, ‘Ned Kelly – hero or villain’, provides teaching and
learning activities on assessing different types of evidence.

© Courtesy of ScreenSound Australia

Hero or villain? Ned Kelly’s last stand at Glenrowan from the 1906 feature film The Story of the Kelly
Gang.

In the middle secondary units, the ‘Introductory unit: Whatever happened to Stan Harrison?’
invites students to build a narrative from a range of sources. And in ‘Red Menace?’ students
examine the contentious debate about the threat of communism to Australia’s way of life in the
1950s through photographs, news reportage, film and personal recollections.

Using cultural perspectives
The upper primary curriculum unit, ‘Caring for Uluru’, compares and contrasts differing cultural
perspectives on the care and use of Uluru and explores the connections between Indigenous oral
story traditions and Uluru’s geographic features.

9
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History, objectivity and postmodernism
Introduction
‘Postmodernism’ is a broad term that covers a variety of scholarly approaches (including postcolonialism, post-structuralism, cultural studies and literary theory).
These approaches suggest that we must:
o critically analyse language rather than simply accept it as a way of explaining things
(which contrasts with traditional approaches to history that insist on the analysis of
evidence);
o be sceptical about values and claims of truth, such as Enlightenment philosopher
Gottfried Leibniz’s claim that ‘there are two kinds of truths, truths of reasoning and
truths of fact’;
o react against claims that the course of history is inevitably progressive;
o reject histories based solely on a Western world view;
o realise that historians may suffer from unwitting engagement or involvement with the
object of study.

Some brief responses to postmodernism
Since the 19th century, very few serious historians have made claims of absolute objectivity.
That being the case, it might be argued that some postmodern views of the work of an historian
are either simplistic or caricatures – or both.
There is a philosophical difficulty here also. As conservative British philosopher Roger Scruton
pointed out: ‘The man [sic] who tells you truth does not exist is asking you not to believe him.
So don’t’.x
The postmodern world view of some scholars seems to offer no solutions, only questions and
contradictions. Postmodern writing and thinking can often border on the absurd, either
intentionally or unintentionally. For example, the postmodern film critic Jean Baudrillard
suggested that the Gulf War did not happen and that the real Vietnam war was actually the film
Apocalypse Now.

Postmodernism and objectivity
It is important to reject the view that historical knowledge is objective, that is, it consists of a
body of information based upon unarguable facts that lead us to a single overwhelming
conclusion – historical truth. Very few historians subscribe to this view, although there is a
tendency amongst some academic historians to demand that students know a ‘grand narrative’ or
the chronological sweep of historical events, a suggestion that might imply a ‘master narrative’.
At the same time, there is a tendency for postmodern scholars and critics to attack history
because of its supposed claims to truth and objectivity. This view bewilders many teachers of
history who are concerned about some alarming postmodern claims that history is really a form
of fiction.
On the other hand, postmodernism, as a series of perspectives, offers an interesting and
challenging world view that makes serious contributions to historical debate. Nevertheless, some
postmodern thinkers have attracted intense criticism from a variety of quarters. The consequence
is that there are now at least three groups involved in the debate about the value of
postmodernism as it relates to history:

10
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o
o
o

those who claim that postmodern perspectives have permanently altered ways of
knowing;
those who are interested in some of the ideas put forward by postmodern scholars, but
are sceptical about their more extreme claims;
a smaller group who are intensely hostile to any suggestions from the postmodern camp.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Thinking about the nature of history
Teachers of senior classes might want to use the views of postmodernists to challenge their
students’ thinking about the nature of history. For example, the US historical theorist, Hayden
White, maintains that:
o historians are stuck in the 19th century when they claim a form of objectivity for their
discipline;
o history is not a science, it is a literary endeavour that uses literary language, forms and
models;
o the past does not exist, it is discovered and framed by historians, who then explain the
past using overarching concepts as mythical forms and genres (meta-narratives),
expressed in literary terms (romance, tragedy, comedy, satire), which are then explained
in different modes within the framework of different ideologies (anarchist, conservative,
radical, liberal);
o an event is something that happened, but a fact is an historian’s construct;
o research and writing in history is much the same as writing a novel;
o there are no ‘correct’ views in historical explanation, only a variety of views;
o such views are assessed within the context of ‘generally accepted rules of historical
construction’.xi
White’s approach came under enormous challenge when it encountered Holocaust studies, a
well-researched area with very strong personal and political connections. Was the Holocaust,
like more recent events in Cambodia and Rwanda, to be seen merely as a ‘text’ or ‘discourse’
rather than an atrocity which physically and emotionally affected many millions?
Middle secondary students can engage in thinking about the nature of history through the
‘Introductory unit: Whatever happened to Stan Harrison?’ The activities in this history detective
story raise questions about the nature of events in the past, knowing historical ‘facts’ and the
provisional nature of historical explanation.
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Children’s ability to learn history
Introduction
Even before they start school, children have a strong sense of the past. They learn the language
of time and change through nursery rhymes, stories, family anecdotes and other sources.
Children and adolescents bring to the history-learning process their own social and emotional
worlds, together with images and ideas about the past. These act as filters through which new
information is sifted, and either integrated into existing frames of reference or rejected.
The learner also brings assumptions about human experience, motivation and behaviour which
British researcher Peter Leexii refers to as ‘intuitions’, or ideas children and adolescents use to
make sense of everyday life. These ideas are the building blocks of history learning and help
young people to decide what counts as significant and useable knowledge about the past.
Researchers have recently begun to investigate what young people think about the history they
encounter at school and elsewhere, and how they construct a ‘useable past’ that helps them to
create their identity and place in the world.
Studies indicate that some students reject school history, preferring family and community
stories because they perceive that the latter is more useful.

Sociocultural influences
Attention to the sociocultural contexts of schooling is relatively new. Until a decade ago,
teachers taught students to master content, skills and concepts as an individual activity. These
days, it is important for teachers to understand how certain social and interactive factors exert a
powerful influence on and mould young people’s historical thinking.
Such factors include:
o the diversity of children’s and adolescent’s historical thinking and racial and ethnic
differences;xiii
o ‘vernacular’ or community history versus official versions of the past as a primary
source of beliefs and thinking;xiv
o notions of historical significance in multicultural settings;xv
o children’s sources of historical understanding;xvi
o popular culture, historical consciousness and the mediation of understanding;xvii and
o how gender affects perceptions of the past.xviii

Prior experience and understanding
Although school history can be seen as the main way children and adolescents learn about the
past, many acquire their knowledge from a variety of alternative sources: media, museums,
family experiences and memories, historical fiction, film, and public celebrations.
Numerous and conflicting versions of the past compete for attention in the public domain. Social
movements, political parties, local groups and individuals all write, rewrite and use history to
meet personal and collective needs – to define personal or group identity, and link past and
present circumstance to achieve particular ends and futures.
Young people often encounter a tension between these ‘vernacular’ versions of the past (lived
experiences of specific communities and groups), and ‘official’ histories pressed between the
covers of official curriculum documents.
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Frequently, students’ own histories relate stories that run counter to official or standard
treatments of the past, and offer powerful and alternative insights into the social realities of
people’s lives. ‘Unofficial’ histories also may have the immediacy and power to exert a crucial
influence on learners’ perceptions of the past.
Consequently, when students turn the handle of the classroom door, they enter with a complex
swag of images and ideas about both history and the past imported from the outside world, and
modified by their own dispositions and beliefs about the purpose and uses of history.

Misconceptions about the past
History makes significant cognitive demands on young people. It requires students to explore
time scales longer than their own lives, connect with complex political and religious ideas, and
immerse themselves in lifestyles far removed from their own experiences.
Although research evidence shows that children and adolescents can engage with history in
sophisticated ways, many carry around rigid and stereotypical ideas about the past derived from
sources within and outside the school.
Research highlights the following examples of the types of thinking young people bring to the
history classroom.
Past as fact
o Learners may conceive of the past as a story – a ‘fixed’ tale or body of facts.
o Learners may capture the fundamentals of what happened in the past, but fail to grasp
the ‘mindset’ that shaped thoughts and behaviours.xix
Past as mixing pot
o Learners often conflate information about different historical events learned at school
and combine these with snippets lifted from cartoon strips and cultural celebrations.xx
o Learners often construct the past as a pastiche of unrelated categories – people, events,
clothing, warfare, food and so on.
Windows on the past
o Learners often regard contemporary representations of situations and events as a
‘transparent window on the past’, exempt from scrutiny.xxi
o Learners ‘back-project’ contemporary family, domestic and emotional relationships onto
the past.xxii
o Learners tend to forge historical explanations from their own personal mini-theories
about how the world operates.
o Learners may conceive of the past as a pre-existing present.xxiii
o Learners sometimes find it difficult to identify the ways in which people in the past were
similar to us.
Undifferentiated past
o Learners may fail to recognise ‘simultaneity’, that is, that different groups experienced
the past differently.xxiv
Patterns of the past
o Learners believe historical developments proceed in a linear and predictable pattern.xxv
o Learners frequently conceive of change as abrupt, rather than as continuous.xxvi
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What young learners can ‘do’ in history
Research offers firm evidence that young children have the following capacities.
Working with time
o Young children are aware of the past from an early age. This is a key aspect of
developing a sense of identity, fashioned by stories and images from childhood
imagination.
o Young children possess a strong sense of time and are capable of a rich awareness of the
past, provided that teaching and learning strategies encourage them to work with sources
as ‘history mysteries’, that is, as problematic materials that pose questions about the
past.
o Time must be taught explicitly and systematically through a restricted set of topics and
in-depth coverage rather than a chronological survey. Children should be encouraged to
identify typical features of an era.
Working with concepts
o Eight-year-olds are capable of conceptual thinking, however teachers must ensure that
learners use, revisit and refine their understandings.
o Genuine debate in small group discussions, either teacher- or student-led, is a powerful
strategy for promoting concept development. It enables children to refine points of view
and appreciate the ideas of others. In unled groups, ideas appear to be less systemically
explored and substantiated by evidence.
Working with sources
o Eight-year-olds can make inferences from sources, determine the likelihood of these
inferences, argue a position, engage in historical problem-solving and appreciate the
perspectives of people in the past, albeit in a naive manner.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Promoting historical reasoning
The following include some approaches to promoting children’s historical reasoning.
o Introduce history studies through the familiar – home, school and local area – connecting
events, people and situations in the past with children’s experiences.
o Emphasise the social aspects of life in the past, rather than the political.
o Build broad brushstrokes of life in preference to detailed vignettes.
o Develop mental images of the past through engagement with primary sources.
o Focus on stories, especially when accompanied by discussions that raise issues of
plausibility and point of view.
o Revisit concepts through different subject matter to extend and deepen conceptual
understanding.
o Target key historical concepts: change and continuity; cause and consequence; similarity
and difference.
o Teach explicitly about time. Initially concentrate on looking back to the relatively recent
past using oral history and photographs. Earlier periods can be introduced effectively
through stories, pictures and artefacts.
o Using the question ‘Why?’, attack or ‘worry’ a topic or problem from different angles by
asking the questions: What is known? What is not known? What would be useful to
know ? How do we find out more?
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What adolescent learners can ‘do’ in history
Research offers firm evidence that adolescents are capable of constructing the past in a historical
manner as follows.
Working with time
o Adolescents begin to refine their understanding of time as their sense of personal time
matures. Their comprehension of historical duration, capacity to link chronologies and
understanding of ‘deep time’ (the distant past) also change as their knowledge of the past
deepens and broadens.
o As adolescents are taught explicitly about time and chronology, their grasp of the
language and the mechanics (dating systems and conventions) of time becomes more
sophisticated.
Working with concepts
o Adolescents can form and use procedural concepts, that is, those ideas that define
history as a form of knowledge (historical evidence, change, continuity, explanation and
account).
o They can also grasp substantive concepts, that is, the content of history (revolutions,
civil rights, republicanism and so on).
o Over time, adolescents can accumulate and use appropriately the language of history,
such as specialist terminologies related to particular times and events (colony,
federation, nationhood), the language of historical time (century, modern, millennium),
the language of historical description (galleon, trireme, hulk), and the language of
historical processes (historical evidence, change, continuity, explanation and account).
Working with sources and evidence
o Adolescents can locate and interrogate sources, and assemble evidence to construct
explanations and accounts of past events and circumstances. They can thus work
effectively with multiple and different types of sources, make inferences about human
nature and events and are able to defend their ‘hunches’ with reference to evidence.
o Adolescents can understand that historical accounts differ because people select and use
evidence in different ways for different purposes.
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Research into historical thinking and learning
Introduction
Research into young people’s historical thinking and feeling is a recent phenomenon and, unlike
investigations into English, maths and science, limited in scope.
Until the 1970s, philosophers and historians dominated professional debate about what
constitutes historical thinking. However, the last 30 years have witnessed a revolution in research
into history teaching and learning. Inquiry has focused on a set of key questions:
o What do young people know about the past?
o How do they know about the past?
o In what settings does historical learning flourish?
o In what ways do teachers’ beliefs and practices mediate learning?
Much of the research into these questions has been undertaken by cognitive psychologists in an
attempt to explain how students learn about the past and how history can be taught and assessed
effectively.
More recently, sociocultural researchers have provided an alternative slant on young people’s
views about the past by examining the ways in which family, community and socioeconomic
background shape beliefs about what events and individuals are perceived as historically
significant, and the impact of these beliefs on students’ thinking and learning.

Jean Piaget’s ‘ages and stages’
A general pessimism existed in the 1960s over young people’s capacity to build informed
understandings about the past. According to the influential psychologist Jean Piaget, history was
beyond the intellectual capabilities of children and most adolescents because of their inability to
grasp the concept of historical time. As a consequence, it was considered that young people’s
social learning needs were best catered for by environmental and contemporary studies rather
than history.
Using data drawn from experiments in the natural sciences. Piaget proposed a four-stage
sequential model of cognitive development:
o the sensory motor period from birth to 2 years;
o the pre-operational stage from 2–7 years, during which the child expresses thoughts
through language;
o the concrete operations stage from 7–11 years, during which logical thinking is based on
evidence;
o the formal operations stage, during which children develop the capacity to use concepts
and abstractions.

Roy Hallam and Jerome Bruner
Roy Hallam was the first researcher to use Piaget’s ‘ages and stages’ model in an investigation
of young people’s historical thinking. He applied the framework in a range of experimental
studies and concluded that most adolescents failed to achieve formal operations in history before
16.5 years; an age well beyond the point at which most students commenced formal history
studies in schools.
Hallam’s later research activities coincided with the launching in 1972 of the UK Schools
Council History Project (SCHP – later known as the Schools History Project (SHP)). This new
approach to history teaching and learning was deeply indebted to the thinking of Jerome Bruner.
17
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In The Process of Education,xxvii Bruner argued that any school subject can be taught to any child
during his or her development, provided the structures of the subject or discipline are made
explicit. ‘Disciplines’ comprise purposes, bodies of knowledge, methods of inquiry and ways of
representing knowledge that are shaped by the types of issues or problems they explore.
Disciplines in the humanities and experimental sciences – whether history, English, maths or
science – not only consist of different subject matters, but they have differing analytical styles
and approaches to problem-solving and the use of evidence.
Bruner proposed that learning through the disciplines is achieved most effectively through a
‘spiral curriculum’. This spiral curriculum enables learners to revisit the key concepts of a
subject through the introduction of new subject matter. As concepts are revisited, student
understandings are deepened gradually and thinking develops from concrete to more abstract
modes.

Martin Booth and learning success
Bruner’s theorising about how children learn prepared the way for Martin Booth’s critique of
Hallam’s work.
Booth’s research with 14–16 year olds led him to conclude that adolescents have the potential to
develop sophisticated understandings of the past, provided history’s unique content, structures
and processes are emphasised in teaching and learning, and opportunities exist for students to
undertake interpretative work.
Booth proposed that learning to think historically depends on a learner’s:
o breadth and depth of personal experience
o acquisition of relevant subject matter
o analytical and conceptual abilities
o positive attitudes towards the subject
o communicative abilities.
Booth’s research challenged Piaget’s ‘ages and stages’ framework, finding it an inappropriate
tool through which to investigate adolescent historical reasoning because of its derivation from
the natural sciences. He argued that scientists use deductive and inductive reasoning to develop
theories and laws that explain the natural world, whereas historians arrived at understandings
through adductive reasoning, that is, they ask questions of the past, answer these questions with
selected facts and views, and then arrange their responses in the form of a reasoned
explanation.xxviii
Booth’s research opened a new chapter in history education. It laid the foundations for
discipline-based curriculum development and teaching, emphasised the special nature of
historical thinking and reasoning, and endorsed the inquiry-driven pedagogy of the SHP by
offering sound empirical evidence on how adolescents learn to reason historically.

Denis Shemilt and the School Council History Project (SHP)
Denis Shemilt’s 1980 evaluation of the UK’s School Council History Project (SHP)xxix is one of
the most wide-ranging and compelling pieces of research into adolescent historical thinking
undertaken to date.
Heavily influenced by Brunerian principles, the SHP took as its starting point the distinctive
character of history. Working from this basis, SHP curriculum developers set out to define the
concepts and methods that distinguish history from other school subjects, link these features to
explicit assessment procedures, and locate this framework in a curriculum that addressed
adolescents’ social interests and concerns.
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The project highlighted a number of key ideas about history:
o history is about making sense of sources and evidence
o big events do not have more causes than small events
o change is not synonymous with progress
o change moves at an uneven pace
o views about the past differ
o views in the past differed.xxx
SHP teaching and learning materials were structured to revisit these principles via different
subject matters, historical problems or inquiries, and pedagogies.
Shemilt’s evaluation offered evidence of the SHP’s success in raising the quality of adolescent
historical learning. Evaluation outcomes were in keeping with Booth’s critique of Hallam’s
work, and he found that school history can make a significant difference to cognition and
affective behaviour when learners work intensively with source materials on tasks that promote
active thinking.

Lessons from the SHP
Shemilt’s study prompted a significant shift in history teaching and learning by showing that:
o evidence constitutes the building blocks of historical explanation and narrative;
o inquiry approaches assist learners’ thinking about historical evidence;
o making sense of the past calls for an understanding of the nature of historical evidence
and how it may be used to construct the past;
o teachers’ grasp of the principles and processes of history teaching and learning affect the
growth and quality of adolescent’s historical reasoning;
o problem-solving and concept-related teaching stretches learners to think about history in
propositional terms, that is, as a set of ideas, proposals or possibilities open to debate and
conjecture;
o successful implementation of new curriculum requires the replacement of traditional
pedagogies with inquiry models of disciplinary-based practice.

Research in the 1980s
The 1980s was a period of intensive research in the area of historical thinking.
Studies undertaken in the UK by Ashby and Leexxxi focused on young people’s ability to
empathise, that is, understand the motivation and behaviour of people in the past. Working with
secondary school students, the researchers found that adolescents need to ‘imagine’ the lives of
historical agents in order to make sense of their beliefs and actions – only then can they piece
together an informed explanation of events and circumstances from the perspectives of those
involved.
Ashby and Lee’s work led to the development of a set of categories that capture the progressive
stages of adolescent empathetic thinking:
o the past as stupid – learners see the past as stupid because people’s actions were unlike
our own;
o generalised stereotypes – learners believe that all individuals from particular
backgrounds held similar values and acted in similar ways;
o everyday empathy – learners understand the past through the prism of current-day values
and attitudes;
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o
o

restricted historical empathy – learners understand actions in the past through the prism
of their own knowledge and beliefs;
restructured and contextualised empathy – learners understand the past through a range
of perspectives.

Children’s movement from one stage to the next is facilitated by their familiarity with the subject
matter and the learning environment.
Lee and Ashby have also conducted studies in collaboration with Alaric Dickinson into how 7–
14 year olds develop their understanding of the concepts of evidence and explanation (the
CHATA Project).xxxii
Using data collected from written responses and subsequent pupil-talk about historical sources
recorded on video, the researchers have devised a series of models that demonstrate how
adolescent understandings progress from viewing evidence as ‘pictures of the past’, to placing it
within its social and historical context. Similarly, preliminary findings on young people’s ideas
about explanation provide evidence of progression from simple narratives to the adoption of
more sophisticated analytical structures that offer a range of possibilities about why and how
historical events occurred.

British research outcomes
On the basis of these types of inquiries, British researchers have concluded that historical
reasoning develops gradually rather than in age-related stages. These gradual advances occur in
four key aspects of young people’s historical thinking.
o Causation
o Initially, the learner’s thinking is linear; any event is seen as the inevitable cause of what
went before.
o As thinking develops, causation is seen as multiple acts working in combination
o With increased awareness, the learner understands causation as a unique combination of
factors.
o Finally, causes are seen as an intricate network of actions and factors; the learner
understands that the whole story can never be known.
o Change and continuity
o Initially, the learner sees changes as unrelated, rather than as progressions.
o As thinking develops, change is seen as traceable to one cause.
o Finally, the learner understands change as the gradual transformation of a situation.
o Motivation and intentions of historical actor
o Initially, the learner finds it difficult to understand the motives of people in the past.
o As thinking develops, the learner explains people’s actions from his or her own
perspective.
o Finally, the learner begins to reconstruct the perceptions and beliefs of people in the past
by reasoning from available sources.
o Evidence and historical method
o Initially, the learner equates factual information with evidence and often fails to notice
contradictory evidence or is unable to how to make sense of it.
o Finally, the learner understands that evidence must be interpreted and that different
sources of evidence may conflict.xxxiii
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Research on curriculum provision and the shaping of historical
significance
Ireland and the United States
Barton’s comparative study of primary and elementary students in the US and Northern Ireland
traces the impact of formal curricula on children’s explanations of historical change and
significance. xxxiv
He found that the focus in US classrooms on simplistic narratives of national development drives
American students to locate the origins of social, economic and political change in technological
inventions and individual achievement. In Northern Ireland, however, where history is presented
as a series of comparative portrayals of life across different societies and cultures, children
attribute change to a complex network of factors.
Barton attributes Irish children’s historical sophistication to an expansive curriculum which
promotes critical engagement with a wide range of sources and perspectives in constructing the
past.

New Zealand
Levstik’s investigation of Maori, Pacific Islander and European New Zealander children’s
understandings of significance highlights Barton’s findings on ‘curriculum ‘effect’ and its role in
defining personal and collective identity.xxxv
Levstik found that New Zealand youth experienced a culturally differentiated curriculum aimed
at developing an international image of an outward-looking and cooperative nation, coexisting
peacefully in the Pacific and beyond.
Children characterised the populace as fair in its treatment of others, but resistant to pressure
from outside forces. In terms of internal matters, children demonstrated particular pride over
New Zealand’s achievements in gender equity reform and race relations, selecting women’s
suffrage and participation in World War II as defining moments in nation-building. At another
level, the country’s colonial past and isolation, or its ‘geomentality’, was used to explain a
national past structured around conquest and immigration.

Europe
Cross-cultural studies have also been carried out in Europe, the largest of which is Youth and
History: A Comparative European Survey on Historical Consciousness and Political Attitudes
Among Adolescents.xxxvi This study involved the surveying of 31,000 15-year-olds in 27
European countries, including Israel and Palestine, to determine how adolescents perceive and
experience the past, and how these perceptions of the past affect perceptions of the future.
Survey topics included school teaching, youth mentality, historical concepts and political
attitudes.
Survey results indicated stark differences across countries in the way adolescents were taught
and conceived of their nation’s history, and that national identity appeared to be shaped through
the selective remembering of affirming experiences and deliberate forgetting of less agreeable
aspects of a country’s past – factors that were mirrored in curriculum provision and classroom
pedagogy.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Exploring ideas about ‘significance’
Some approaches to exploring learners’ ideas about significance include the following.
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o

o

o

Discuss students’ images of the past, their sources and the perspectives conveyed.
Examine ‘official’ and ‘vernacular’ images of the past. Encourage discussion about why
an event, individual, group or cause is significant and to whom.
Discuss what aspects of school history students view as important and useful, and what
aspects are considered unimportant. Understanding students’ views on history’s
purposes is the starting point of historical instruction, and provides insights into the
influence of family and community stories on shaping perceptions of the past and beliefs
about its uses.
Involve students in sorting and selecting images of ‘important’ events and
circumstances, constructing and exchanging explanations and justifying choices.
Working in groups students may sort from a pre-selected group of images or locate their
own.

Use the following questions to structure this activity:
o What images have you chosen and why?
o What images did you choose to omit and why?
o What images do you think other people in the class may have chosen and why?
o If younger or older students were doing this activity, how might their choices differ?
Why?
o If older people, like parents or grandparents were doing this activity, how might their
choices differ? Why?xxxvii
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Understanding time
Introduction
Time is the distinctive marker of history and is central in the development of young people’s
historical thinking. Children and adolescents encounter many aspects of time in their daily lives
and in the history classroom: past, present and future, clock and calendar time, and historical
duration and succession. This enables teachers to build on the images and vocabulary of the past
that children bring to school.
Understanding time is more than memorising dates. Indeed time is a highly complex concept that
involves a variety of areas of understandings: mathematical, linguistic and logical.
Research findings suggest that child and adolescent understandings of time and chronology
develop at different ages and pace across the primary and secondary years of schooling. Factors
affecting development include:
o maturation
o student interaction
o the teaching context
o knowledge of content
o the effectiveness of instruction.
One of the interesting findings to emerge from recent UK evaluations of the National Curriculum
suggests that exposure to history studies in the early years of schooling substantially increases
children’s capacity to apply period labels with confidence and accuracy.xxxviii This suggests that
teaching about time should be an explicit element in teaching and learning in the primary school.

Chronology and sequencing
Chronology refers to the arrangement of dates or events in order of occurrence. It is one of the
most important elements of time that students need to understand because it provides the
fundamental framework that gives structure and coherence to the study of history.
Chronology provides the bare bones around which we fashion historical narratives. Without a
grasp of the concept of time, and more particularly chronology, learners experience great
difficulty in understanding change and continuity, progress and regression, cause and
consequence.
Sequencing is another indicator of time knowledge. US studies show that eight-year-olds can
group and sequence pictures from different historical periods by using clues drawn from material
culture and social life. Similarly, ten-year-olds can locate visual images within their appropriate
century and correctly ascribe period labels.xxxix
In a recent UK study, children as young as six and seven were able to identify and categorise
pictures according to periods, while nine-year-olds were able to locate and describe the shared
characteristics of Tudor, Roman and wartime illustrations.xl
Sequencing work must be complemented by discussion about the relationships between the
events, people and/or artefacts sequenced, in order to deepen understanding and assist students in
building a framework or map of the past. Discussion should include time-related vocabulary.

Time markers
Research suggests that understanding time is heavily bound up with language. This presents
difficulties for young people because of the wide range of systems used to describe time. A
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mapping exercise of any history textbook reveals a complex network of time terms and markers
that learners need to navigate in order to make sense of history subject matter. Many of these
terms and markers constitute the mechanics of time and are used to measure and reference events
in the past:
Time

5.00 am, 0500 hrs, EST, GMT

Dates

250 BC, 1900 CE, 650 BCE, 1778 AD

Phrases

olden days, once upon a time, in recent times, long ago

Time-spans

generation, decade, century, millennium

Location by event

after the revolution, post-Federation, before the war

Terms for large but
inexact amounts of time

aeon, era, epoch

Periods of time

Victorian, Georgian, Ming, the Great Depression

Students’ ability to use the vocabulary of time is a good indicator of their understanding.
Studies indicate that the ability to use names for everyday elements of time begins early,
around the age of six. Ten-year-olds are able to use specific time descriptors, and characterise
particular groups, such as the Incas.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Teaching an understanding of time
Developing an understanding of terminology makes up only one aspect of teaching and
learning about time.
Teachers also need to assist students to:
o build a framework of the past by sequencing strands of history and deciding what
parts fit where;
o build a broad picture of topics and episodes so that student can see why events and
change occur;
o develop a sense of ‘deep time’ or an understanding of the grand scale of the past: BCE
to CE; and
o understand the changing nature of the way even the terminology of time can change.
For example, explain that ‘BC’ or ‘Before Christ’ was used to mark the period before
the last 2003 years and the term now used for the same period is ‘BCE’, ‘Before
Common Era’. In like manner, to remove exclusively Christian religious connotations,
the term ‘AD’, which stands for the Latin ‘anno Domini’ and means ‘in the year of
our Lord’, has been replaced by ‘CE’, ‘Common Era’, to mark the period of time of
the last 2003 years.
Teachers should approach dates as a concept to be taught, and attention should be drawn to
dates associated with topics under study. The order in which historical content is taught is not
as important as relating it to a broad and inclusive timeframe.
There are various approaches and strategies derived from research and classroom practice that
appear effective in developing conceptions of time.
These include:
o using pictures as a way of promoting discussion
o developing sequencing skills
o isolating problems
o challenging misconceptions.
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Arranging physical evidence, such as artefacts, is also an excellent way to develop a sense of
chronology. Similarly, the historic environment (architectural styles, streetscapes and
landscapes) provide students with concrete evidence for reading and ordering the past.
Linking visual materials with time words and structuring activities around pictures of ‘change’
also provide learners with opportunities to hone sequencing skills, describe change, puzzle
over reasons for change and make suggestions about trends.
In the upper primary curriculum units, the introductory section, ‘Getting connected’. presents
a range of activities where students use physical evidence to develop a sense of times and
ordering evidence of past times.
In the unit ‘Mutiny on the Batavia’, activity 3 in ‘Setting the scene’ offers a good example of
historical narrative linked to chronology.

© Courtesy of the State Library of Victoria

An artist’s impression of the Dutch trader, the Batavia.

Children’s understanding of historical time
Recent research has moved away from age-related models of conceptual development such as
those used by Piaget.
Key studies indicate that students’ cultural background and educational situation greatly
influence the pace at which they acquire historical language, the way they use historical
language and their capacity to sequence events and identify period features.
Understanding historical time includes:
o being able to order moments in time;
o matching moments to specific dates;
o having some idea of the diverse images that characterise specific periods of time;
o understanding key ideas about change:
o things change at varying rates;
o change is stimulated by a wide variety of factors;
o ideas of time are liable to vary across cultures now and in the past;
o things can change for the better (‘progress’) or for the worse (‘regression’);
o change can be intended or unintended;
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o
o
o

change can be the product of interacting reasons;
not all things change at once, some continue;
change is part of the chain of cause and consequence.

Teachers should explicitly address students’ misguided ideas about time and change. Some
common misconceptions are that historical developments proceed in a strict sequence and that
change is episodic rather than continuous.

Timelines
Timelines are a useful strategy for ordering and displaying history. In the early years of
schooling, personal lifelines and small-scale timelines embedded within events are meaningful
and manageable ways of introducing the mechanics and vocabulary of time.
Researchers argue that the effective use of timelines builds on learners’ prior knowledge and
enhances their visual understandings of social and material change.
Visual representations of time are powerful pedagogical tools that can be used throughout
primary and secondary years. However, timelines that attempt to connect dates with events
that learners know little about, are bound to fail as learning tools. Knowledge of dates alone
cannot enable learners to visualise events or circumstances to which they refer.
As students mature, timelines should display greater levels of historical sophistication and
complexity. They should be:
o comparative and multi-stranded;
o connect local, national and international developments;
o help students understand what life was like for a range of people at any given point in
time.

Timelines and learning outcomes
Various types of timelines can be used in the history classroom for different purposes.
Personal lifelines and family trees
These may comprise significant incidents as well as numerical markers. This approach
exposes younger learners to the skills involved in researching, collecting and structuring
chronological data.
Uni-dimensional timelines
These may focus on a specific event, individual or time-span within a period. Small-scale
timelines help learners sequence events.
Multidimensional timelines
These comprise different strands – local, national and international – within a given time or
period, and allow learners to compare and contrast lifestyle and the impact of an event or
circumstance on individuals and groups.
Cross-curricular timelines
These integrate information from across a range of subject matter areas and include the
display of historical events, technological innovations, material culture and related aspects of
the arts (painting, literature and/or music). They allow learners to develop a sense of time and
place, change and continuity and historical significance.
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Visual timelines
While young learners can place historical pictures in order, they rarely associate periods in
history with a particular year. Timelines that display both dates and images allow learners to
associate and identify both, and develop a visual map of the past. Visual timelines should
always be on display in the history classroom. Research tells us that images of social life and
material culture are particularly effective in acquainting young learners with the past, because
they build on prior knowledge. These timelines should be cumulative and students should be
encouraged to contribute to this growing visual panorama.

© Courtesy of Orford Primary School, Tasmania

An example of a multidimensional timeline. Here, Orford primary students have placed local events in
1960s Orford within the context of some significant national and international events,
http://www.tased.edu.au/schools/orfordp/timeline.html.
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Introduction
Recent public debates about school history in Australia have, on many occasions, focused on
what can only be described as the ‘Edmond Barton Syndrome’, in other words, criticism of
what school students appear to know, compared with what public commentators think students
ought to know. This debate is often peppered with history horror stories and is essentially an
argument urging memorisation of content as a way of developing a proper sense of historical
consciousness.
Other debates have contested the relevance of history within the crowded curriculum in a
climate when economic rationalism and global competitiveness have intensified demands for
pragmatic, vocational education outcomes.
On the other hand, there have been contrasting cries of concern over falling rates of student
engagement with history at senior secondary school and university. These voices have urged
corrective action to prevent the loss of the national collective memory and the erosion of civic
understanding that are so integral to ‘doing history’.
The key issue at the heart of these debates is what constitutes effective teaching and learning
of history in schools. The public discussion about school history should focus more on
understanding that history education is about the development of ‘historical literacy’ rather
than a simplistic notion that history is about the recall of historical facts or, at best, an
entertaining story.
Historical literacy can be seen as a systematic process with particular sets of skills, attitudes
and conceptual understandings that mediate and develop historical consciousness.
In this way, school history develops and enriches an informed collective memory as part of
the students’ lifelong learning.
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The case for an index of historical literacy
In re-framing the debate about the purpose, place and approach of history education in our
schools the term ‘historical literacy’ is a useful concept to apply. But it is insufficient in itself
and only becomes truly effective if the elements of what constitutes historical literacy are spelt
out. These could collectively constitute what we call an index of historical literacy.
Why do we need such an index?
In the first place, most public discussion about the failings of school history is framed as an
argument about ‘historical illiteracy’, without any apparently serious attempt to define what
this kind of illiteracy means, except that it is frequently expressed as a failure of school
students to know certain key ‘facts’.
Second, when the term ‘historical literacy’ is actually used, it is often mentioned in such a
variety of different ways that any reader would be confused by the assortment of vague and
inconsistent meanings.
Third, defining historical literacy will assist teachers by moving the debate away from
fruitless personal and/or political expressions of what constitutes historical literacy and
illiteracy and framing the discussion in a professional and research-based format.
Fourth, defining historical literacy in this way will provide teachers with an accessible and
recognisable pedagogical framework for their everyday work.
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Towards a definition of historical literacy
Background
‘Historical literacy’ is a phrase that has been used loosely and variably in the past.
Paul Gagnon, the US historian, employed the term when compiling his influential 1989 book
Historical Literacy; the Case for History in American Education.xli However, Gagnon’s
definition of historical literacy was content-driven and framed by the 1987 Bradley
Commission’s report on history teaching and the US anti-social-studies standards (content)
debate of the late 1980s.
More recently, the term ‘historical literacy’ was used by a group of US researchers who
redefined the phrase in a slightly broader, but still cryptic, fashion as ‘not only the learning of
historical events, but also the use of interpretive reasoning’.xlii Spanish researcher Maria
Rodrigo attempted a cognitively based definition, but was still obliged to remark that ‘The
cognitive competencies involved in the development of historical literacy are far from being
well delineated’.xliii
However, there is a basis for a better model – that advocated by Australian science educator,
Peter Fensham – in his case for defining scientific literacy:
The first task is to identify and justify the natural phenomena and science’s
conceptual tools for dealing with them that seem to be the really important
ones for this generation of students to engage with in their learning. The
second is to define the scientific syntax, so that all students will find these
learnings useful and empowering.xliv
Fensham’s ideas provide a useful starting point, if we adapt the paragraph as follows:
The first task is to identify historical events and history’s conceptual tools for
dealing with them – tools that seem to be the really important ones for this
generation of students to engage in their learning. The second task is to define
historical syntax, so that all students will find these learnings useful and
empowering.

A model from science
In an important 1997 publication, Rodger Bybee, of the US National Research Council,
formulated a schema for scientific literacy which has some relevance for outlining the form
and the function of historical literacy. Bybee suggested that the term ‘scientific literacy’
expressed ‘major purposes of science education – achieving society’s aspirations and
developing individual understandings about science and technology’. He proposed that, as far
as (scientific) disciplinary literacy was concerned, there were four categories of student
ability.
o Illiterate – The student is unable to understand a question or locate the question in a
given disciplinary domain.
o Nominal – The student understands the disciplinary basis of a question or topic, but
displays misunderstanding in response.
o Functional – The student can use disciplinary vocabulary, but use is confined to a
particular activity or need. Memorisation can be a feature of functional literacy. Bybee
uses an interesting analogy: ‘Knowing the vocabulary of science and technology is
like recognizing leaves and even knowing something about them without
understanding they are part of a tree and what their function is in the life of a tree’.
o Conceptual and procedural
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o
o

Conceptual – The student understands the way that disciplinary concepts relate to the
whole discipline.
Procedural – The student understands the process of inquiry and the skills required to
complete this process successfully.xlv

Implications for ‘historical literacy’
If we use Fensham’s and Bybee’s ideas as a conceptual base, the notion of historical literacy
can be developed in the following terms.
o First, historical literacy is not about a purposeless knowing of facts about the past.
Historical literacy is about personal, social and political empowerment. Understanding
the past is an important part of life as a whole, not just school life, and all school
students are entitled to study history.
o Second, historical literacy must be based upon a judicious balance between social
expectations about what students should know about history and individual
understandings and skills.
o Third, the argument here is that all students may attain some of these outcomes at
some time or other and that some students may attain them all. But it is highly
unlikely that all students will attain all of the outcomes.
Once the components of historical literacy are established, teachers of history can establish
historical literacy benchmarks, using curriculum outcomes in each State or Territory.
Many historical literacy expectations are to be found in curriculum documents which have
been drawn up by curriculum specialists who understand historical thinking but rarely get the
results of their skills into the public arena.
Such expectations are also to be found in many classrooms where skilled and enthusiastic
teachers, either intuitively or through careful study and professional experience, understand
what historical literacy really is.
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An index of historical literacy
This section examines the key elements of historical literacy. Each of the elements is
identified with its own icon. The icons are used in the Making History: Upper Primary
Units and Middle Secondary Units to indicate where the historical literacies may be
seen in operation. Each of the elements in the following list is examined in more detail
below.
Events of the past – Knowing and understanding historical events, using prior
knowledge, and realising the significance of different events.
Narratives of the past – Understanding the shape of change and continuity over time,
understanding multiple narratives and dealing with open-endedness.
Research skills – Gathering, analysing and using the evidence (artefacts, documents
and graphics) and issues of provenance.
The language of history – Understanding and dealing with the language of the past.
Historical concepts – Understanding historical concepts such as causation and
motivation.
ICT understandings –Using, understanding and evaluating ICT-based historical
resources (the virtual archive).
Making connections – Connecting the past with the self and the world today.
Contention and contestability – Understanding the ‘rules’ and the place of public and
professional historical debate.
Representational expression – Understanding and using creativity in representing the
past through film, drama, visual arts, music, fiction, poetry and ICT.
Moral judgement in history – Understanding the moral and ethical issues involved in
historical explanation.
Applied science in history – Understanding the use and value of scientific and
technological expertise and methods in investigating past, such as DNA analysis or gas
chromatography tests.
Historical explanation – Using historical reasoning, synthesis and interpretation (the
index of historical literacy) to explain the past. Historical understanding is incomplete without
explanation.
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Events of the past
Knowing and understanding historical events
In history, there is a common confusion over the use of the word ‘fact’. The word itself
suggests a level of non-arguability, but it is often used in speech in a loose and slippery
fashion (such as, ‘It is a fact that …’ – meaning ‘It is my opinion that …’). History is based on
these ‘facts’ or occurrences of incidents in the past involving people. These are the building
blocks of narrative.
However, a ‘fact’, it is argued, is itself a matter of selection and editing, thus introducing an
element of subjectivity into what seemed to be, at first glance, a fairly objective process.
We might, for example, believe that Harold Holt drowned accidentally, but we cannot be sure,
so we introduce ‘facts’ (which really should be ‘evidence’) to back up our opinion. The only
thing we can be sure of is that an event occurred in which Holt disappeared while swimming.
So the selection of contestable facts around a non-contested event is a subjective practice. At
least there is a way of establishing that an event occurred.
In practical terms then, events might be an outbreak of disease, the coming to power of a
politician, the beginning of a war or the beginning of peace and, without knowledge of these
events, students cannot provide a sound narrative in which these events play a part. Moreover,
a misrepresentation of events constitutes a failure of historical technique. Events have to be
reported accurately and fully and their significance weighed as part of the narrative.
In many curriculum documents, events are categorised as ‘knowledge’ and it is part of a
teachers’ job to develop students’ ability to become familiar not only with these events, but
also to separate out contestable and non-contestable ‘facts’ and to understand the shifting
nature of these facts and to evaluate the significance of events.
At the same time, the research tells us that students bring to the classroom an understanding of
some historical events based on, for example, family lore and visits to museums and heritage
sites, as well as popular representations of history in film and television programs. In primary
school, building historical understanding through students’ prior knowledge is a particularly
valuable technique.xlvi
And so, many students already have some ‘facts’ about some events. Some of these ‘facts’
may be myths or half-baked ideas, while some may be reasonably accurate. Part of the role of
a teacher of history is to develop students’ skills in differentiating between different kinds of
‘facts’ and showing students how facts are assessed as a part of evidence. These are part of
students’ developing critical historical literacy skills.
At the same time, it is vital that students understand the course of events so that they can make
an informed judgement. Comment, analysis and interpretation has to be built on accurate
knowledge of events.

Events and primary school students
From the earliest stage of a student’s schooling, teachers can build on this prior historical
awareness by introducing them to key historical events, by asking students to compile
evidence using facts and by asking them to discuss the reliability of these facts as significant
evidence. For example, younger primary school students should be able to differentiate
between facts and evidence.
In primary schools, students can explore the facts–evidence connection by looking at facts,
myths and legends and tie this in to history by assessing what are verifiable facts and what are
stories with little or no evidential background.
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At this level, Levstik and Barton suggest that, when tackling historical topics, younger
primary students can assess facts on a chart – with a continuum ranging from ‘for-sure facts’
to ‘for-sure exaggerations’ – with facts circled in green and exaggerations circled in red.xlvii
That way, the students can get a visual handle on the conceptual differences. Teachers and
students could also work with other colours for facts that are less verifiable and exaggerations
that could be close to the truth, thus building an increasingly sophisticated understanding of
the use of facts in history. The ‘fact chart’ can then be used as an ‘evidence chart’ to assess
what’s in and what’s out when looking at a topic.
This technique can be applied at any level in primary or secondary school.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Primary students explore an event
A group of Year 5 primary students might be investigating the question of how Australia
became a nation in 1901.
Use the resource Australians All! Discovering Democracy Australian Readers Lower
Primary.xlviii Read the non-fictional story of ‘Australia becomes a nation’ to the class. Discuss
elements of the story, including the visual texts, so the students have a context for the
following exercise.
In a variation of the ‘fact chart’ exercise, have the students re-read the story and discuss it in
small groups. Have them write down on coloured pieces of paper what reasons they can find
in the story to explain ‘why Australia became a federation in 1901’. They should use green
paper for the ‘for sure’ reasons and red paper for the ‘exaggerations or not so sure’ reasons.
They need to use the text and visual material (photos, maps, artefacts and cartoons) in the
story as evidence to support their claims (facts).
Hang a string across the front of the room. Call it the ‘Australia becomes a nation history line’
or something similar. Explain to the class that at one end of the string we have the ‘real truth’
(the green end) about why Australia became a nation in 1901 and at the other end we have ‘a
make-believe or made-up story’ (the red end) about how it happened.
Have each group peg each of their pieces of paper along the string according to how certain
they are about their ‘facts’. For each reason, they give evidence for the placement of the piece
of paper on the line of factual certainty.
Involve the whole class in discussing the choices of each group. See what agreement can be
reached on the placements. Ask what other extra evidence they need to make their reasons
more certain.

Events and secondary school students
At the secondary school level, where the curriculum is often less immediately related to
personal experiences, students can still come to the classroom with interesting levels of prior
knowledge.
For example, in a recent Year 10 modern world history class, one student had made a personal
and informal study of the Titanic disaster in 1912 and could quote chapter and verse about the
events surrounding the terrible sinking of the great ship with astonishing accuracy. This
student had also grasped the notion of how to deal with evidence in history. He interrogated
evidence for provenance and he assessed its reliability. In other words, outside the framework
of school history, he had begun to ask questions, to seek explanations and then to accumulate
facts as evidence – the first stages in historical inquiry.
Again, teachers should build on students’ prior knowledge and personal understandings.
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In more general terms, in the middle to lower secondary school, students sometimes have
great difficulty with historical events. Denis Shemilt’s work tells us that some students think
there are ‘true facts’ which a teacher has access to and which he or she is simply obliged to
pass on.xlix
Adolescent students also have some difficulty with school history which is seen as distant and
unconnected to their lives – dominated by facts and pointless information and requiring
equally pointless memorisation.
The work of a teacher of history in this area of the school is not to assume that students have
dealt with the basics of historical thinking in primary school and to convince secondary
students that events are there to be interrogated and placed in an historical narrative by
assessing their significance.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Making connections in middle secondary scools
Each of the Making History middle secondary curriculum units has a special section, Making
Links with Today, which provides teaching and learning activities that demonstrate how
connections can be made between the events, themes and student understanding of selected
aspects of Australia’s post-war history and the students’ contemporary world.
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Narratives of the past
Understanding change and continuity over time
Most teachers of history find the content–process divide a problem. They can generally
resolve this problem by welding the two processes into a holistic approach to historical
thinking. However, associated with this divide is the breadth–depth issue. In other words,
covering the narrative in a satisfactory way while also allowing sufficient study in depth.
What the research evidence tells us is that students who are allowed time to study historical
topics in depth develop a clearer understanding of a particular period than students who race
through the chronology.l That deeper level of understanding allows them to make serious
judgements about a broader narrative.
William Walsh, in his influential work on the philosophy of history, defined the historical
process as ‘colligation’, that is, the placing of events in a proper historical context.li In effect,
this is what we ask our students to write, as Walsh suggests.
At the same time, the research shows that many students have no idea of the grand sweep of
history. They have a worm’s-eye view of events while good history teachers, who may have
been studying and teaching history for 20 or 30 years, have a bird’s-eye view.
The work of a teacher of history is therefore to foster in students a sense of narrative, an
ability to place events in context and an understanding of how factors change or remain much
the same over time.

Multiple narratives
Students also need to be introduced to the idea of multiple narratives, that is, the way the past
can be explained through a variety of perspectives.
In the classroom, there are many opportunities for focussing on the development of narrative
understanding.
If we take one example, the Eureka Stockade, students should be able to place that particular
event in the broader social, economic and political events of the time by starting with the
problem or issue of the hopes and ambitions of the goldfield inhabitants and then working out
into a broader circle of conflicting hopes and ambitions which involve the colonial authorities.
To develop multiple perspectives, it is a simple enough task to ask students to explain the
events at Eureka through the eyes of a range of participants including a woman who was there,
a trooper who fought and a miner who has recently arrived from California. Each of these
characters would need to have their point of view stated after students had examined and
discussed the evidence.

Open-endedness
Which brings us to open-endedness.
There is no ‘right answer’ in history. Students have some difficulty with this at first, until they
get the hang of the historian’s job, which is to provide an explanation which is, in essence, an
interpretation of events.
This explanation in the form of narrative is but one among many, but its validity rests on its
technique. And the overwhelmingly important element in the development of a successful
narrative is the appropriate use of evidence.
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Research skills
During the 1970s, the New History movement was heavily influenced by Coltham’s and
Fines’s work on evidence.lii At that time, their approach was novel, combining the work of
educational theorists such as Bruner and Bloom with their own work on history as a
discipline.
Although subsequently criticised for stressing hierarchies of questions as well as an overemphasis on the power of primary sources at the expense of secondary sources, they are still
recognised as a major influence when conceptualising the disciplinary nature of historical
knowledge at the school level.
Since the original publication of their 1971 booklet, there has been a refinement of thinking
about the use of evidence in the classroom. This includes a revision of cognitive approaches to
historical understanding and the introduction of a postmodern approach which includes the
far-from-original assertion that historians (and students of history) need to be aware of their
own relationship to historical events and the selection of evidence.
The schematic nature of the Coltham and Fines approach has come under fire because it failed
to recognise the infinite number of questions that may be asked about any source or sources.
However, their position, however schematic it may be, is still a good starting point, if only
because Bloom’s taxonomy remains at the heart of any evidence-based work in schools.
If their approach is modified to take into account the Bloomian hierarchy of objectives as well
as the kind of thinking teachers are looking for when framing questions about evidence, the
work of Coltham and Fines is still relevant at the beginning of the 21st century.
This approach recognises the multidimensional nature of historical thinking.

Thoughts on evidence: From Bloom to Coltham and Fines
Coltham and Fines outlined their approach to evidence as follows:
Having established a question (or questions) about the topic under
investigation, students should collect and examine relevant primary and
secondary evidence. A sub-question (or sub-questions) should then be framed
about the nature and significance of the evidence.
Initially, evidence should be assessed in terms of:
o
authenticity
o relevance
o coherence
o credibility
o reliability
o completeness
o consistency within itself and with other material
o agreement with evidence’s contemporary culture, political thought and so on
o agreement with personal experience and knowledge of human nature and behaviour.
Evidence should also be assessed in terms of:
o recognition of any gaps in evidence and assessment of any need for any further action,
for example, additional searching
o filling in the gaps forwards or backwards from collected evidence
o injection of interpretation from own knowledge and experience
o acceptance of inevitability of short- or long-term gap(s).
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Thoughts on evidence: Using Coltham and Fines and
Husbands
Further analysis of source material, primary and secondary should include:
o detecting points of view
o detecting bias
o separating verifiable facts from value judgements or suppositions
o recognising unstated or implicit assumptions
o identifying connections between parts of complex material and the nature of
connections: temporal (concurrent, sequential and so on), behavioural (motivational
and so on) and causal.
Any synthesis of evidence should:
o tie in new elements with a previously organised body of knowledge
o combine evidential material with items from one’s own fund of knowledge and
experience
o make use of evidence gathered from more than one source.
Explanations should incorporate complex and multidimensional historical thinking which
uses, amongst other approaches (in alphabetical order) liii:
Abstracting

Deducing

Judging

Selecting

Alluding

Empathising

Matching

Sequencing

Analysing

Generalising

Modifying

Solving

Arguing

Generating

Projecting

Sorting

Associating

Hypothesising

Questioning

Suggesting

Calculating

Imagining

Recalling

Testing

Comparing

Improving

Reconciling

Translating

Composing

Including

Refining

Valuing

Connecting

Inferring

Refuting

Wondering

Contrasting

Intuiting

Rejecting

Convincing

Inventing

Relating

A model for developing thinking about evidence
This model is based on the work of Chris Husbands.liv
The following are types of questions to apply to historical evidence.
1 Accretionary questions which elicit information and comment.
Requiring precise factual recall, recognition or observation. Generally closed-ended.
•
Looking at this evidence, who killed whom?
•
What is happening in this photograph?
•
Looking at the letter, what time did the event occur?
2 Judgemental questions which elicit reflection.
Requiring choice and evaluation based on precise factual recall and with formulation of
opinion/belief. Generally open-ended and individual.
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•
•
3

•
•

•
•

Was the author of the note justified making those remarks?
Does this painting help clear up the mystery?
Comprehension questions which elicit understanding.
a Convergent: Questions requiring a limiting or singular response.
Looking for the most appropriate answer and focusing on what is already known or
perceived.
What was the object used for?
Why was this note written?
b Divergent: Questions requiring a variety of responses.
Imaginative reconstruction, hypothesis formulation, problem-solving, prediction and
inference may be required.
Looking at the plans and reading these accounts of a siege, how can the design of this
castle be improved?
Looking at the evidence, what do you think happened here and why?

Working with historical sources
Primary sources
It is important that all history teachers should be in a position to recognise categories of
historical sources. Broadly, a primary source is a piece of historical evidence which is
contemporaneously and directly linked with an event or series of events in the past.
The importance of using primary sources carefully in the classroom cannot be emphasised too
highly since it puts students directly in touch with the past and all primary sources do have a
special fascination for child and adult alike.
Primary sources in the primary school
Family history
In the early years of schooling, many teachers ask students to bring in photos and drawings to
pin up on a family storyboard in a timeline. This evidence can then be used to construct a
story or stories about events in the past.
This and other similar exercises allow students to develop historical thinking and
understanding by:
o creating a chronology (events in a personal or family timeline – continuity and
change);
o explaining history through narrative (generational or family changes examined
through, for example, photographs);
o helping memory by using various forms of evidence (for example, a baby book and
loss of first tooth as a major event – different forms of evidence);
o constructing stories from the past without having directly experienced them (for
example, a parents’ wedding – the use and value of evidence);
o looking at how sources might disagree (for example, student or parental memory
versus photograph – conflicting evidence);
o examining how sources can be reliable or unreliable (here teachers should bear in
mind family sensitivities – for example, do both parents have the same knowledge
about what happened in early infancy? – trustworthiness of evidence).
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Suggestions for classroom practice
The Making History upper primary curriculum units offer several units that focus on primary
students using primary historical sources relating to both their wider and local history.
Getting connected introduces students to history via a time-capsule activity involving artefacts
and physical items.
Unit one, History at home – A local area study is a more extensive unit involving
investigation and gathering of historical information about the students’ local district from a
wide variety of sources.

Primary sources in the secondary school
Over the past 20 years or so, there has been an increase in the use of primary source material
in the secondary school. However, there are four problems with this welcome development.
o Some teachers still insist on using primary sources as ineffective, colourful ‘add-ons’
rather than as an essential starting point for discussion.
o Many of the primary sources used are text-based, even though so many other primary
sources in history are visually based or concrete, tangible and three-dimensional.
o It is alleged that the emphasis on the value of primary sources (effectively used or not)
often comes at the expense of successfully understanding the use of secondary source
materials.
o There has been criticism that teachers and textbook authors select the primary
materials, thus injecting a strong editorial element into the process and defeating an
‘authentic discovery’ element.
The first three issues can be dealt with as long as teachers of history are aware of the power,
significance and effective use of primary and secondary source materials. The final criticism
has been itself attacked on the basis that teachers are not training apprentice historians for a
trade. Instead, they are encouraging their students to think historically.

What are historical sources?lv
Students need to develop an understanding of what constitutes an historical source and how
this differs from an historical account or explanation of an event.
In retelling the story of the past historians have to collect evidence from reliable sources to
support their account of events. Students need to understand the different types of evidence
and be able to distinguish a ‘primary’ from a ‘secondary’ source. All this evidence must be
found, identified, assessed, analysed and interpreted in the light of all other evidence.

Also in their detective work, it is important for students to consider the implications of
the absence of evidence. Evidence may be missing or simply not available because
records have not been kept or have been lost or destroyed. The implications can be
immense.
Primary sources for events of the past come in innumerable shapes, sizes and formats.
Artefacts as big as the pyramids and as small as a lock of hair can be primary sources of
information for the delving historian.
Primary sources are not just text-based written evidence of the past. For example, the CDROM One Destiny! The Federation Story Centenary Edition, produced as part of the
Discovering Democracy resources in 2001 for the centenary of Australian Federation,
contained a variety of primary documentation from a vast range of sources held by the
National Archive. They included:
o photographs and film clips
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

cartoons from newspapers and journals
drawings, sketches and paintings
newspaper editorials, letters and articles
extracts from speeches
extracts from writings of commentators
extracts from original official records and other documents
maps
statistics in both tabular and graphic format
music and poetry
print artefact material, such as posters and advertising.

Key issues about using historical sources in the classroom
Using primary source material offers students an exciting opportunity to study and work with
the very building blocks of evidence that professional historians use to construct their views of
events from the past.
As the range and availability of primary source materials is almost overwhelming, one task for
teachers is to select and offer appropriate and relevant source material suited to student
abilities and to the learning activities specifically relating to the unit of history under study.
The following are some of the key issues that teachers need to address in planning their
approach to teaching and learning through the use of primary sources.
What constitutes a fact?
Students need to understand that historical documents – visual, textual, aural or artefact – do
not in themselves constitute ‘the facts’ or ‘the truth’ about the past. They are only fragments
or snapshots of another time, place and people. Considered on their own they cannot tell the
story of the past. They should not be accepted on face value, but must be interrogated,
evaluated and interpreted before they can be used to build the story.
Whose point of view?
Students also need to understand that evidence from the past has within it particular points of
view. The writers, photographers, poets, musicians, artists, speechmakers and cartoonists of
the day were as much a product of their time in history as we are a product of ours. Their work
reflects their particular values, beliefs and attitudes.
The historian must evaluate how these might influence the reliability of the evidence. So, too,
the historian comes to the task with a particular set of values, beliefs and attitudes that may
shape his or her interpretation of the evidence.
What’s missing?
The absence of evidence presents special problems. Often whole points of view may be
missing from an historical account because some of the participants in the events did not keep
records.
Consider, for example, what we know or don’t know about what Indigenous people, local
Chinese or the majority of colonial women thought of the idea of Federation. For the most
part, their voices cannot be heard in the story for a multitude of reasons: Who asked them for
their opinions? Many women were active in the Federation movement, but only women in
South Australia and Western Australia were eligible to vote in the Federation referendums.
Where are the records of opinions that were orally expressed and not written down? Most
records of the period are written and are generally dominated by the public opinions of
educated, property-owning, white male voters.
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So too we have Ned Kelly’s account of the shootings at Stringy Bark Creek on 26 October
1878 in the Jerilderie letter, which he composed months later, but we will never have the
accounts from the viewpoints of the three policemen who were killed in the ambush.
What is the context?
Students need to understand that all evidence of the past has come to us from a context of
other events, people and influences. Knowing the general historical setting helps the historian
to evaluate the importance of the particular evidence with greater accuracy and clarity.

Choosing a source
Teachers need to select primary source material that is appropriate for the students’ literacy
levels and general abilities. Generally there are sources available to suit students of a wide
range of abilities but some may present difficulties in vocabulary, language style, concepts or
the level of contextual information required.
Some sources should be handled with particular sensitivity and may be best used by teachers
who have specialist backgrounds. For example, materials on Indigenous people at the time of
Federation raise issues about violent and discriminatory treatment against them. These
materials may best be used by teachers who have specialist backgrounds in this part of
Australian history.
Most primary source documents used in school history have been edited and are offered only
as extracts. Many are translations. Teachers and students need to be aware that both processes
can sometimes affect the conclusions to be drawn from the source
Students need to distinguish between the opinions, information and insights offered by the
primary source and those offered by any associated commentary.

Provenance: Identifying a source
When working with any historical source it is useful for students to complete a preliminary
questioning of the material to establish its identity and its credentials.
To do this, they can ask some initial ‘interrogation’ questions to the documents (‘documents’
is used here as a broad term meaning all formats of source material: text, visual, aural and
artefact).
o Is this a primary (first-hand) or secondary document?
o Who created the original document? What is the evidence of authorship?
o When was this document created? What is the evidence to establish dating?
o Where was this document originally created?
o Who was the original intended audience for the document?
o What was the original intended purpose of the document?
o What events at the time provide a background for this document?

Using the source material: A structured approach
A four-staged structured approach to using historical sources is suggested.
1

The issue

Identify the particular issue about the historical event to which the sources can be applied.
What is the focus question?
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2

The context

Establish a context for the sources and the general background knowledge and understanding
necessary to conduct further study about the issue.
3

The analysis

Analyse the selected source by:
o establishing its credentials (as above);
o questioning the evidence in order to establish what information it might provide;
o comparing it with existing knowledge and other contemporary material and secondary
source accounts about the issue.
4

The synthesis

Develop conclusions from the evidence and/or propose what further evidence may be
required.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Working with primary sources: ‘White Australia’ and Federation, a case study
Level: Middle to upper secondary Australian history
Focus: How did the idea of a ‘White Australia’ and the question of immigration restriction
affect the Federation movement of the late 19th century?
Creating a context
Students can gain a useful context for this issue by reading about the colonial history of race
relations, with an emphasis on the experience of and reaction to Chinese immigration from the
gold rushes onwards.
Develop a background fact file with the students about some of the following issues.
o Immigration restriction that was practised in the colonies in the last half of the 19th
century.
o Identification of the races and people targeted by early colonial immigration
restriction laws.
o The early arguments, attitudes and beliefs that motivated colonial immigration
restrictions.
o How the early immigration restriction laws operated and to what effect.
o The prolonged agitation in the colonies about restricting Chinese immigration during
1887–8.
o The British Government’s attitudes to and treaties with both China and Japan in the
late 1890s.
o The influence of newspapers such as the Melbourne Punch and The Bulletin on
popular opinion.
o The Immigration Restriction Bill 1901 – one of the first laws passed by the new
Commonwealth Parliament which formalised a national policy of a ‘White Australia’.
o A definition of ‘White Australia’.
o How and why the ‘White Australia’ policy remained in place until the mid-1960s.
Analysis of primary source material with annotations
Historical source 1
Background context
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On 27 April 1888 the steamer Afghan arrived in Melbourne with 268 Chinese people on
board, many wanting to disembark. There was strong anti-Chinese public feeling. The colonial
Victorian Government of Premier Gillies put the ship into quarantine and under guard to
ensure that no-one disembarked. There were calls to impose hefty poll taxes and for new
restrictive legislation to bar Chinese immigrants entry.

©Courtesy of the National Archives of Australia

‘The Afghan arrives in Melbourne’ (Melbourne Punch, 3 May 1888).
The original caption read: ‘In the old days I stopped the convicts in the bay.
And now you must bar out the yellow plague with your own arm’.

Questions
1 What does ‘Old Australia’ mean when he says to ‘Young Australia’: ‘Right, my boy, you’re
worthy of your sire. In the old days I stopped the convicts in the bay. And now you must
bar out the yellow plague with your own arm.’?
o In a basic analysis, students explore unfamiliar words and phrases such as ‘worthy of
your sire’.
o Also examine what is meant by topical references, such as ‘I stopped the convicts in
the bay’ and ‘the yellow plague’.
2 What does the ship in the bay refer to? Why has the cartoonist chosen this reference?
o Students need reference to the anti-transportation movement of the 1840s to
understand the cartoonist’s analogy: that stopping the Chinese in the bay in 1888 is
equivalent to the anti-transportation campaign of the 1840s.
3 What is the boy doing and what is the ‘Colonial Office’ bar lying on the ground?
o Students will need some background on the Colonial Office.
o The boy is literally barring the door to Chinese entry. The door bar – old, broken and
useless – represents the British Government’s inability to provide the desired
restrictions.
4 Who is the boy representing?
o The boy represents ‘Young Australia’, but students need to take the reading further:
the boy represents ‘Australia’, not just Victoria. This wider representation is
significant given that the cartoon is from Melbourne and apparently about a local
incident.
o Also, he is a young boy – a symbol for a young nation not an old colony – and is more
potent because he is doing a man’s work, physically barring the door against bigger
odds.
5 How are the Chinese represented in the cartoon? What attitudes and values are expressed?
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The reader sees only many heads and clamouring hands; these suggest many numbers
and a determination to get through the door.
o The reference to the Chinese as ‘the yellow plague’ suggests that:
o there are many of them;
o they are not people, not human;
o they are racially stereotyped to include all Asians;
o they can be compared to a pestilence or a virulent scourge.
6 What conclusion could you draw from this cartoon about the campaign for anti-Chinese
immigration restriction and its influence on Federation?
o The cartoon pre-dates Federation by 12 years. There would need to be some additional
evidence from later dates to make connections stronger.
o The references to the ineffective role of the Colonial Office, the heritage of resistance
to British policy and the national symbolism of the boy suggest that this cartoon is
evidence supporting the view that the push for immigration restriction did provide an
impetus for national action and Federation.
o

Working with primary sources: ‘White Australia’ and Federation, a case study
(continued)
Analysis of primary source material with annotations (cont.)
Historical source 2
Background context
Unable to land in Melbourne, the steamer Afghan moved on to Sydney to unload its Chinese
passengers. There were large anti-Chinese public meetings and deputations to Premier Sir
Henry Parkes. Under pressure from these and the new Labor Party in Parliament, Parkes
introduced drastic new restrictive legislation. In June 1888, at an inter-colonial conference, a
common immigration restriction policy became a key platform for national cooperation.

©Courtesy of the National Archives of Australia

‘The Afghan arrives in Sydney’ (The Bulletin, 26 May 1888). The original caption read:
‘Rubbish from the cabbage-garden: Duncan Gillies, the Victorian Premier, dumps the Chow invasion
at the feet of the Premier of New South Wales, Sir Henry Parkes.

Questions
1 Describe what is happening in the cartoon. What does the fence represent? In general terms
who do the two men represent?
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Students need to have an accurate overview of what is happening in the cartoon before
attempting any deeper analysis. In this case, it is simply a story of two neighbours:
one dumping rubbish in the other’s backyard!
2 Explain what is meant by the caption: ‘Rubbish from the cabbage-garden: Duncan Gillies,
the Victorian Premier, dumps the Chow invasion at the feet of the Premier of New South
Wales, Sir Henry Parkes.’
o Students can explore why Victoria is referred to as a ‘cabbage-garden’. This was a
pejorative term used to belittle Victoria at an earlier inter-colonial conference.
Victoria was well-known for its market gardening and was often looked down upon
by the New South Wales press as a ‘small’ colony – a ‘cabbage-patch’. The reference
also raises the issue of Chinese market gardeners being seen as major competitors to
other local producers.
3 What is the cartoonist’s attitude to the events? How does the cartoonist want the reader to
react? Who was the cartoon intended for?
o In these questions students explore the perspective and intent of the source.
o The Bulletin was a Sydney paper, founded in 1880, which became a popular national
weekly. Nationalist, racist and pro-federalist after 1894, the paper was an advocate of
‘Australia for the Australians’.
o The cartoon’s criticism of Victoria may have been a reflection of a Sydney viewpoint,
but the paper had a large national audience.
o

4

What attitudes and values are expressed in the cartoon?
o There are those associated with colonial relations and those associated with Chinese
people.
o In terms of inter-colonial relations, the cartoon says that good neighbours simply do
not dump rubbish in each other’s backyard. Here is an example of inter-colonial selfinterest causing tension and antagonism.
o In terms of the Chinese passengers, they are referred to as ‘rubbish’ and visually
represented as a mass of dehumanised, miniaturised, caricatured garbage being
‘dumped’ from the cabbage garden. This is classic anti-Chinese racism of the time.
Reference to the ‘Chow invasion’ includes a slang, racist term of disdain. As well, the
fact that 268 Chinese people are seen as an ‘invasion’ underlines the hysteria and
depth of fear.
5 What conclusion do you draw from this cartoon about how the immigration restriction issue
supported the moves towards Federation?
o Although students would be correct in assessing that this source indicates intercolonial friction about how to deal with the Chinese immigration question, they might
go further and suggest that it supports the view that the Afghan incident actually
highlighted the need for cooperative action rather than individual action by the
separate colonies. Passing the problem on was no solution.
o The source is further evidence of the unabashed racism underlining the anti-Chinese
movement. This would be best explored in detail from the perspective of 19th century
European attitudes to race generally and from the Australian perspective in particular.

Going beyond the sources
Using the conclusions drawn from the two sources, students could develop a presentation on
the role of the Afghan incident in fuelling the desire of the colonials to maintain a ‘White
Australia’ and how this sentiment supported the movement towards Federation.
They could explore the issue further by studying other sources on the Afghan incident. The
presentation could be oral, written, a performance, multimedia or Web-based.
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Often the value in the study of historical evidence lies in the new questions raised and how
these lead to new directions. The students should be encouraged to challenge the sources with
more questions and explore other documents in search of answers.
After working with the two sources on the 1888 Afghan incident for their particular
information, invite the students to raise more questions. These may include:
o What did Parkes do about the Chinese passengers when they got to Sydney?
o What eventually happened to the Chinese passengers on board the Afghan?
o How common were the racist anti-Chinese attitudes that we see expressed here?
o What were attitudes and responses to the issue in the other colonies in 1888?
o Why were the Chinese so feared and despised by some colonial Australians in the late
19th century?
o Is there any evidence that elements of the colonial population opposed the antiChinese sentiment?
o How many Chinese immigrants were actually coming to the colonies in the later part
of the 1880–1900 period?
o What is the link between the Afghan incident and the 1888 inter-colonial conference?
o What was the British Government’s attitude to colonial proposals to restrict Chinese
immigration?
o In what ways did the immigration issue stay alive as an issue in the Federation
debate?

Secondary sources
Secondary sources are usually defined as sources that post-date the events under study and
form a commentary on these events – such as a textbook or monograph or biography.
There are complications however.
What difference does it make if the biography is written by the daughter of the figure under
study and she worked with him for 40 years? What difference does it make if an historian
gathers primary sources together and publishes them in a text with commentary? What
difference does it make if the commentary is contemporaneous (primary), but written by
somebody not directly in touch with events (secondary)?
Students must gain an awareness that secondary sources must be subjected to the same kind of
scrutiny as primary sources.
Here are some hard questions that need to be asked:
o Who wrote this book? Why?
o What is his or her background? Does this influence the writing? What is the evidence
for that?
o What references were used? Are there enough? Are some key references missing?
o How was the book structured? Does this affect the explanations offered?
o Has its position or theme been replaced by more recent books, ideas or articles?
o What are the other approaches advocated by other writers in this area?
o Where does this book sit in the debate about the topic under study?

Secondary sources in the primary school
Students at both primary and secondary level are often guilty of the same technique in dealing
with secondary sources – copying or précising them for ‘research’ projects. The thought
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processes involved are minimal and the historical understanding is consequently at a low
level.
Primary school students can be introduced to the idea of primary/secondary sources using the
following techniques.
o Discuss the primary sources and then insert related secondary sources. Ask students to
question the secondary sources as if they were primary. This is essentially a debating
technique to:
o introduce students to the idea of questioning all sources;
o getting students to process this new idea through debate, questions and discussion.
o Suggest using secondary sources (such as encyclopedias) as starting points for
research. Help students to develop techniques to find the relevant information quickly,
make useful notes and write up the project. Remind students that secondary sources
need to be critically analysed too.
o Discuss and debate useful questions to be examined in additional secondary sources.
o Allow students to broaden their research by using other secondary sources – such as
topic books, other textbooks or novels. Suggest that these sources need to be
compared at particular points to see if there are different viewpoints expressed.
Primary school students can deal with the idea that historians disagree.
If a Grade 6 or Grade 7 student leaves primary school understanding how to use primary and
secondary sources, he or she is thinking historically.

Secondary sources in the secondary school
Much of what applies to primary school students also applies to secondary school students.
All sources must be interrogated in equal measure.
However, a difficulty at the secondary level occurs when teachers of history find in their
classes a mixture of students who are unaware of how to use sources and those who may have
received a good grounding in source work at the primary level.
The consequence is that in secondary school history syllabus design, there should be a
curriculum emphasis on source work of an increasingly sophisticated nature.
By Year 12 students should be able to identify the historiographical underpinnings of any
topic under study.
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The language of history
The use of terms from other historical times
Some years ago, Liam Hudson discovered that adolescent students were able to answer
examination essay questions in history very successfully without fully understanding what
they were saying. lvi For example, students might use the words ‘monarchy’ and ‘cabinet’
convincingly in an answer but, if asked to define the words accurately, they were lost.
In the same context, Chris Husbands has suggested that students interpret words in history
through the lens of their own understandings.lvii For example, if a teacher says ‘church’ in a
Year 7 class, he or she may think they are conveying the concept of the medieval church with
the Pope, cardinals, archbishops, congregations, churches, chapels, cathedrals and so on. The
student at the back of the room thinks the teacher is talking about the large, and possibly
mysterious, building at the end of the road with the pointy bit on the roof.
This suggests strongly that history in schools is bedevilled by linguistic issues which are
present not merely in source work but also in discussion, note-writing, extended writing and
examination writing.

Language and the history classroom
The teacher of history is as much as teacher of language as are all other teachers. But perhaps
teachers of history have a special role to play in this respect.
It is in the history classroom that students can best come to appreciate that language itself is a
dynamic and changing feature of the social, cultural and political life of a people. Language
itself has history – it experiences change and continuity over time.
To further confuse matters, words which have specific meanings for explaining history may
also be used in everyday life – for example, ‘blitz’ could refer to cleaning up your garden in a
‘backyard blitz’ or to the intense bombing of London in 1940, during World War II).
Not only that, but history also has words which seem to be specifically historical, for example
‘squattocracy’ or ‘revolution’.
There are also shades of meaning and disagreements about technical terms in history. Think
about the differences in meaning that exist between the following words:
o uprising
o revolt
o rebellion
o revolution
o protest
o demonstration.
Just look at the one word ‘revolution’ (that is, the overthrow of a ruler or political system). We
can argue that the American Revolution was initially a conservative attempt to restore a
previous relationship between the Crown and its colonies. In contrast, it could be argued that
the October Russian Revolution was ultimately a replacement of one form of dictatorship by
another. So a word as apparently technical as ‘revolution’ changes its meaning when it
changes its context – as you would expect, and as linguists are prone to tell us!
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Problems with language in primary sources
Very often, teachers will find that the language used in primary sources causes difficulty for
the students. This is especially true with students in Years 7–10. Some of the difficulties
encountered are discussed below.

Archaic and outmoded language
This is often a problem with the early modern period of history, especially the Tudors. Here is
an example of an Elizabethan primary source:
Among rogues and idle persons, finally we find to be comprised all proctors
that go up and down with counterfeit licences, cozeners and such as gad about
the country … practisers of physiognomy and palmistry, tellers of fortunes,
fencers, players, minstrels, jugglers, peddlers, tinkers …lviii
In this extract, the italicised terms are no longer widely used or are now used differently.

Technical terms
This is a fairly obvious point, but here is an interesting example of the use of technical terms
from the journal of a settler in the mid-west of the United States during the early l9th century:
My father also took need when we moved to Kansas. That fall my father
sowed five acres of wheat. He would carry a peck or so in a bag hung around
his neck and shoulder, and with his right hand would take out a handful and
fling it out from side to side over the grounds as evenly as he could. This was
called broadcasting it.
When the wheat got ripe the next summer, he cut or harvested it with a cradle.
Some one would then gather up the little piles and bind them by hand into
bundles and set a dozen or so together in a shock … After the wheat was
threshed it was full of chaff and dust … to clean the wheat my father had to
winnow it.
In these circumstances, the Australian student reader is faced with a series of terms which
relate specifically to farming, some of which are no longer used (peck, cradle, shock), to
American English words for seasons (fall) and to words which are now used in other contexts
(broadcasting).
It is perfectly possible to suggest other areas where technical terms might cause confusion
amongst students. Imagine presenting the farming extract to a group of inner city children,
many of whom might have no idea what a farmer does to earn his living.

Convoluted prose
Convoluted prose is a favourite style of Victorian writers who often luxuriated in the use of
long words and long sentences. Complex subordinate clauses, flowery style and use of
sophisticated terminology are the three main problems with this kind of writing.
The prose style of many Victorian sources would defeat the average tabloid reader within
minutes. Here is a one sentence example from The Spectator, a conservative English
periodical unhappy at the marketing of an Australian nirvana. The extract was written in 1872:
The labourer being ignorant as well as miserable, a few men who are
interested in his situation endeavour to remove his ignorance, deliver lectures
to him on the value of combination, on the better terms obtainable in the
North, on the happier homes to be acquired beyond the Atlantic or in the
Australian pastures, lectures which we should have thought second only in
edification to those of the parish clergyman, lectures in fact which, if he did
his duty, he would deliver, and in delivering deprive of that tone of bitterness
which his rival naturally throws into his harangue.
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Overcoming language problems in primary sources
Language problems in primary sources can be overcome in a variety of ways.
o Choose text sources carefully, but be aware that by being selective the history teacher
may be eliminating useful material which could make a valuable point. To solve this,
the teacher should also include the difficult extract.
o Attempt to overcome some of the language difficulties by adding a glossary in the
text. Thus:

o

When the wheat got ripe the next summer, he cut or harvested it with a cradle
[two-handed mowing tool]. Some one would gather up the little piles and bind
them by hand into bundles and set a dozen or so together in a shock [wheat
gathered in a vertical bundle about a metre high].
This technique overcomes many of the problems of difficult language and is better
than adding a glossary at the end of the extract.
Difficult text can also be made more readable by replacing a particularly difficult
expression with the teacher’s translation (in square brackets). For example:
The idiosyncratic perturbations of this corrupt politician make a mockery of
the democratic process.
can be changed to:

o

The [peculiar behaviour] of this corrupt politician makes a mockery of the
democratic process.
The problem of difficult text may also be resolved by omitting sections which are
irrelevant or far too complex. These omissions should be marked with ellipses (that is,
three dots …).

Suggestions for classroom practice
Using the letters of Ned Kelly
The primary curriculum unit, ‘Ned Kelly – Hero or villain?’ examines many types of sources
relating to the Kelly story. A number of these are primary sources with language features
which challenge student access to the history. Use the Kelly letter to Cameron (Student
resource sheet 3) to explore this particular issue in using historical primary sources.
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©Courtesy of ScreenSound Australia

The language of old films can also challenge today’s students.
These frames are from an early silent film, The Kelly Gang.

Language and the history classroom – Another approach
Chris Husbands has come up with an interesting and useful approach to the use of language in
the history classroom. He outlines four major categories of language types of special
importance to effective discourse about history.
o The language of the past – archaic terms, such as ‘diggings’ or ‘separation’, and
words that shift in meaning, such as ‘monarch’ or ‘class’.
o The language of historical time – such as ‘century’, ‘medieval’, ‘early modern’ or
‘mid-century’.
o The language of historical description and analysis – such as ‘revolution’ or
‘democracy’.
o The language of historical process – such as ‘causes’, ‘chronology’, ‘similarity’ or
‘difference’.
Students and teachers thus need to develop together an understanding of these language issues
as part of the process of building a rich and accurate historical vocabulary and, to use
Husbands’ term, developing ‘a set of organizing ideas around which historical reconstruction
can be erected’.lix
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Historical concepts
Causation and motivation
To deal successfully with any historical narrative, students must develop a good grasp of
causation, motivation and empathy.
It is Peter Lee’s and Ros Ashby’s work in this area that is perhaps most valuable to teachers of
history.lx As far as motivation and causation are concerned, what they have found is that
students of all ages confuse willing something to happen with causing it to happen. So,
because an historical figure or figures wanted something to occur really badly, wanting
something makes its occurrence all the more likely.
There is a series of developing learning stages associated with understanding motivation and
causation issues. Younger students (about Grade 3) say things happen because somebody
wanted them to happen. Older, more sophisticated students say that things happen because the
main players wanted something to happen, but they understand that other factors are important
too.
At the same time, younger, less conceptually developed students think that explanation and
information are the same thing. For example, the police wanted to capture Ned Kelly. They
surrounded his gang at Glenrowan. They fired at the gang. Kelly was captured.
More advanced students realise that explanation is generalised. The police were very angry
with the Kelly gang and were really determined to capture or to kill them. So they put all their
efforts into tracking him down. And they succeeded because …
Yet more sophisticated students can work out more specific reasons. The police were better
organised and better armed than the Kelly gang who, although operating in friendly territory,
were always vulnerable to betrayal.
Even more capable and sophisticated students can work out that some factors are causally
irrelevant and that there may be a hierarchy of causes – immediate causes and long-term
causes.
Finally, some students realise that causal relationships and motivation form a complex web
and that combinations of factors should be explored in a well-ordered narrative. For instance,
what was the role of the Kelly women in setting up bad feelings between Ned and the police?
What might have been Judge Redmond’s motivations in sentencing Ned to death?

Empathy
What is empathy?
Empathy is the ability to see and understand events from the point of view of participants.
Foster and Yeager proposed that empathy in history is a process involving four interrelated
phases:
o introducing an historical event which requires the analysis of human actions;
o understanding the historical context and chronology;
o analysing a variety of historical evidence and interpretations;
o constructing a narrative framework through which historical conclusions are
reached.lxi
Ashby and Lee think that empathy is both a process and an outcome. They say that acquiring
empathy is a process, while student acquisition of ‘a set of beliefs and values which are not
necessarily his or her own’ is the outcome.lxii
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Most teachers would agree that empathy is vital to historical understanding, but there has to be
a distinction between empathy and sympathy.
We might understand that Adolf Hitler’s behaviour and later violent and destructive political
actions were perhaps explicable because he had a drunken bullying father and an oppressed
mother; that he performed poorly at school and failed (twice) to get into art college; that he
resented the ethnic mix in pre-1914 Vienna; that he enjoyed the companionship of soldiers
when he was in the army (although described as a loner by those who knew him); and that he
loved the life of a political battler in post-war Germany. But that doesn’t necessarily make us
sympathise with him.

Why not empathy?
Most good teachers have employed imaginative reconstruction as a way of ‘walking in the
shoes’ of historical characters and it was the UK’s influential Schools History Project in 1972
which clearly established empathy as a necessary part of historical understanding.
Prior to that, the expected approach to school history was often based on knowledge of the
facts, an understanding of how those ‘facts’ unfolded (narrative) and an ability to show how
they were linked (causes, events and results).
In the 1980s however, empathy as a key element in historical understanding was attacked by
conservative critics of the New History movement as soft and ‘history without facts’.
Arguments against using empathy include:
o lack of verification (how can we propose to know how individual people actually felt
without hard evidence?);
o inappropriate use of characters as archetypes (when history is about individuals);
o allowing ‘presentism’ to get in the way of real empathy (for example, applying 21st
century adolescent worldview to 18th century values).
The debate has settled down now and empathy is now regarded by most enthusiastic and
skilled history teachers as a key part of school history.
It is quite common now for teachers to ask questions about how somebody felt in a given
historical circumstance as a way of developing an understanding of character, their
motivations and their perspectives.
Empathy can also be used to generate drama-based history learning activities, especially
through role-play or historically based plays. It can be harnessed in creative writing and art
activity, where students imagine the experiences and viewpoints of past people, especially
those who are often not well represented in historical sources.

Empathy in the primary school
One of the most effective ways of helping primary school students acquire empathy is through
the use of historical fiction, such as published literature, film and drama or fictions created by
the teacher.
Primary teachers constantly use fiction in a variety of ways, but there is a specific technique
involving the use of fiction at all levels which adds to student understanding of the motives
and reasoning behind past actions.
Any given work of historical fiction can be broken down into sections – each section
describing an incident or series of incidents.
Let us say, for example, you have a fictional account of an Indigenous family’s travels in early
1960s New South Wales, from Sydney to their home territory near Broken Hill. The father has
a steady job in the city as a mechanic. The mother works at home. They have two children, a
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boy aged seven and a girl aged eleven. The father owns a brand new Holden. He and his
family head for the hills against the advice of friends and neighbours. They encounter a series
of incidents which demonstrate how uncomfortable life could be for Indigenous Australians
during that period.
In order to instil in the students a more rounded and deeper understanding of what it was like
to be an Indigenous family in outback Australia in the 1960s, the teacher could do the
following exercise.
o Read aloud each minor incident in the journey.
o Discuss each incident with the students, including asking the following questions:
o Why did the incident happen that way?
o What should or might have happened instead?
o What were the probable thoughts and ideas of each person in the incident? How do
you know that?
o What might happen in the future?
o Read the next section to see what actually happened.
o Depending on age of the children, ask the students to do structured research into the
historical background to the narrative.

Empathy in the secondary school
The commonest exercise at this level is the 360º view.
Students are introduced to an historical topic and a fixed number of characters are highlighted
– each one to represent a particular point of view. Using the four empathy phases as a basis for
the technique and using what evidence they can, students are then asked to construct
arguments (oral or written or both), each of which represents the perspectives of the individual
characters.
For example, if we take the story of the Kelly Gang, we can ask students to take the firstperson point-of-view of the following people:
o Ned Kelly
o Constable Fitzpatrick
o EM Irving (the bank official at Jerilderie)
o Tom Carrington (the newspaper artist at Glenrowan)
o Joe Byrne (Kelly’s mate who was shot)
o Redmond Barry (the judge)
and creatively write a short story, develop a role-play, dramatise a scene, reconstruct a
documentary or discuss their stories as a panel of characters. This technique allows students to
develop moral and ethical reasoning skills as well as empathy.
The key point to remember is that developing empathy is a very complex task. Combining
historical structure with imaginative reconstruction – the heart of historical explanation – is
quite a sophisticated assignment which requires careful planning and assessment of both
process and outcomes.
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ICT understandings
There are three ways in which school history has a clear relationship with the growing use of
information communication technologies (ICT) in schools and in society at large.
o An increasing number of schools are using IT as an information resource through the
use of CD-ROMs and through access to intranets and to the Internet.
o History provides a valuable context for teaching and learning generic IT skills, such as
word-processing, desktop publishing, Internet searching and using databases.
o Perhaps the most distinctive and the most valuable contribution that history has to
make to an IT-based curriculum is how students and teachers deal with the Internet as
one of many historical sources – the virtual archive.

Using and understanding ICT-based resources
In classrooms, prior to the ICT revolution of the 1990s, the teacher had a virtual monopoly as
mediator of learning. It was the teacher who reviewed and requisitioned text and topic books.
It was the teacher who, perhaps with the assistance of curriculum officials, introduced primary
and secondary sources into the classroom. It was the teacher who commented on and assessed
a student’s progress using teacher-identified source material.
In a virtual world, all that has changed and the mediating role of the teacher as resource
provider has now been usurped by the Web. Students have direct and unlimited access to a
wide range of sources. The classroom, the school library and the local library are no longer the
main sources of information used by students. They can now access a global library. The
world is their resource.
Not only that, but a recent research studylxiii shows that many teachers actually lag behind their
students in IT skills, particularly primary school teachers over the age of 50. Moreover,
students with advanced IT skills seem to have gained those capabilities at home rather than at
school.
This means that many teachers currently assume, informally, the role of an ICT novice
compared with the subject skills of their history students, thus placing the relationship on a
different footing and re-emphasising yet again, the role of the modern teacher of history as a
guide and mentor.
Teachers of history now need to train their students in source evaluation techniques so that
they may sift out the Internet wheat from the chaff. It is precisely this aspect of school history
that will enable young students to make an constructive evaluation of Internet sources.
Thus, an important aspect of working with ICT in the history classroom is the teacher and the
student working collaboratively on the development of protocols for the assessment of
Internet sources in an historical context, as well as in a more general context.
See the section on History education and ICT below for further advice.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Teaching historical literacy with hypertextlxiv
Level: Middle secondary (Year 9)
Focus: A case study of ‘The voices of Gallipoli’.
This activity helps students to develop Internet research skills and uses the fragmentary and
non-linear nature of hypertext to help students understand that history is also fragmentary and
non-linear.
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Create a context
This is the final activity in a group of Year 9 students’ study of Gallipoli. Before the students
do this they will have studied the historical narrative of Gallipoli. They also will have
analysed and discussed the ways in which Gallipoli has been recorded and remembered, and
the historical accuracy of this record.
Student resources have included:
o the first newspaper report by British correspondent Ellis Ashmead-Bartlett
o soldiers’ letters and diaries
o accounts of the battle of the Nek by Charles Bean, Australia’s official historian
o the documentary The Boys Who Came Home (which includes the Turkish view)
o the feature film Gallipoli (1981, Peter Weir).
A starting point
The history of Gallipoli comes from many sources. Some of it has been told by the soldiers
who were there and from pictures of the event. The event was also written about by war
correspondents and official historians, such as CEW Bean.
Parts of the story, like the landing on 25 April, have become the ‘public narrative’ – the parts
of the story that we tell over and over again. This is the legend of Gallipoli that is
commemorated on Anzac Day.
Gallipoli has also become a myth for Australians – the parts of the story that give Australians
an identity to live up to. The myth includes the soldiers as larrikins, the mateship between
soldiers and the soldiers’ bravery.
Learning activity
The students choose five words or phrases to become hypertext links (text or hotlinks that can
be clicked to trigger a search on the World Wide Web and take the user to related websites).
The search then leads them to numerous related sites. From these sites, they select five
documents of their choice which contain various sources of evidence about Gallipoli.
Students include specific details about each piece of evidence they have selected, the source
(especially if it is a website) and comment on the validity of the evidence. (Students may need
some technical assistance in constructing their hypertext documents and links, including a
‘Back’ link, and in searching the WWW. They can use the hypertext function in Word™.)
Assessment criteria of the hypertext could include:
o following instructions
o technical skills (do the links actually work?)
o the suitability of the chosen examples
o understanding of historical literacy
o correct citation.
Students then complete the broad question: ‘Why is it difficult to establish what happened at
Gallipoli in 1915?’
Reflection
Students enjoy the element of choice in this activity and they like the WWW research. By
having students make their own somewhat fragmentary collection of evidence about Gallipoli
it is hoped that they will develop an understanding that history itself is fragmentary and that
we cannot ever completely ‘know’ about an event – one element of historical literacy.
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Making connections
Introduction
To make any sort of connection with the past is a way of getting over the preoccupation that
some students, particularly secondary school students, have with the failings of the past,
where historical characters are seen a stupid because they had not invented cars and television,
where they are regarded as dim because they had made ‘dumb’ mistakes or even where they
are thought to be ‘uncool’ because they wore weird clothing or had strange haircuts.
At the same time, some recent research by the Australian Centre for Public History seems to
show that large numbers of students feel that school history is ‘disconnected’ from their
personally acquired views of the past. It is mainly in the family home and in museums that
these students seem to get that connection.
So, one of the key jobs of teachers of history is to harness the everyday curiosity about the
past that exists in the community and ensure that school history makes a real connection with
the past for these ‘disconnected’ students.
In primary school, personal connection with the past is almost obligatory. Teachers can look
for family stories – bearing in mind the sensitivities involved here. Maybe the grandparents of
one student arrived from Italy in the 1940s. Maybe the town just survived the bushfire of
1939. Or we can look at how great events came to town. What happened to my town when
war broke out in 1914? In small townships and suburbs all over Australia you can find a
‘Contingent Street’, an ‘Anzac Street’ or a ‘Kitchener Street’, as well as the ubiquitous
memorial to the fallen with names of local men carved in stone. All of these are good starting
points for developing historical understanding of how a community developed.
The same is true for secondary students who can be asked to conduct elementary fieldwork
through interviewing and photography, using digital or conventional cameras.
There are other ways of making connections – through feelings perhaps. Connecting
individual experiences with experiences of others in the past brings us back to empathy again.

Taking care when making connections
Some personal connections have to be dealt with very carefully.
For example, where there is conflict in any current theme which has a historical context,
teachers and students may find themselves involved in dynamics that are a little deeper than is
comfortable in a classroom context. Examples might include the politics of the Middle East,
Indigenous issues, the events of 11 September 2001 or Bosnia and the Balkan wars in general.
Most State and Territory education departments have guidelines on dealing with controversial
issues. In the non-government school sector, individual schools may have guidelines and the
respective Catholic Education Offices or Commissions usually have a set of processes for
discussion of controversial issues.
These guidelines, however, may not be enough and teachers should proceed very carefully.
These potentially traumatic events, which may be directly connected to students in a
classroom, can be only dealt with if certain classroom-based guidelines are rigorously
followed regarding discussion and use of evidence.
For example, a school might decide that discussion of Indigenous issues among nonIndigenous students must stay within certain boundaries – one of which is that argument and
debate will take place as if there was an Aboriginal student in the classroom. This tends to
anchor the debate and keep students away from making casually racist statements.
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Controversial issues may also be approached by using parallel circumstances to illustrate the
historical process as a prelude to examining events nearer to home. For example, teaching
Indigenous studies may commence with an examination of the civil rights campaign in the US
in the 1960s or the apartheid regime in South Africa during the latter half of the 20th century.
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Contention and contestability
The debates of professional historians
Debates are an essential part of historical thinking. In recent years there seems to have been an
increasing number of historically based debates which have crept into the public arena. These
have included, for example, the republic debate; the debate over Indigenous massacres and the
‘black arm band view’ of Australian history; the historical reassessments aroused through the
Bringing Them Home report on the ‘stolen generations’ and the Mabo judgement; as well as
ongoing controversies regarding Australia’s relationship with the United States.
These, and other issues, have all excited divisions of opinion among historians. Some of these
rifts have been debated in the mass media and it is a useful exercise to draw to students’
attention to the idea that historians do disagree, and that this is a perfectly natural thing. This
reinforces the view that explanation is subjective and that evidence is incomplete and to be
tested in argument.
At the senior level, there are indeed units of work that include historiography – a more formal
examination of professional debates within the discipline.

Public debates
As with the narrower phenomenon of professional historical debate, there has been a recent
upsurge in public and political debate about history.
One of the problems with history is its closeness to political controversy. To quote one history
educator:
To control the past is to master the present, to legitimize dominion and justify
legal claims. It is the dominant powers – states, churches, political parties,
private interests – which own or finance the media or means of reproduction,
whether it be school-books or strip cartoons, films or television programs.lxv
The work of the teacher of history is to demonstrate to students that these public historical
debates are open to varieties of interpretation and must be seen in a proper context based on
historical scholarship and historical understanding, rather than on ignorance or through the
lens of blind prejudice.
This is the ‘history test’: do politically motivated statements about historical events stand up
when examined as a source or sources?
Peter Lee summed up this approach when he remarked that ‘teaching history is not about
changing society but changing students’.lxvi
It is also important to make students aware that historical debates feature in the public arena of
many contemporary societies. The debates over the apartheid period in South African history
were integral to the ‘Truth and Reconciliation’ process introduced after the apartheid régime
collapsed. Controversial British historian David Irving caused a storm (and was banned from
entry into Australia in 1993) for denying that the Holocaust was ‘a fact’ of Nazi atrocities in
Europe. And, in Japan there has been an ongoing 30-year debate over the way state-endorsed
school history texts describe and account for Japan’s policies in Asia during the 1930s and
World War II.
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Representational expression
Understanding history through art and media of the past
Historical events may be usefully explained, explored, understood and appreciated in various
creative formats, such as dramatic reconstruction, music, documentaries, artworks, multimedia
presentations, collages and fictional writing.
Essentially, this is a recognition that history is not merely a written or spoken narrative.
Picasso’s Guernica is a famous example of an historical event represented as a work of art, as
are Goya’s sketches, Kenneally’s and Carey’s novels, Spielberg’s films, John Pilger’s
documentaries and Pete Seeger’s songs about civil rights. They are all different examples of
how history may be validly presented for examination, discussion and conclusion through a
variety of artistic means.
Moreover, building on the multiple intelligences work of Howard Gardner, teachers and
students can combine to produce a wide range of responses to historical issues that includes,
rather than excludes, students with different learning styles and talents.
Indeed, one of the best-known history students of the late 20th and early 21st century is
Stephen Spielberg, if only because Spielberg’s historically based films represent a personal
preoccupation with the history of the 1930s and 1940s. Spielberg himself has stated that his
work is based on his own memories of childhood and his father’s reminiscences about World
War II. As a teenager, he directed and starred in two home movies, Escape to Nowhere and
Fighter Squad, both fictional realisations of Spielberg’s understanding of the war from which
his father had returned. In these films Spielberg was as much an interpreter of a constructed
past as any artist.
So the arts in all their formats can be usefully engaged by teachers as parts of the history itself
– that is, part of the evidence and expression of the past – and as media through which
students can express their views, understanding and interpretations of that past.

Understanding media
Different media (cinema, video, television, radio, press) have ways of recording, reporting and
explaining history in both fictional and non-fictional terms.
Because history is a complex discipline which is often represented in popular debate as a
simple narrative, there is a tendency in the various media outlets to avoid the complex and
look for a story with good guys, bad guys and a short, snappy conclusion – preferably with a
happy or a tragic ending.
There are also issues of how history is presented editorially. For example, visual emphasis in
photograph and film may be distorted, graphs and pie-charts may be biased and quotes may be
selective.
Finally, there is a need to explore the impact of fictional representations of history, especially
in film. If Stephen Spielberg is a student of history, he can also be counted, arguably, as one
of the great teachers of history, if only because his period pieces have reached audiences of
many millions as a convenient form of semi-passive entertainment.
The key point here is that the mass media, particularly television and film, have expropriated
historical narratives as entertainment. This not a new thing – think of filmic versions of
Baroness Orczy’s early 20th century books about the Scarlet Pimpernel or Margaret
Mitchell’s novel Gone With the Wind – but it is a development which now has more impact
simply because of much-increased audience reach (in the hundreds of millions) and the power
of the image, supported today by the sophistication of special effects, surround sound, digital
enhancements and wide screens.
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Developing students’ critical response
The teacher of history has an important role in developing the students’ skills and critical
faculties in assessing the media and drawing their own conclusions about their representations
of historical events.
In film and television, the following issues arise.
o Students need to be taught the grammar of film and television text. Students (and
teachers) have to recognise that fictional film (and some documentary film) is about
illusion. Film can use the grammar of illusion to create a reality and students can learn
to recognise the relationship that exists between illusion and reality.
o All film is a created from a particular point of view. Students need to know and
understand the viewpoints and ideologies underpinning these representations.
Examples include directors Leni Riefensthal, Sergei Eisenstein, John Ford, Stephen
Speilberg and Peter Weir, who had particular visions of political and social cultures in
Nazi Germany, Tsarist and Bolshevik Russia, frontier America, 20th-century America
and colonial Australia respectively.
o Film and television constructions (fictional and non-fictional) of history have to be
tested for their authenticity. For example, the question of authenticity of historical reenactment dogged the 2001 ABC television series Changi. In Spielberg’s Saving
Private Ryan, recreating an authentic atmosphere was taken to such extremes that
many of the extras in the Higgins landing craft were actually seasick during filming.
Students and teachers can have a great deal of fun spotting anachronisms and other
major and minor errors as a way of assessing the drama as a representation of the past.
o The narrative itself may be compressed and distorted for dramatic purposes. Saving
Private Ryan was based on an actual event which occurred to the Niland family
except that, in the real world, an army chaplain was sent to retrieve the surviving
brother, which he did quite painlessly and without taking on what seemed to be a large
part of the German army.
It could be argued that there is a kind of continuum of filmic representations of history and
different films can be placed along that continuum in a way that allows students to identify the
issues underpinning historical explanation on film.
See the section Using film in history for further advice
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Moral judgements in history
Dealing with the cruel realities of history
The teaching and learning of history presents particular issues in the moral and ethical
development of students.
One of the key problems that faces teachers of history is student despair at the inhumanity of it
all. The cruelty, the barbarism, the oppression and the moral bankruptcy of some historical
events elicit depression rather than interest or enthusiasm. This is especially true of many
adolescents who have a difficult enough time of it anyway and who are often looking for some
hope.
The modern world can be an awful place. But it is still human, and history is about the study
of humanity in the past, with all its virtues and all its failings. Many history teachers would
argue that developing humanistic understanding in school students is their key task and one
aspect of that task is examining the notion of moral law.
In exploring the moral and ethical dilemmas implicit in any historical event, teachers and
students are following the work of ethicist Jonathan Glover who, in one of his major works
Humanity: A Moral History of the Twentieth Century, remarked that, by carefully studying
events in the past, we can manage more effectively how we feel about them:
At the start of the [20th] century there was optimism coming from the
Enlightenment, that the spread of a humane and scientific outlook would lead
to the fading away, not only of war, but also of other forms of cruelty and
barbarism … Now we tend to see the Enlightenment view of human
psychology as thin and mechanical and Enlightenment hopes of social
progress through the spread of humanitarianism and scientific method as
naïve … There are more things, darker things, to understand about ourselves
… We need to look hard and clearly at some monsters inside us. But this is
part of the project of caging and taming them.lxvii

The issue of moral relativism
Another issue arises from the role history learning can play in shaping the students’ own
moral, ethical and values-based response to the world. As students develop their sense of self
and clarify their values and belief systems, the history classroom can become a battleground
for significant contests of moral judgement.
The difficulty arises when students want to use a cultural, moral and ethical framework of
their own contemporary time to judge the ideas, policies, words and actions of past players
from other times and other places (moral relativism). The teacher of history plays a key role
managing this confrontation – a confrontation which can be very disquieting for students.
The task is to assist students to clarify and understand their own values and ethics and at the
same time support the development of their capacity to identify and understand the
underpinning values and moral frameworks that existed in other times for other people.
Although the quest for objectivity is an impossible ideal in historical narrative and
explanation, student awareness of moral relativism and the need for caution in applying
contemporary moral judgements to worlds of the past – both in their own assessment of
historical events and in the historical accounts of others – is a necessary skill in the index of
historical literacies.
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Applied science and history
The disciplined inquiry in history has become increasingly reliant on technical and scientific
advances. It is important for students to know and appreciate the role played by other
specialist disciplines in the systematic study of history. Facial reconstruction, computer
imaging, forensic science, DNA testing, infrared technology, satellite mapping and statistical
analysis are now all part of an historian’s work.
Teaching history with an awareness of the application of new or improved science in history
will add to the students’ growing realisation that historical explanations are necessarily
tentative and open-ended rather than absolute truths.
The Hindenburg airship mystery is one vivid example of the value of scientific and technical
analysis in history. Much speculation had taken place that the burning of the Hindenburg was
actually caused by anti-Nazi sabotage. There was also a theory that the methane gas used in
the airship had been instrumental in the craft’s demise. Recent scientific examination based on
gas chromatography however revealed that the engineers who had built the Hindenburg had
coated its skin with the 1930s equivalent of solid rocket fuel, not a good idea when a Zeppelin
is approaching a landing field through the middle of an electrical storm!
Another interesting benefit of working with students on the scientific side of historical
research is that it attracts students who would normally prefer to be in a school laboratory and
who often find the non-scientific ambiguities of historical explanation difficult to absorb.
At the same time, students should also examine the value of these techniques. For example
just how useful is it to our understanding of the past to use clay or computer modelling to
reconstruct the face of somebody who died several hundred years ago? Is it significant or is it
just a clever gimmick?

© WAM, Geraldon

A scale model of the Batavia sits in front of remnants of the real ship’s hull. Science has played a major
role in the recovery, reconstruction and preservation of hull timbers from the wreck of the Batavia.
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Historical explanation
Historical reasoning
Walsh pointed out that the art of history is placing events in their proper historical context.lxviii
Booth has told us that history is adductive, that is, it is concerned with the explanation of
individual events in individual circumstances (nomothetic).lxix
To create this historical explanation, students need to be able to reason historically. Historical
reasoning requires several attributes.
o It requires a combination of reason and imagination based upon a foundation of
evidence.
o It requires a level of understanding that is beyond a mere ability to deconstruct.
o It must have an external logic in that the explanation relates to the evidence in a way
that follows established patterns.
o It must have an internal logic in that the assembly of evidence and its relationship to
explanation must be convincingly argued.
Historical reasoning is unique because of its adductive nature. It is also enormously complex
and it requires quite advanced intellectual skills.
It is true that, at one level, history is a story about people. At another level, however, it is a
very intricate set of processes involving arguments about memory and artefacts, debates about
politics and ideology, and conflicts about structure and narrative. So, it is not just about
memorising facts, nor is it just about producing lists. It is not about remembering the names of
dead male politicians.
At the same time, because history starts with a story, however fantastically complex, it has a
huge initial appeal. One of the great attractions of history is that immediate, personal allure
which then takes the student into deeper, more uncertain and often uncharted waters. And
charting those waters is what historical reasoning is all about.
Indeed, as well as providing engaging narrative, history is about the presentation of informed,
sequenced and persuasive argument. In history, this kind of argument is predominantly
presented through an essay, a mini-essay format, a debate or an oral presentation. To develop
this form of explanation, students need to conduct research.

Students and research
The most exciting and most effective teaching of history is often achieved by applying the
inquiry method to history teaching and learning.
Students of all ages are both capable of and responsive to engagement with history through
research. There are three interesting aspects of dealing with research issues in school history.
o By grasping the essence of research method and techniques, students can engage more
closely with issues of explanation. For example, it is only by examining the
incomplete nature of evidence in history that students can see how explanation is
provisional. Vansledright has shown that primary school students can successfully
take on an authentic research task, in however limited a form, and success in this kind
of activity produces historical reasoning.lxx
o If students can be shown the excitement that sometimes occurs in historical research,
they can grasp more effectively the attraction and the power of the discipline. Some
years ago, Tim Mason, a noted historian of the Third Reich, was invited to talk to
history students in Years 11 and 12 about his research in Germany. He described in
colourful detail how he had discovered buried in the archives in Leipzig a greyish
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piece of ersatz paper covered with blue crayon scribbles and crossings out. The paper
was a policy document which had been sent to Hitler for agreement and the scribbles
were Hitler’s comments, which ultimately led to the policy’s rejection. The students
were fascinated by this process of discovery and the story strengthened their
understanding of Nazi policy as well as their interest in the topic. Affective learning is
always a more powerful process than cognitive learning.
Teachers and students can conduct historical research in a range of formal and
informal ways which are manageable and valid. For example, students of all ages can
bring artefacts and information, including family stories, into the classroom that
constitutes new knowledge.

The key point here is that, while very few students will become professional historical
researchers, historical reasoning acquaints them with the processes involved in historical
explanation, including having to deal with the provisional nature of explanation and the partial
nature of evidential techniques.

Students as writers of history
To assist students develop their extended writing (and explanatory) skills, Christine Counsell
has outlined two kinds of historical writing:
o narrative – a sequential series of events, for example, the Depression 1929–39;
o non-narrative – topic-based, for example, economic causes, religious causes, military
causes.lxxi
Both require similar technical know-how, but to develop this we have to break through several
barriers.
The first barrier is the inability of many students to distinguish between the more significant
and the less significant – and the particular and the general – when it comes to developing an
explanation in history. For these students, explaining is similar to gathering a basketful of
facts and saying ‘Look!’
How may times have teachers looked at projects, essays or examination questions and seen
what amounts to a mere collection of facts as evidence, rather than a carefully arranged
argument based on significant facts offered as evidence? There is a reflex tendency when
students see a name or a topic to just write down, in triumphant fashion, everything they
know.
The second problem is that even with students who can differentiate between more significant
and less significant issues, it is difficult to have them express themselves coherently. Extended
prose writing does not come naturally and students need to be taught how to write historically
– a style which is different from other forms of prose writing. Again, the teacher of history has
an integrated education role and must teach and assist students in the task of expressing ideas,
arguments, responses and points of view about history.
A third problem is an another extension of this point. Students, in developing their writing
skills, are often unaware of the customary ways of linking ideas by using such words as
‘however’ or ‘nevertheless’. The consequence is that they leap from idea to idea without any
stated relationship, thus damaging their own potential argument. They may have the facts, the
may have the evidence but they don’t have a sustained argument. These are writing
conventions that have to be taught.
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Explaining and writing about the past using the ‘scaffolding’
technique
At the primary school level, scaffolding can be done initially through discussion to clarify
what the main concepts are to be explored in writing. Scaffolding can be backed up by board
work, illustrations and a ‘KWL’ chart (what they Know, what they Want to know, and what
they have Learnt).
Students can then work out what questions they want to answer and how they are going to try
to answer them by talking about and writing down a plan which could be based on a graphic
organiser.
For example, if students were looking at the events of the First Feet’s arrival at Botany Bay in
1788, they might organise their work by writing about a series of sensations felt by a
passenger on a First Fleet ship: lxxii
First Fleet passenger
Felt
Heard
Saw
Said
Touched
This idea can work successfully at the lower secondary level too.
In upper primary and lower secondary schools, students might be given tasks with a series of
sentence starters as a conceptual framework. The plan here is to get them used to organising
their thoughts prior to writing. Although sentence starters (such as ‘The miners were unhappy
about the leases because …’) may seem to be restrictive, they give less able students the
opportunity to see a way forward – and that skeletal framework soon becomes an expectation
for them. More able students can quickly see the framework and will soon develop their own
techniques.
At the upper primary and secondary school level, students are often faced with more syllabusdirected tasks and need to develop quickly the art of extended writing. Below are some key
points which may help improve technique.
o Sorting
Students need to be trained to sort facts as evidence and categorise them, for
example, into long-term causes, short-term causes and immediate triggers.
o Note-taking
Students need to be trained to develop note-taking techniques, for example, making
précis of arguments, amassing evidence, gathering crucial quotes. Some teachers
encourage students to compile a ‘quote bag’.
o Sorting cards
Prior to writing, students can arrange ideas and concepts in tabular or diagrammatic
form using narrative (for example, an annotated timeline) as a conceptual
framework, identifying concepts within the narrative, isolating them and organising
and entering them on cards or separate pages. For example ‘Causes of the Second
World War’ would involve a timeline, say 1919–39 and concepts (such as economic,
military, political and diplomatic) which can be pulled out of the timeline and
expanded. This gives the students an understanding of the breadth of the issue under
discussion as well as the depth. Students can then move into extended writing.
Younger or less able students can use sentence starters, while older or more able
students can use an essay framework.
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Narrative in history
Introduction
A narrative is any text that includes a story and a storyteller. ‘Story’ is an ambiguous term
often associated with the telling of imaginary events. However, narrative is one of the main
means through which people shape, interpret and order lives and events from the past, and
draw parallels with the present.
As Carol Witherell and Nel Nodding, two American educators, suggest:
Stories and narrative, whether personal or fictional, provide meaning and
belonging in our lives. They attach us to others and to our own histories by
providing a tapestry rich with threads of time, place, character, and even
advice on what to do with our lives. the story fabric offers us images, myths,
and metaphors that are morally resonant and contribute both to our knowing
and our being known.’lxxiii
Narratives come in numerous shapes and sizes. Some record personal and family histories,
others trace the rise and fall of great powers and others focus on a single event or character.
While history and narrative have much in common, they are not the same thing: narratives can
be fictitious and therefore not historical, while many histories that claim to be true are not
stories.
In the following coverage, ‘narrative’ refers to a wide range of ‘storied accounts’ through
which learners may engage with the past.

Historical understanding
A survey of the research literature on narrative-based approaches to teaching documents a
growing interest in the use of ‘story’ as a key strategy for developing young people’s
historical thinking.
The research indicates that learners grapple with the past in much the same way as historians,
making sense of it by analysing, ordering and linking events in storied form. It seems that
children and adolescents more readily understand narrative over expository styles of writing
and that narrative humanises content and promotes empathetic thinking. In addition, stories
connect students with the views of others and develop their capacity to grasp the differing
perspectives and motives of historical players.
Research also suggests that stories are a natural feature of classroom life. In particular,
instructional studies indicate that narrative constitutes the core of history teaching and
learning.
This is evident in three ways:
o most history lessons are built around narrative structures – plot, personalities and
significant events;
o teachers weave stories to explain, personalise and familiarise the past;
o teachers use stories to extend understandings of the key organising principles
underpinning history – causation, continuity and change.

Narrative and imagination
Canadian educator, Kieran Egan, believes that stories, with their emphasis on people’s
responses to significant events, stimulate the imagination, are the beginning of historical
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understanding and act as an introduction to critical analysis. Drawing on his own research,
Egan distinguishes four stages that characterise the development of historical understanding.
1 Mythic (to 7 years) – Children enjoy stories about the dramatic struggle, real or imaginary,
between opposites.
2 Romantic (7–16 years) – Realism assumes importance. As children search for their identity,
they want to hear about and empathise with courageous individuals in the real world.
3 Philosophic (16–20 years) – Young people begin to research for general patterns and overall
experience in history.
4 Ironic (maturity) – Adults understand and appreciate the particularity of historical events.
Egan maintains that in planning for learning, teachers should focus on young people’s
imaginative and affective capacities. Using the above stages, this might entail organising and
integrating the primary curriculum around narratives that explore opposites, such as good and
evil, survival and destruction, or progress and decline.
Structuring the curriculum in this manner can present students with challenging historical
stories and encourage them to work through the dilemmas that confront real or fictional
characters caught up in extraordinary events and circumstances.lxxiv

Selecting narratives
When selecting narratives for classroom use American educators Linda Levstik and Keith
Barton suggest teachers consider the following:
o Is the story captivating?
o Is the historical detail of the story accurate?
o Does the story stay within the boundaries of available evidence?
o Does the story include a range of perspectives and voices?
o Does the text help students extend their understanding of other people, places, cultures
and times?
o Does the text present challenging issues and dilemmas?
o Does the story stimulate students to go further, to find out more about the times and
events involved, or perhaps propose an alternative storyline or ending?lxxv
Anthony Hill, author of Soldier Boy, addresses some of these questions when discussing the
responsibilities of the biographer. The idea for the story came to Hill in 1999 when helping to
prepare the Governor-General’s ANZAC Day speech for delivery at Gallipoli. Soldier Boy is
the story of Jim Martin, the youngest known ANZAC. Hill calls Soldier Boy a ‘biographical
novel’:
As I see it, the form requires the author, on the one hand, to remain true to the
historical facts of the story so far as they can be discovered and, where they
can’t, to suggest some plausible explanation of what happened and why. In
this respect, I have had to assume certain aspects of Jim Martin’s story … I
have been careful, however, not to alter any known fact, but rather to openly
acknowledge these inventions and to base them on records and eyewitness
accounts of those who were there’.lxxvi

Working with narratives: Narratives as curriculum organisers
Teachers can use narratives in the following ways to help students’ historical understanding.
o Use narratives as an organiser in planning for learning. Stories are an effective
strategy for integrating historical content and perspectives into the primary
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o

O

o

curriculum. Historical and literary dimensions of students’ learning are
complementary.
Use narrative texts as a springboard to in-depth studies and further inquiry. For
example, Jackie French’s How the Finnigans Saved the Ship is a historical fiction that
describes the voyage of the Finnigan children from Ireland to Australia in 1913. The
text asks difficult questions about why so many people in the past chose to travel to
Australia.lxxvii As a point of comparison, Parvana, by Deborah Ellis, is a historical
fiction that tells the story of a young girl growing up in Afghanistan under the Taliban
regime, her family’s fight for survival and desire to escape to a better life.lxxviii These
types of texts offer the framework for developing units of study on migration history
that address past and current issues related to Australian migration and the migrant
experience.
Use narrative and illustrated texts to develop site or local area studies. A ‘feel’ for
the way people relate to ‘place’ is central to developing a sense of the past. Nadia
Wheatley and Donna Rawlin’s My Place and Jeannie Baker’s Window are excellent
media through which primary and junior secondary students can explore the changing
relationship between people and locale.lxxix Nadia Wheatley’s historical fiction A
Banner Bold: The Diary of Rosa Aarons captures life at a strategic moment in
Australian history through the eyes of a young Jewish girl and her family trying to
make ends meet on the Ballarat goldfields of Victoria in 1854. Rosa’s diary entries
not only record the social and working life of miners and their families on the
diggings, but cleverly trace the mounting tensions that culminated in the Eureka
Stockade.lxxx In a similar vein, Vashti Farrer’s Plagues and Federation: The Diary of
Kitty Barnes, explores daily life in Sydney’s The Rocks in 1900. Kitty’s story is set
against a background of the Boer War, approaching Federation and the outbreak of
bubonic plague.lxxxi
Use narratives and illustrated texts to provide points of entry into the past. For
example, Rachel Tonkin’s reconstruction of Australian life in the 1950s, When I was a
Kid, is full of rich visual images of childhood, social life, material culture and
significant happenings, such as the advent of television, the Queen’s visit in 1954, the
1956 Olympic Games and the launching of Sputnik in 1957.lxxxii

Working with narratives: Exploring historical genres
Narratives can be used by teachers to help students explore and make sense of the
various historical genres.
o

o

o
o

Introduce students to a range of historical genres: autobiography, biography,
historical fiction and straight history. Each provides students with different insights
and serves different social and cultural purposes. Compare and contrast genres,
focusing on a specific event, issue, or individual. Consider style, text structure and
perspective.
Encourage students to read and analyse biographies. Because young people connect
with the past primarily at a personal level, autobiography and biography are effective
vehicles through which to capture students interest and explore the human condition.
Biographies of people ‘great and small’ instruct students that change agents come
from diverse ethnic, religious and social backgrounds. They also allow students to live
vicariously through others’ experiences and examine the consequences of actions and
decisions.
Compare and contrast textbooks treatments with historical narratives.
Encourage students to record personal feelings, observations, opinions and questions
about chosen texts. Dialogue journals are one way in which students can be involved
in written conversation about books with peers and teachers.
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o
o

o

o
o

Encourage students to respond to texts through a range of arts-based media: drama,
art, music, photography.
Have students create a literary and historical discussion based around a single text
or range of texts targeting a particular event, time or personality. Students may work
in groups on the same text – discussing, comparing, contrasting and supporting their
arguments – or work with mixed texts on aspects of the same event or historical
period.
Encourage students to read critically, check versions for reliability and test views
with peers and the teacher. This establishes a cycle of subjective response, critical
analysis of data and sharing of views and conclusions through historical talk and
writing.
Provide students with the opportunity to generate narratives from a range of sources
and informed research.
Map the difficult decisions confronting real or fictional individuals. Students may
create decision trees or grids on which they describe the situation, note possible
consequences and alternatives, identify moral issues and dilemmas and arrive at an
informed decision or course of action.

Working with narratives: Building stories
Beyond examining human behaviour and motivation, stories help young learners develop an
understanding of how and why historical narratives are constructed. These understandings can
be developed by looking at the framing devices used by storytellers and historians when
constructing accounts of the past.
These devices include:
o the teller’s view of history;
o the focus given by the teller – decisions about what events and people to include, omit
or focus on are influential and affect the type of story told;
o the role of the teller – all storytellers have a purpose and each story has an intended
audience and outcome;
o the teller’s choice of a time frame – the meaning of a story is affected by when it
begins and ends; when the time frame is altered, a new narrative emerges as scenes
move and the plot is varied.
Cronon demonstrates the issue of choice of time frames with reference to the changes to
American history that take place with the inclusion of the Native American past:
if we shift time-frame to encompass the Indian past, we suddenly encounter a
new set of narratives, equally tragic in the sense of crisis and declension, but
strikingly different in plot and scene. As such, they offer further proof of the
narrative power to reframe the past.lxxxiii
In recent times, the inclusion of an Aboriginal perspective in the telling of mainstream
Australian history has had a similar effect.

Working with narratives: Indigenous life stories and crosscultural learning
Until recently, Aboriginal and Torres Strait histories were the preserve of non-Indigenous
anthropologists, archaeologists and historians. The emergence of contemporary Indigenous
history coincides with the appearance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait literature, theatre, film
and visual versions of the past.
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Storytelling has an honoured place in Indigenous societies as an educative and historical tool.
Traditional stories passed from one generation to the next to teach Aboriginal and Torres
Strait children life skills, shape identity and conserve culture. These days, life stories have
assumed an equally important role in informing all Australians about the personal histories of
Indigenous people and communities.
Life stories are stories told and written by Indigenous people about their own experiences.
For example, Ida West’s Pride Against Prejudice tells about her childhood experiences on
Flinders and Cape Barren Islands and her later adult life on the Tasmanian mainland. Ella
Simon’s Through My Eyes, records the recollections of an Aboriginal woman from Taree, a
small north-coast town in New South Wales. Glenyse Ward’s Wandering Girl, is the personal
story of a ‘Stolen Generations’ child, and her early experiences as an indentured servant
working in rural Western Australia. Someone Now: The Autobiography of Ellie Gaffney, A
Woman of the Torres Strait records Ellie’s struggle to become a qualified nursing sister.lxxxiv
These life stories are a powerful introduction to Indigenous history because they:
o narrate Indigenous history with an authentic voice;
o introduce learners to the various ways in which Aboriginal and Torres Strait people
record their histories;
o create a powerful human context for contact history;
o counter stereotypes and develop an understanding or empathy for others;
o provide first-hand accounts of the effects of government laws and institutionalisation
on Indigenous groups;
o open a window through which to observe life on missions and reserves; the impact of
racism on life choices; the persistence of traditional beliefs and lore in the face of
oppression; significant people and places; growing-up times; families and loss of
families; and contemporary issues, such as Land Rights, Black Deaths in Custody,
Reconciliation and the Stolen Generations.

©Courtesy Magna Pacific

The human face of the Stolen Generation. A scene from the film Rabbit-Proof Fence (2002).
The film is based on the book by Doris Pilkington Garimara and retells her mother’s story as one of
three young Aboriginal girls who were forcibly taken from their families in Jigalong, Western
Australia, in 1931.

Approaches to using Indigenous life stories
There are two useful approaches to using Indigenous life stories in the history classroom.
1 A whole-of-text approach introduces learners to the features of oral ‘history-making’: its
repetitiveness, cyclical return to events, anecdotal nature and concern for everyday
things. In addition, it stimulates students to ask questions about the role of oral history in
conserving cultural knowledge by considering how stories are passed on, by whom and
for what purposes. Immersing learners in the whole text engages them with ‘real’ people,
and deepens the empathetic ties between reader and storyteller.
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2 An extract approach can be effective in giving a personal face to academic or textbook
treatments of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories. Extracts also provide a
range of perspectives on any given event or situation and allow for comparing and
contrasting of life experiences across communities and localities. Finally, extracts can be
used with other literary and artistic forms to create a pastiche or set of impressions that
capture the complexity of the past through different media such as the poetry of Jack
Davis and Oodgeroo Noonuccal, the art of Robert Campbell, Sally Morgan, Ian Abdulla
and Fiona Foley and the political posters produced during the 1980s by Alice HintonBateup and Avril Quaill.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Working with oral history
The Making History upper primary curriculum unit, Caring for Uluru, uses Indigenous oral
storytelling as one source in exploring the cultural perspectives on Uluru. Oral histories are
also part of the unit History at home – A local area study.
In using oral stories as historical sources, students need to be encouraged to interrogate them
in the same way as other historical sources and, as far as possible, crosscheck their origins,
perspectives, accuracy and veracity against a range of other sources, whether they be
additional oral versions of the story, visual records or written text documents.
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History textbooks
Introduction
Some generalisations can be made about textbooks as they relate to teaching, learning and
pedagogy. These are based on school, departmental and classroom observations.lxxxv
o The publication and use of teaching and learning materials is changing rapidly.
Multiple texts and different modes of delivery now inform much of what occurs in
classrooms and in the teaching/learning process.
o Textbooks have become ‘pedagogic explorations’ of information as a result of the
influence of constructivist and sociocultural approaches to teaching and learning.
Ideally, pedagogy is now less teacher-centred, accommodates prior knowledge,
scaffolds learning and supports students in generating meaning from a range of
sources.
o As a result of the application of inquiry-based approaches to the teaching and learning
of history, the narrative framework of history texts has become leaner, replaced by
double-page spreads with limited explanation and textual elaboration.
o Teachers and schools frequently customise materials to meet the particular needs of
their students. In doing so, they use many sources of information assembled and
‘remade’ from materials accumulated over a lifetime of classroom usage.
o Teachers use textbooks and resources differently. For some, the textbook is the
curriculum. Three different types of textbook usage have been observed among
teachers:
o skills coverage
o textbooks as sources of content
o references for extended classroom discussion.

Reading textbooks
Textbooks play a central role in history classrooms. Despite their importance as pedagogical
tools, little research exists on how teachers select and use texts for teaching and learning
purposes. Even fewer studies have explored the way in which history texts affect what and
how students learn. Regardless, the limited research that does exist suggests that:
o those students whose experience of historical discourse comes primarily from
textbook accounts have little understanding that ‘knowledge of authorship’ assists in
making judgements about the reliability or veracity of written sources as
‘evidence’;lxxxvi
o students reading texts with an explicit authorial voice tend to engage in mental
conversation with the author, while students reading textbook passages featuring low
levels of authorial voice tend to scan the page in search of facts and demonstrate little
independent thought about the usefulness or relevance of primary source materials;
o students with high levels of subject matter knowledge benefit from working with texts
that are harder and less obviously coherent;
o students tend to hold textbook writers in high regard with respect to trustworthiness
but they should be encouraged to view textbooks as historical artefacts – products of
their times – and to explore and challenge their accuracy.
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Learning from textbooks
Not surprisingly, research shows that students approach the reading of history in an uncritical
manner.
Researchers argue that where history textbooks become the major source of knowledge and
primary tools of instruction, students’ learning opportunities and perspectives on the past
become limited.
American educator Sam Wineburg’s inquiry into students’ reading of history textbooks
provides evidence of how historical understandings are narrowed by uncritical use. His
research indicates that most students view the text as a primary source, a statement of fact or
account of what really happened, rather than as a social instrument crafted by the author to
achieve particular ends.
In approaching texts in this literal manner, students fail to grasp the writer’s intention, the
argument in the text and the connotation of the language. Where the textbook becomes the
sole source of content and pedagogy, and where textbook accounts remain unchallenged by
teachers and students, history is presented as ‘fact’ rather than interpretation.lxxxvii

Representing history
The following factors affect the representation of history in school textbooks.
Authorship
Texts with a strong authorial presence link the author and reader. Studies indicate that students
read critically and negotiate meaning for themselves when there is a heightened sense of
authorship.
‘Vanishing text’
Skeletal displays of information that simply exhibit multiple elements of a topic diminish the
narrative element in history learning. To develop historical literacy, students need to become
experts in the content and processes of the field. Disciplinary knowledge includes the ability
to evaluate materials and information and integrate findings and other knowledge into some
type of cogent presentation. This kind of disciplinary knowledge is rarely touched on in
history textbooks. Problems of historical literacy are exacerbated by flimsy texts.
Absence of indicators of judgement
‘May’, ‘might’ and ‘appear’ (indicators of judgements) are used frequently in historical
writing, but appear rarely in textbooks. These terms are important indicators of interpretation
and the provisional or tentative nature of history.
Content coverage
Content coverage can be shallow, highly selective and cleansed. Children can exercise critical
thinking only when offered varied points of view from a range of sources that corroborate
and/or contradict each other.
Expository approaches
History textbooks are almost exclusively expository and concerned with presenting and
explicating facts. It is better to use a range of ‘storied’ and ‘expository’ approaches to assist
students in developing an understanding of the grammars that underlie different historical
genres.
Story grammars include: consequences of action, solving problems and repetition of plan–
attempt–resolution cycles.
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Expository structures include causation, problem–solution and sequential listing. Textual
clarity in a textbook can be affected by lack of elaboration, the omission of essential causal
connectors (because, therefore) and the absence of qualifiers that establish the order of
presentation (first, second, finally).
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Using film in history
Introduction
The past is a foreign country; they do things differently there.lxxxviii
For a teacher of history, Hartley’s observation above might also be true for using film in the
teaching and learning of history. They do things differently in film. They certainly do history
differently in film, and much of this is foreign territory for teachers of history.
Any film is a constructed illusion and may not contain the sort of premise on which a teacher
of history wants to build learning experiences about the past. Why add to the complexity of
teaching history by trying to explore the past through such an overtly manufactured
mythmaker like film? How can film possibly deal competently with the cognitive and
argumentative contests of history? How can students be taught to find their way to the past –
through forests of facts, down dark caverns of unknowns, across vast landscapes of evidence
and along divergent laneways of explanation – using all the fictions and seductions of film
fantasies as their maps? And, even if these film maps were useful in history, how can teachers
of history be expected to teach their students the peculiar language of the film world, the
literacy of the screen which is really necessary to unpack, analyse and interpret the meaning of
film?
These issues are real, but there are overwhelmingly good reasons to address them and embrace
film as a valid and highly valuable tool for teaching history.
First, film in all its various forms and modes of delivery (in cinemas, in television, on video
and on DVD) is a dominant contemporary cultural form. Potentially, it offers powerful
connection and engagement for students. If the past is a foreign country, film can be a more
relevant and effective means of transporting our students there than older modes of travel,
such as the history textbook. Also, since film and television are the primary means through
which students engage with news and current affairs in the wider world, the development of
critical historical literacies through film will support their broader life education.
Secondly, film is a natural medium for narrative and therefore an irresistible means for telling
stories of the past. An Australian screen educator recently described this relationship between
film and the past:
Just like travel writers and documentarians, historical writers and film-makers
look to this ‘unknown land’ [the past] for inspiration as well as a setting for
what are considered timeless themes. The past is a storehouse for stories of
love, betrayal, loss, death and courage and many of these stories come
complete with a structure that simply requires dramatization.lxxxix
This section of the guide will offer suggestions about how film can be used in a number of
ways to enhance the teaching and learning of history and to engage students in developing
their historical literacies.

Basic principles
A broad definition
The discussion of using film in history assumes a wide definition of film types, film origins
and film-viewing experiences. It includes all genres of film: documentary record, historical
documentary, historical fiction, film realism and film surrealism, to name a few. It includes all
types of physical film formats: 35 mm film as experienced in cinemas, film seen through
video or DVD on television, film seen through television broadcast, 8 mm film and digital
video (DV) seen at home or in the classroom. And it includes films of all origins: those from
earliest times till now, those from Australia, America, India, Europe, China and everywhere
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else; those from amateurs and professionals, mainstream commercial production houses, the
alternative fringe and home movie-makers.

Films and purpose
There are as many types of film as there are types of written text. As with written text, the
purposes and uses made of film in teaching history will vary according to the type of film
being used. If, for example, a teacher was exploring the impact of the gold rush in Australia
during the 1850s or the changes that a local community experienced during World War II,
different uses would be made of written texts, such as textbook accounts, personal letters,
contemporary newspaper reports or poems of the time. The same is true for film. Teachers
need to know and teach students about the film types and how these need to be engaged and
interrogated differently for history.

Screen literacy
Film is a form of constructed, controlled and manipulated ‘text’. Teachers and students need
to know how to read this text – they need to have basic ‘screen literacies’. Fundamentally,
these involve an awareness of the techniques film-makers use to communicate with their
audiences. Teachers of history are not expected nor need to be specialist media and film
teachers, but history does necessarily involve learning across a range of KLAs (English,
maths, science, art, geography and economics, for example) and engagement with screen
education is part of this necessity.

Integration
The use of film in history, like the use of any other resource, ought to be based on sound
pedagogy framed within the needs of the students, the learning outcomes and the SOSE/HSIE
curriculum. The use of film should be clearly integrated with other resources in teaching and
learning rather than used as a peripheral and marginal activity.

Student prior experience of film
One of the primary difficulties of using film effectively in the teaching of history is
negotiating the reality of film. From its beginnings in the 1890s, film was seen as a powerful
medium for recording reality. But even the most basic documentary film shows only a
selected surface reality – a chosen and limited perspective. As the film-making becomes more
complex, the reality of the film’s world becomes more difficult to discern. This has particular
implications for the task for accessing and exploring history through film.
Students generally come to history classes as experienced viewers of many different types of
film. They have most likely seen the entire range of films, from those intended to capture and
reflect aspects of the ‘real’ world (such as the historical realism of films like Saving Private
Ryan and various forms of documentary and news footage) to those films designed to export
them from the real world through such genres as fictional realism, surrealism and fantasy (like
the Harry Potter films or the science fiction of Gattaca). In this context, particularly if
students are used to experiencing film simply as a form of entertainment, teaching history
using film requires teachers to support student understanding and discernment about the
different realities offered by different types of film and what each can (and cannot) bring to
matters of history.

Types of film
Teachers of history can use many types of film in their classrooms. It is useful to categorise
these according to their levels of ‘actuality’. In the following list, the most ‘real’ (historically
true) film is that which comes from the static, non-selective camera eye which captures the
action and words as they pass before the lens and microphone. At the other end of the
spectrum there is the ‘pure’ fictional historical film.
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The types of film relating to history include:
o observational documentaries
o contemporary documentaries
o post-the-event documentaries
o dramatised documentaries
o fictional film histories
o historical film dramas.

Observational documentaries
This is the fly-on-the-wall approach of capturing an un-manipulated, un-tampered reality. A
camera simply records all that passes before the lens and microphone – there is no
commentary except the words of the participants and no manipulation of camera shots.
The very first films, those shot in 1895 by Frenchman Louis Lumière, were of this sort: oneminute films recording everyday occurrences that passed before the eye of a rigidly fixed
camera. He filmed his father playing cards with friends, workers leaving the Lumière factory
in Lyon, street scenes with trams moving to and fro, and train arrivals at a station.
Lumière himself saw little interest in the possibilities of magic and
storytelling which proved so vital to the growth of the cinema as an art and an
industry.xc

©Courtesy of ScreenSound Australia

George St Sydney, circa 1906. Early Australian films followed Lumière’s approach of fixed cameras
recording everyday life. In this archive piece taken from Federation Films (National Film and Sound
Archive 1992), the camera was set up on a tram and it captured life along the length of Sydney’s
famous central city street.

Contemporary documentaries
This is another form of observational documentary where there is extended filming of actual
events and actual people. However, the material is structured within a narrative, with a
scripted commentary, and shot selection and editing, all of which offers an interpretation of
the events.
Film-makers will differ in the degree of interpretation offered, ranging from the polemical
style of John Pilger to the less intrusive style of Australian documentary makers Bob Connolly
and the late Robyn Anderson in their Rats in the Ranks (1996) and Facing the Music (2001).
Connolly says of his approach:
… there are no villains or victims, no ideological framework, no polemic
intent. Nothing but a total attempt to understand what is actually happening.
What counts is acute observation, vigilance against constant bias, and no axes
to grind.xci
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Post-the-event documentaries
This documentary form uses compilations of film shot at the time of the real events and
captures real people, but it is produced at a later stage. It has an imposed structure and scripted
narration or commentary, and adds comment or recollections from other people involved in
the event. It also uses new linking footage, extensive editing and music. The degree of
manipulation and interpretation of the historical reality has increased.
Documentaries of this sort include the BBC’s Hitler: The Fatal Attraction (1989), Film
Australia’s Mabo – Life of an Island Man (1997) and the History of Britain series by Simon
Schama (2000).

Dramatised documentaries
These films present an event (or series of events) which is based on sources close to the
event(s) but uses actors and non-actors in a way dictated by a constructed script. Often they
use a mix of archive footage and re-enactment filming. These ‘docudramas’ are meant to
instruct and inform an audience but attempt to offer the tension and drama of a true narrative.

Fictional film histories
These films are total reconstructions of historical events using actors, reconstructed settings or
substitute locations, period costumes and manners. They are developed around a constructed
structure and script and are one of the most popular forms of re-telling the stories of history.
Sometimes called ‘costume dramas’ or ‘period pieces’ they often make a notable attempts at
authenticity and historical accuracy.
They include biographies like Patton (1969, Franklin Schaffner), Gandhi (1982, Richard
Attenborough) and Elizabeth (1998, Shekhar Kapur) and accounts of historical events like
October (1927, Sergei Eisenstein), Gettysburg (1993, Ronald Maxwell) and Schindler’s List
(1993, Steven Spielberg). Examples from Australian history include Eureka Stockade (1949,
Harry Watt), Breaker Morant (1979, Bruce Beresford) and Burke and Wills (1985, Graeme
Clifford)

Historical film dramas
In these films, a fictional story is told within an authentic historical background and within the
context of authentic historical events, but the story focuses mainly on fictional characters. In
this category fall films like Gallipoli (1981, Peter Weir), The Grapes of Wrath (1940, John
Ford) and Titanic (1997, James Cameron).

Film literacy and history
Cinema is part of the evolution of communication and ways of storytelling. A little over a
century old, it is part of a long continuum that dates back to cave painting and rock art, oral
traditions, inscribed text, hieroglyphs and stone tablets, printing and books. In the late 19th
century, photography and then cinematography became new media to tell stories. The addition
of sound in the late 1920s created the basis of modern motion picture film. Since then, a range
of other technological developments have embedded the motion picture as a continuing
cultural form of storytelling.
Film can be read in many ways and at different levels. Much ‘reading of film text’ is
unconscious. Audiences readily accept shifts in time and place, switches in points of view and
respond emotionally to tensions and characters’ actions, without necessarily being consciously
aware of what is happening. Hence the old notion that somehow films weave a magical spell
over its audiences.
Students are already well-practised at experiencing film so, when applied to the teaching and
learning of history, the magic that film can cast is both its strength and its danger for students.
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Students need to be awake to the power of the film experience. They need to develop a critical
screen literacy. The use of film in history should be supported with some elemental integrated
teaching about film technique and the way film works. This is best done within the context of
particular films being used in the context of a particular historical problem or event.

The language of film
The grammar of films
Film has a particular grammar in the way material is shot and then edited. This ‘grammar of
the shot’ underpins the way film communicates and affects its audiences. In using films in the
study of history, students would benefit from some familiarity with filming technique, the
terms of the grammar, such as:
o shot sizes – long-shot, wide-shot, medium-shot, close-up, extreme close-up
o camera angles – low-angle, flat-angle, high-angle
o moving shots (the camera moves in the course of the shoot) – pan, tracking, zoom,
dolly
o point-of-view (subjective) shot – the camera shows what the character sees
o establishing shot – shows the geography and location of the scene that follows
o reaction shot – shows the reaction of a particular character to another character
o shot/reverse shot – the common practice of showing two characters in conversation
o editing effects – the use of freeze-frame, slow-fades, dissolves, transitions, crosscutting and rhythm to create tension and mood
o soundscape – the soundtrack that backgrounds the image and the shot helps to convey
mood and move audience responses. It includes dialogue, silence, ambient sound,
sound effects and music.

Mise en scène
To create a total effect and convey dominant moods, film-makers need to play attention to the
detail of what is included and excluded from every frame of the film. This mise en scène
(what’s in the frame) of any film conveys ‘the world of the film’. In an historical film, it is
critical to the film’s believability that the mise en scène is complete, accurate, consistent and
authentic. In archival documentary film records, it is the un-manipulated and un-tampered
reality within the frame that enables historians to use it as evidence about the physical and
social history of the time.
Students can practise looking for the mise en scène details in the frames of any film. In films
used in history they can look for the truth and authenticity within the frames in such elements
as:
o styles of clothing, hats, jewellery and hair design
o colours and textures
o types of transport and other machinery in the frame
o signage that can be read
o activities taking place
o manners and behaviours of all actors within the frame
o decor and objects within the frame
o locations and all their features
o events or lifestyle activities.
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©Courtesy of United International Pictures

A scene from the 2003 film, Ned Kelly. Students can use such a scene to analyse the mise en scène
details and question the authenticity and effects the director has achieved.

Film analysis – A general framework
Film can be analysed from a variety of viewpoints. Teachers can use the following general
framework to assist students in developing skills and confidence in screen literacy, that is, in
reading film texts.

1

Contexts

Establish the historical context in which the film is set.
What is the historical background of the events and the time?
What historical people and events does the film focus on?
What other events are going on at the same time which are outside the film’s frame of
reference but might affect the way the film interprets the history?
Establish the context of the time in which the film was made.
Who made the film and when?
How was it made, why and with what purpose?
What context of the film-making might affect its intent and its interpretation of the history it
deals with?

2

Narrative

Establish the narrative content and structure of the film.
What is the main story?
What are the subplots?
Outline the narrative structures (plots) in terms of the characters and their ‘problem’, the build
of dramatic tension, the climax and the resolution.
Who are the main characters and what motivates them?
What happens to them?
How do they change?
What non-narrative styles, non-realistic film techniques are used and how do these affect the
presentation of the history?

3

Meaning

Establish the film’s intent and meaning.
What are the thematic interests in the film?
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What arguments, particular points of view (POV) or positions does the film present to the
audience?
How are these communicated?
How convincing are they?
How do the thematic interests and POVs affect the account, interpretation and explanation of
the history portrayed in the film?

4

Film techniques and production qualities

Establish key points about the film’s style.
What are its notable techniques and production qualities?
How do such elements as the locations, settings, design, lighting, colour, soundscape,
cinematography and editing effectively create the particular world of this film?
How has the direction, performances and script itself helped shape the audience response to
the film’s view of the characters and the history it presents?

5

Response

Establish the students’ responses to the film.
How did you respond to the events, characters, story, points-of-view and ideas in the film?
What moments were most significant to you?
How has it changed your understanding about the events and historical personalities it deals
with?
What questions does it answer?
What questions does it not address?
Have the film-makers attempted historical authenticity?
How successful have they been and to what effect?
Where has the film deviated from known history to fiction and to what purpose?
Do the non-realistic elements, such as overt symbolism, metaphors, artistic devices or added
fictional elements, undermine or strengthen the history that is being presented through the
film?

Experiencing history through film
The analytical framework for exploring film suggests to students that the experience of film in
the study of history is like a meeting between the audience and the past, with the film-maker
acting as mediator. The students access the past through the constructed world of the film. The
relationship might be graphically expressed as follows.
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Film as evidence of the past: Archive film
Although film is only 100 years old, there is a substantial store of old film which now forms
physical evidence of the past, just like any other historical artefact or ‘document’.
Movie film is a material thing. It is a thin strip of transparent base material coated with a light
sensitive emulsion on which photographic images are registered. These images are footprints
of the past captured by film-makers as frozen ‘moving moments’ of time. But as a chemical
and physical substance, film undergoes physical decay, like any other historical artefact. The
moments of time are in danger of being lost, so historians raid old film like archaeologists raid
old tombs, looking for information about the past. And, like any other historical document,
archive film needs to be closely interrogated for relevance, meaning and significance in
developing understandings of past events that have been recorded on those thin strips since
1895.

Sourcing archive film
Many early films have been lost for all time from both within Australia and overseas. In
Australia, only five per cent of all pre-1930 silent films are known to have survived.xcii
Nonetheless, in recent years much Australian archive film has been restored, reformatted and
stored, both digitally and on video, to preserve them. ScreenSound Australia (formerly known
as the National Film and Sound Archive) has made valuable archive film available to the
public through video loans and sales.
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Other archive film frequently forms part of composite documentaries. Also, there are many
organisations, individuals and families who retain personal and local film records which can
be classified as useful evidence of the past.

Uses of archive film
Archive film has a priceless capacity for giving students a visual access to the past. The early
short Australian films (such as Queensland First Films 1895–1910 and Federation Films from
ScreenSound Australia) capture some of the ordinary and extraordinary moments of late
colonial life. There are vivid pictures of city life in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne, the
Melbourne Cup, the use of islander labour in Queensland, sugar farming techniques and major
events such as Federation celebrations in Sydney and footage of Australian troops departing
for the Boer War in South Africa.
Analysis of activity within the shots of archive film, as well as mise en scène analysis, can
yield valuable insights into the events, the players, social and political attitudes and the
physical world of that portion of the past captured on camera.
Archive film from later in the 20th century, with its added dimension of sound and more
varied camera techniques, provides even greater insights. Perhaps most significantly, they
allow today’s students not only some sensory access to the past through vision and sound, but
some access to the emotional lives of the past.
Adolf Hitler’s extensive use of film in Germany during the 1930s has given today’s history
students access to archive films of Hitler in action. In the BBC documentary Hitler: The Fatal
Attraction (1989), archive footage takes the viewer into the Nuremberg youth rallies where
they can feel the chilling power of Hitler’s charisma and his hold over his audience. In the
same program, students are uncompromisingly confronted with all the pomp and high ritual,
the adoring following fostered by the Nazis and the unabashed brutality of the Nazi rise to
power. No other documentation has such capacity to connect students so empathetically to the
life of the times.

AUSTRAL © Keystone-SIGMA

Hitler, the orator, filmed addressing the Nazi Congress at Nuremberg, 1934.

Interrogating archive film
Students need to interrogate any archive film first with a set of ‘establishing questions’.
What are the known facts (the historical context) about the event depicted?
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What is the film’s genre or type (observational documentary, fiction)?
When was the film made?
Where was it made?
Who produced the film (government, commercial, individual film-maker)?
Who was the intended audience?
What was the intended purpose (commercial, propaganda, news, education)?
How was it produced (use of locations, degree of control, technologies, source of funding)?
They can then use another set of ‘response questions’ to explore their responses to the film
and identify what discoveries they have made from the archive evidence.
What were your prior expectations of what the film and its genre would offer?
Identify the film-maker’s own particular point of view (POV). Who do they include in the film
and who do they exclude in their film?
Describe your personal reactions to the film.
In what ways are your reactions shaped by your own position in time and place (perspective,
values, beliefs)?
What feeling or mood did you experience from the film?
What new knowledge and insights do you gain from the film?
What new questions does it raise?

Suggestions for classroom practice
Exploring an archive clip – ‘The Federation parade 1901’
Undertake this exercise as part of a unit of study on Federation.
o Have students establish the basic historical background about this clip using the
establishing questions.
o Play the film piece in mute – without the commentary and music of the sound track.
o Ask students to note their immediate reactions to the film and what the film reveals to
them about the significance of Federation at the time.
o Re-play the piece and have students note how many shots, what sort of shots (for
example, wide-angle, close-up, extreme close-up) and what camera movements were
used. Discuss their results and the film’s documentary style.
o Re-play the film clip with sound. Have students discuss what effect the commentary
and music have on their viewing. Has the film lost some of its documentary integrity?
o Replay the film piece several times and have students write notes on what information
and sense it brings to their understanding of Federation and the historical period.
o Play additional pieces from the compilation of Federation Films and ask students to
add observations to their notes.
(Source: Federation Films, National Film and Sound Archive, 1992, available via the
ScreenSound Australia shop or website; film clips also available on the Discovering
Democracy resource, One Destiny! The Story of Federation – Centenary Edition, Curriculum
Corporation, 2001, distributed to all schools.)
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©Courtesy of the National Archive Australia

The Canadian float in the Federation parade through Sydney, 1 January 1901.

©Courtesy of the National Archive Australia

A moment in history. Edmund Barton (top left), soon to be sworn in as Australia’s first Prime Minister,
greets Lord Hopetoun at the commencement of the inauguration of the Commonwealth ceremonies,
Centennial Park, Sydney, 1 January 1901. This frame is from archive film of the event shot by the
Salvation Army Limelight film department.

Film as explanation of the past: Documentary
If archive film can be explored as evidence of the past, the documentary film can be used as a
form of explanation of the past. There are many different types and different schools of
documentary film-making. Despite the influence of postmodernism and constructionist views,
the argument still revolves around the documentary’s capacity to capture (some?) reality and
to tell (some of?) the truth, notwithstanding multiple levels of mediation. Nevertheless, the
documentary continues to maintain a valued place in film’s repertoire for its ability to explore
human experience and holds a particularly important place in the study of history.
The documentary is the filmic equivalent of the essay. The basic structure of the historical
documentary involves a narrative exploration of an historical period. Often it provides an
extensive coverage of an event and its particular puzzles, sequence of connecting events, main
players, causes and consequences. All the work is based on the judicious and selective use of
varieties of evidence.
The film medium allows for this to be presented in a rich array of techniques: actors re-enact
scenes, artefacts are filmed in highlight from multiple angles, a subjective camera takes the
viewer into the very place ‘where it all happened’, and (actor) voice-overs present the
measured words of historical players as captured in their own journals or diaries. Often there
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are cutaways from the main story to a range of different commentators and interviewees who
add either expert opinion or first-hand accounts. Presiding over all of these elements is a wellresearched and crafted script presented by a narrator, usually an authority or expert from a
renowned university. (Many now also use well-known actors as narrators.)

The uses of documentary in history
The scripted, narrated historical documentary style is clearly interpretative history – historical
explanation based on evidence, hypothesis, argument and a particular perspective. As such, it
is immensely useful to the teaching of history as a way of:
introducing students to the particular period or event and to the debates and issues
surrounding those events, movements, personages and times;
presenting a range of types of evidence and a range of arguments in a systematic and
coherent way; and
bringing together a range of experts and commentators, often to give differing and contesting
points of view.
However, be aware of some cautionary advice on the use of historical documentaries.
Students need to question and interrogate the points of view being offered.
It is not easy to assail the authority and power of a screen presenter, especially those with
attached ‘expert’ status.
It is difficult to capture and hold onto the detail of the history and the argument amid the
many shifts and turns in discursive film documentaries.
Film documentary works most effectively on feelings, the affective domain, and is perhaps
least engaging when driven by expository style.
Students often find documentaries too demanding and too unlike their preferred film forms.
Most film documentaries are made for a general audience and assume some prior
knowledge of the history and language, which is often not shared by students.
Be selective in choosing documentaries:
• preview them
• select only those which are directly relevant to current studies
• make sure they are within the students’ ability range
• use programs that can be viewed in parts and in short sequences.

Film as stories of the past: History through film fiction
The feature film (or ‘fiction flick’), a dream-like make-believe of the great escape from reality
that is often associated with the cinema as entertainment, has, paradoxically, a great deal to
offer the teaching of history.
The main difficulty with the relationship between history and film fiction is the fact of the
fiction. How can students of history be asked to accept the inaccuracies, mistruths and
falsifications that abound in film historical fiction like Gallipoli, The Patriot or Titanic and
still be expected to utilise the medium in developing their historical skills and historical
consciousness? Screen educator Ryan Scott sees the answer simply in terms of ‘connection’:
Audiences expect to be ‘transported’ to a given time and place. They expect a
close relationship to historical ‘truth’, however questionable that premise
might be. But the perspective of film-makers can be affected and at times
compromised by poetic licence, they can be guilty of falsification,
exaggeration and simplification. Does this mean that dramatising a real
historical event through fiction is a redundant approach? Not at all, it
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personalises the stories, offering a way into the past by relating it to our own
experiences.xciii
Film can connect students to the past where other sources fail. If we accept that the study of
history embraces a wide range of historical literacies and that these include empathy, the
imagination, the senses and feelings, as well as cognition, logic and reasoning, then the power
and value of fiction film to engage students, to offer them ‘a way into the past’ becomes clear.
There are a number of variations in the way fiction films relate to history. Among the types
are:
films that reconstruct history
historical dramas
fictional contemporary dramas and comedies
fiction films as archival material.

Films that reconstruct history
These films are a reconstruction of actual historical events and actual people, but use actors,
reconstructed settings or substitute locations, period dress and manners, all developed around
a constructed structure and script. Recent Australian examples include Rabbit-Proof Fence
(2002, Phillip Noyce) and Ned Kelly (2003, Gregor Jordan).

©Courtesy Magna Pacific

A scene from Phil Noyce’s Rabbit-Proof Fence.

© of United International

Geoffrey Rush as Francis Hare in Gregor Jordan’s 2003 version of Ned Kelly.

Historical dramas
These are films of historical dramas in which a fictional story is told within an authentic
historical background and within the context of authentic historical events. Despite the
authenticity of the background, the story and the main characters and their exploits are mostly
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fictional. Examples include Gallipoli (1981, Peter Weir), The Grapes of Wrath (1940, John
Ford) and Titanic (1997, James Cameron).

Fictional contemporary dramas and comedies
This is where the story, characters, setting an d background are all fictional, but the deeper
elements of the film style, metaphor, mythology and cultural reflection are meant to represent
an allegorical commentary on themes of national history. As an example, the place of bush
mythology in Australia’s national identity can be explored in fiction films like Dad and Dave
Come to Town (1938, Ken Hall), Sunday Too Far Away (1975, Ken Hannam), Wake in Fright
(1971, Ted Kotcheff ), Crocodile Dundee (1986, Peter Faiman) and The Adventures of
Priscilla, Queen of the Desert (1994, Stephen Elliott).

Fiction films as archive material
All films are a product of their time, and therefore all fiction film of any particular period
since 1895 could be used as evidence of the past. Although fictional, old feature films become
archival social and political documents about the preoccupations, values, attitudes and mythmaking of past eras, their film-makers and their audiences. As an example, the NCHE
secondary curriculum resources unit Dream Home? explores ‘Hollywood dreams’ and the role
of American films in shaping Australian and American domestic roles and suburban ambitions
in the 1950s.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Exploring a feature film – A structured approach
Teachers will differ in their approach to exploring feature fiction films in history. The
approach outlined here is one of several possible methods.
Connecting the students
Develop an introductory activity that will engage students in thinking and discussing one or
more of the main issues of the film. For example, if the film is Ned Kelly (2003, Gregor
Jordan), students could debate the proposition that capital punishment should be re-introduced
for convicted ‘terrorists’. (Following the film, you might want to consider the contention that
Kelly might be seen as ‘a terrorist’ by some people in the current sense of the word.)
Providing a context
Develop an activity that will involve students developing some pre-knowledge of the film’s
historical context. For example, if the film is Rabbit-Proof Fence, have the students research
early Western Australian Indigenous experiences and contacts with the Europeans or the
origins of the policy to remove part-Aboriginal people from their families.
Experiencing the film
Show the film to the students in its entirety. Allow students to fully enter the world of the film
before any analysis.
Responding to the film
Allow post-viewing time for reflection and initial small-group discussion on first responses.
Ask students to develop a journal to record their responses to the film, their feelings about the
events, responses to characters as well as particular scenes, notable moments and images. List
any issues they have with the film and the history it presents.
Mapping story and structure
As a whole group describe the events and map the structure of the film. Identify key scenes.
Discuss general class responses to the film and try to establish a consensus on the purpose of
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the film and its relationship to the history. Compile a checklist of issues and aspects to be
further explored.
Analysing key scenes
Then re-run key scenes of the film (in 15–20 min sections) to allow for detailed analysis. This
allows students to focus carefully on each excerpt and, by using an analysis framework, to
critically review the treatment of the history in the film.
Reflecting on the history

•
•
•
•

After key scenes have been analysed, revisit the first evaluations of the film and its
contribution to the history. Questions might include:
What does the film do well?
What aspects of the history have been distorted, ignored, falsified and for what end and with
what effect?
How does the film reflect the view of the time in which the film was made?
How does the film support or undermine accepted beliefs and mythologies about the history of
the time and/or event?
Further activity
Develop a further activity that takes the student beyond the film to other sources. For example,
compare and contrast this film version with another film about the same history or with
expert-written historical accounts and primary documentary evidence.
Following are three films which are commonly used in the classroom, especially at the senior
level, with some suggestions on how they might be analysed.
Gallipoli
Focus: Australian history - Australia’s experience of WWI - The Anzac legend
Peter Weir’s 1981 movie, based on a story written by Weir, is an excellent spectacle, but has
been criticised for its lack of historical accuracy. Background to the campaign is lacking and
Allied aims are ignored. The film is one of a pair of movies (the other was Breaker Morant)
that took a critical look at British use of colonial troops. The key scene is the final attack,
where the storyline suggests that the British troops were drinking tea at Suvla Bay while the
Australians were forced into a suicidal attack, ordered by a British general. This scene is
worth examining closely as an example of an ideological position (anti-Imperialist sentiment
of the late 1970s and early 1980s) and should be compared to what the evidence tells us.
October
Focus: History of the Russian Revolution - Storming of the Winter Place - Soviet accounts of
the revolution
Sergei Eisenstein’s 1928 work, commissioned by the Soviet government to celebrate the tenth
anniversary of the Russian Revolution, is regarded as variable, but brilliant overall. The key
scene is the October attack on the Winter Palace. It features soldiers, recently returned from
the Civil War, who used live ammunition in the crowd scenes. The joke among the Russian
film community was that more casualties were caused in the filming than in the real event.
The aim here would be to compare the film version of the storming of the Palace with other
forms of representations, including eye-witness reports.
Danton
Focus: The French Revolution - Roles of Danton and Robespierre - The Western
revolutionary tradition
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Starring Gérard Depardieu as Danton, written by Jean-Claude Carrière and directed by
Andrzej Wajda, this is a multi-layered film, really about the Polish Solidarity movement, but
seen through the lens of the French Revolution. One key scene is towards the beginning of the
story, where Robespierre’s Jacobin colleagues are urging him to take action against Danton,
whom they now see as a threat to the revolutionary movement. Students should be able to
explore the different layers of the movie’s ideological position, as well as the historical
representation of Robespierre’s relationship with his former ally, again using the film as a
point of comparison with documentary and secondary sources.

Film as expression of the past: Student history through film
Film can be used in history as an effective and engaging means for students to construct and
express their own research and responses to issues in history.
Student film-making has become a regular feature in many schools and at many different
levels of schooling. Although it was once the province of exceptionally well-resourced
schools, the advent of digital video technology, new editing software (such as iMovie™ and
Final Cut Express®) and relatively inexpensive film-making hardware now brings filmmaking within the reach of most schools. Using film to capture history research, create
historical narratives and express historical explanations offers opportunities for integrated
studies and learning across a range of KLAs including English, media and ICT.
Using film in history in this creative way calls for additional skill sets which initially may be
beyond the students and the teacher of history. But other school staff, community-based
resources and expertise, plus the availability of various forms of film-making guides and
advice, provide ready means to meet the need. And, as students become proficient in
exploring history through viewing and studying film, they also are beginning to deconstruct
the structures and techniques of film and can start to see the possibility for creating their own
films on history.
Student film-making can be used in history in many ways:
• to record research in oral histories;
• to develop re-constructions;
• to provide visual backgrounds for researched and scripted narrations;
• to dramatise readings from primary source documents;
• to tell stories through a montage of filmed still pictures, locally gathered archive
footage and new footage, interviews and researched scripted narration; and
• to capture a series of records of their time using a range of film styles, including the
simple, short, fixed-camera observational documentary, as used by Lumière and early
silent film-makers in Australia.
Student film-making in history can engage students in practising and developing many core
historical literacies. Being in the role of film-maker particularly strengthens their deep
understanding of how film can select, exclude, control, manipulate and tamper with historical
realities.
Student film-making in history, like any film or drama production, requires:
• a clear sense of purpose (for the students and for the history);
• a realistic and achievable project;
• a workable budget and in-kind resource support;
• a good team of students and staff, each with clear and negotiated roles to play;
• access to adequate and compatible equipment (hardware and software);
• support from technical experts;
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•
•
•

good planning and timelines,;
a destination for the final program (such as a community presentation or a VHS
release); and
courageous risk-taking.

Resources for using film in history
The use of film in the teaching of history requires access to appropriate film resources,
including a good film library, film viewing environments, film reference texts for teachers and
students, sometimes film and media teaching expertise and, possibly, film-making equipment.
Films can be hired as video or DVD, or purchased in these formats through a range of
commercial and non-commercial outlets. The use of film in history offers opportunities for
cross-faculty teaching and integration with other KLAs such as media studies or English,
where ‘film as text’ forms part of the syllabus.
Support (in the form of resources, teaching guides, advice, journals and professional
development) is also available from the following organisations.
The local History Teachers Association (HTA).
The local Australian Teachers of Media (ATOM) organisation. ATOM produces the high-quality
publications, Australian Screen Education and Metro (http://www.metromagazine.com.au/metro/).
Through the Speakers’ Bureau, ATOM will liaise with screen professionals to visit schools to talk to
students and teachers, run workshops and give presentations. Fees and bookings are required.
ScreenSound Australia (formerly the National Sound and Film Archive), at
http://www.screensound.gov.au/, provides access to publications, collections, study guides, education
programs and the purchase of books, video and DVDs.
Film Australia, at http://www.filmaust.com.au/, Film Australia Sales, PO Box 46, Linfield NSW
2070, tel; 02 9413 8634, fax: 02 9416 9401, email: sales@filmaust.com.au.
ABC Video Program Sales, GPO Box 9994, Sydney NSW 2001, tel: 1300 650 587, fax: 02 8333
3975, email progsales@your.abc.net.au.
Australian Centre for the Moving Image, at http://www.acmi.net.au/.
Australian Children’s Television Foundation, at 145 Smith Street, Fitzroy Vic 3065, tel: 03 9419
8800, fax: 03 9419 0660, email info@actf.com.au
Local university media studies departments also support schools through resource-sharing and
expertise.
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Multiple intelligences
Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligences theory
Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligencesxciv has been developed by teachers of
history, especially those in primary and middle school, as a way of being more inclusive of
students with different learning styles, rather than categorising or rejecting those who use
differing approaches or have varying talents.
Gardner’s work has allowed teachers to adopt a more systematic and theoretical approach to
improving the historical skills and understanding of a much wider range of students. For
example, multiple intelligences theory has produced a new and interesting issue in school
history, that of alternative forms of assessment.
A clear example of a highly public use of simple but effective alternative forms of assessment
may be found in the National History Challenge (http://www.historyteacher.org.au/nhc/),
where students are encouraged to adopt one of a variety of forms of presentation including:
o a research paper
o a museum display
o a multimedia presentation
o a performance.
Briefly, Gardner suggests that there are different forms of intelligence (which are not mutually
exclusive) and he has broken these down into eight types of learning styles.
o Linguistic – Student prefers to learn and communicate in writing. They enjoy reading
and stories.
o Logical–mathematical – Student prefers to learn and communicate using graphs and
diagrams. They are good at problem-solving, logical thinking and questioning.
o Visual–spatial – Student prefers to learn and communicate using maps and sketches.
They like to see things represented in visual or graphical form. They are good at
designing.
o Bodily kinesthetic – Student prefers to learn and communicate using drama and roleplay. They are strong on emotional responses, movement and gesture.
o Musical – Student prefers to learn and communicate using music, such as songs and
ballads.
o Interpersonal – Student prefers to learn and communicate using debate and discussion.
They have good team, organising and leadership skills.
o Intrapersonal – Student prefers to learn and communicate using planning and
managing skills. They are good at assessing own capabilities but prefer to work
individually.
o Naturalistic – Student prefers to learn and communicate using the world around them.
They are good at distinguishing, classifying and using the features of their
environment.
A useful way of summing up Gardner’s approach is the reworking of the question from ‘How
clever is this student?’ to ‘How is this student clever?’

Recognising and using multiple intelligences in history
learning
Thomas Armstrong has developed a table to help teachers recognise and incorporate their
students’ multiple intelligences.xcv
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Students who
are highly

Develop
understanding

For example

They need

And can

Linguistic

by using words

reading and writing
stories or poems

books and discussion

use prose description
and analysis and poetic
forms

Logical–
Mathematical

by reasoning

working out problems

figures and tables

translate from figures
to words

Spatial

by designing

drawing and
illustrating

illustrative evidence

draw plans, maps and
designs using ICT,
interpret artwork and
filmic representation

Bodily
kinesthetic

through physical
sensation

moving and gesturing

role-play and drama

create dramatic
improvisations

Musical

through hearing
and constructing
melody and
rhythm

singing, composing
and playing

musical contexts

write and perform
songs about or interpret
musical forms of the
past

Interpersonal

by working with
others

leading and/or
participating in group
activities

workgroup
companions with
team roles

produce group projects,
posters and
demonstrations

Intrapersonal

through relating
to their own
feelings

reflecting, planning
and setting their own
goals

space to reflect and
be productive

produce intensely
personal projects

Naturalistic

by experiencing
natural and
physical
phenomena

conserving the
environment and
exploring natural–
human relationships

fieldtrips to heritage
and archaeology sites

produce field notes,
photographs, field
images and become
active in heritage issues

Remember that these attributes are not mutually exclusive. They vary in number and intensity
from student to student and they may also vary in intensity as a student develops during his or
her school career. For example, it would be perfectly feasible to have a student who was good
at description and analysis (linguistic), who enjoyed playing keyboard (musical), who was a
natural group leader (interpersonal) and who was a brilliant computer researcher – but who
had little or no graphic or illustrative skills (spatial) and, left to his or her own devices
(intrapersonal), would flounder.
Moreover, a good teacher of history can actually broaden and deepen student capabilities by
carefully planning a variety of activities over time.

Recognising and using multiple intelligences in history
teaching
Thomas Armstrong has also developed a schema to assist teachers to use their own multiple
intelligences effectively in their teaching.xcvi
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Teacher can
develop

In their students by

For example

Using

Linguistic skills

setting tasks which
are based on written
narratives and on
assessment of written
evidence

using fictional
reconstructions,
exercises involving
written primary and
secondary sources

primary and
secondary
sources

Logical–
mathematical
skills

asking students to
look at statistical
tables and, knowing
the broader historical
contexts, draw
conclusions from the
raw data

using health statistics
from the 19th and
20th centuries in
Australia to show any
relationship between
health and medical
and sanitation
advances

figures and
tables from
social history
texts

Spatial skills

asking students to
combine their
historical
understanding with
illustrative
imagination

asking students to
design and draw a
detailed plan of a
siege-proof castle in
the late Middle Ages

knowledge of
siege and civil
engineering
techniques in
use in 14th
century

Bodily
kinesthetic skills

asking students to
provide a dramatic
reconstruction of a
past event

asking students to
reconstruct a
medieval joust or
tournament

knowledge of
how, why and
when
tournaments
were
conducted

Musical skills

having students hear
and construct melody
and rhythm

asking students to
sing, compose and
play historically
accurate musical
forms

ballads or folk
songs

Interpersonal
skills

asking students to
work with others

participating in group
activities such as
debates or drama

interviews in
research,
history reenactments

Intrapersonal
skills

having students relate
to their own feelings

reflecting, planning
and setting students’
own goals

biography,
individual
storytelling

Naturalistic
skills

allowing students to
experience natural
and physical
phenomena

conserving the
environment and
exploring nature–
human relationships

fieldtrips to
heritage and
archaeology
sites

When preparing units of work, multiple intelligences theory can guide the selection of
activities to allow maximum involvement of students within a class. This means using a
variety of teaching techniques, tasks and assessment procedures.
For further examples of Gardner’s multiple intelligences theory and Bloom’s taxonomy as
applied in learning activities, see the section on Using Gardner and Bloom to plan civics and
history teaching.
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Assessment: Judging progress in history
learning
Introduction
Making judgements about students’ progress in history is not an ‘end-of-unit’ activity but is,
as British history educator Chris Husbands argues, ‘part of the interaction in the classroom
which helps pupils to develop their ideas about the past; used sensitively, like other elements
in this interaction, it can enhance the quality of pupils’ learning’. Assessment tasks should be
seen as ‘learning activities’, part of the regular landscape of classroom business that assist
teachers and learners in making decisions about what and how to improve teaching and
learning outcomes. xcvii
The following coverage is broad, and offers a general framework for considering issues
related to history assessment. Suggested approaches can be used in primary and secondary
classrooms (whether history-specific or SOSE) to develop young people’s historical
understanding and skills as researchers, critical thinkers and communicators and provide
feedback on their progress as history learners.
Attention is also drawn to the extensive range of assessment resources available through State,
Territory and Commonwealth authorities.

Judging progress
Teachers are constantly making judgements about students’ learning, and devising ways of
supporting it. These judgements range from simple (such as recall of information) to more
complex assessments of progress (such as the development and appropriate application of
historical language).
Teachers gather the data they need to make informed judgements about student achievement
through:
o observing how students respond to questions
o listening to class and group discussion
o students’ written work and performance presentations
o formal testing and examinations.
There are two types of judgements teachers make about student progress.
o Formative judgements – These provide important information to assist in the planning
of teaching and learning activities, and determine students’ level of achievement.
American history educators Linda Levstik and Keith Barton refer to these judgements
as constructive assessment, that is, the multiple ways available for students to show
their capacities through negotiated tasks, speaking, writing and arts-based
presentations.xcviii These varied forms of assessment create a more complete picture of
progress by providing an array of evidence about how students build historical
meaning over time and in different learning situations. Indeed, planning, constructing
and assessing learning in varied ways accommodates different learning styles and
intelligences. It is consistent with a constructivist approach to learning, and promotes
the view that assessment tasks must be in keeping with authentic historical activity.
o Summative judgements – These may occur at the end of a topic or unit of work. They
are directly concerned with teacher accountability and the reporting of levels of
attainment to students and parents. Both in Australia and internationally, summative
assessment has assumed greater importance because of an increased emphasis on
specified learning outcomes and testing.
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Suggestions for classroom practice
An example of summative assessment
See the Making History secondary unit for an example of summative assessment for middle
secondary level, see the ‘History in a shoe box’ exercise in the ‘Making regional and global
connections’ section of the middle secondary curriculum unit, Red Menace?

Assessing historical understanding
Assessment of progress stems naturally from the work teachers and students carry out in the
history classroom. Chris Husbands notes that evidence for this comprises:
o what students do (learning process)
o what they produce (product)
o teachers’ documentation. xcix
Frequently, the emphasis in assessing progress is summative (product), rather than formative
(process). But, as Husbands continues, students’ work provides only one avenue through
which to make judgements about ability and understanding.
When judging progress teachers should consider the following issues.
1 Young people’s historical thinking develops unevenly.
o Research indicates that children’s historical thinking develops unevenly depending on
subject matter, teaching and learning approach, context, and sociocultural factors. On
this basis, Martin Booth contends that rigid hierarchical ‘ages and stages’ strategies
for assessing progress limit expectations about what learners can do and reduce
possibilities for developing real understanding. Teachers should therefore expose
students to a wealth of learning opportunities that accommodate diversity.c
2 Historical thinking and reasoning is adductive in nature.
o History is about problem-posing and solving, about asking questions and forging
explanations from evidence and imagination. As such, assessment approaches that
focus predominantly on skills or recall of content fail to represent history authentically
(that is, as a distinctive form of knowledge and way of understanding the world) and
offer thin evidence on which to judge progress.
o Teaching and assessment must incorporate creativity, historical empathy and the
imagination and ask hard questions about how histories are constructed and why they
differ.
o Because historical learning is cumulative, time is needed for immersion in activities
that involve questioning, research and data gathering, analysis and interpretation of
evidence, discussion, hypothesis development and presentation of research outcomes.
3 Effective assessment tasks require careful planning.
o Any effective learning activity requires teachers to specify purpose, requirements and
intended outcomes. Chris Husbands notes that answers to three questions underpin
student learning. These questions also offer a broad framework for planning and
structuring assessment:
o Do students understand what they are supposed to be learning? (clear guidelines of
targeted content, skills and tasks to be covered);
o Do they understand why they are learning it? (concise articulation of purpose);
o Are students aware of their progress in learning? (clear feedback and outcomes).ci
o In setting tasks, a number of factors should be considered:
• length;
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o

• the number, nature and level of difficulty of sources;
• the range and depth of subject matter to be covered;
• the degree to which the task differentiates between learners.
Martin Booth draws attention to the primacy of context in structuring assessment
tasks.cii Context constitutes the four dimensions of any assessment situation:
• the objective of the task, that is, what concept, skill or understanding is to be
tested – causation, analysis, interpretation and so on;
• the level of task difficulty, which relates to the topic and materials being
assessed;
• the type of response required from students – oral, written account, enactment
and so on;
• the knowledge and skills students are expected bring to the activity, for
example, to explain or provide reasons for Australia’s entry into World War I
or to describe conditions in the trenches on the Western Front.

Working with evidence
British history educator Tim Lomas has established a set of broad criteria for identifying
progress in history learning. The criteria should be viewed as interrelated. They offer a useful
guide when developing tasks and assessing historical thinking across a range of ability levels.
The student is able to:
o move from the concrete and tangible to the abstract and conceptual;
o differentiate between times;
o summarise, categorise and generalise from detailed accounts;
o describe and construct explanations for past events and situations;
o support views and judgements with reference to historical evidence;
o locate patterns and themes in related materials;
o draw connections between events and issues of different times;
o isolate significant issues and events and demonstrate an awareness of how these relate
to other significant situations or trends;
o question, develop hypotheses and devise ways of finding answers;
o recognise the limitations of historical accuracy;
o demonstrate an understanding of the uncertain nature of historical knowledge.ciii

Beyond the marking book
There are numerous alternatives to using a marking book to assess and evaluate student
progress in history.
o Observational notes – These are entered in an observation book with ‘post-it’ slips. A
page of the book is allocated to each student. The teacher jots down thoughts on
students’ work during informal classroom observation. These entries provide an
accessible and cumulative record of learners’ performances and development. Group
work, oral presentations, drama and role-play afford excellent opportunities for
reflective activity of this nature.
o Student participation and self-assessment – For participation to be effective, two
elements are necessary:
• the teacher’s expectation of students must be clearly stated;
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•

o

o
o
o

ample time must be allocated for teacher and learner to negotiate and agree
upon assessment criteria.
Self assessment may include statements about what students found hard or easy
about a task or perhaps an evaluation of their performance based on predetermined
criteria. Peer assessment can complement these types of individualised activities.
Assessment portfolios – Assessment portfolios are jointly created, as students select
work samples and explain their choices in conference with their teacher. Once this
process is complete, the portfolio constitutes the primary evidence for formal
assessment purposes. The assessment portfolio can form part of the total learning
portfolio, which is a cumulative statement of students’ work providing evidence for
reporting learning outcomes to the school, parents and authorities. An assessment
portfolio may include oral work, historical genre writing and reflective and evaluative
pieces, together with graphic and pictorial representations of the past. The process of
assembling an assessment portfolio:
enables students to review their work;
generates discussion regarding their strengths and weaknesses;
provides the basis on which to plan further learning.

Judging progress: Summary
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

o

Assessment is integral to teaching and learning as learners often show their
capabilities in the daily routine of classroom activity.
Effective assessment promotes reflection.
Giving learners an opportunity to participate in determining assessment approaches
encourages ownership and effort.
To arrive at informed judgements about progress, teachers need time for students to
debate, analyse and exchange ideas.
Access to diverse approaches and resources is necessary because elements of
historical understanding develop at differential rates for individual learners and
cohorts.
When students express views in writing, discussion and the arts, they provide
evidence of what they know about history.
Writing is a powerful way to assess progress. Written accounts indicate the capacity to
use sources, utilise appropriate facts and concepts and draw connections between
events.
Creating an environment that supports progress involves valuing students’
contributions, negotiating and/or explaining task-related criteria, making expectations
clear and providing positive feedback.
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CHAPTER FIVE: HISTORY AND CIVICS
EDUCATION
Overview
Introduction
What is civics and citizenship education?
 Some definitions
History and civics and citizenship education
 Introduction
 What history brings to CCE
Students knowledge and beliefs: The IEA Civic Education Study
 Introduction
 IEA findings
Civics and citizenship education whole-school approaches
 Introduction
 A whole-school approach model
The history and civics classroom: Using an inquiry approach
 Introduction
 An eight-step inquiry approach
Teaching history through the Discovering Democracy units
 The Discovering Democracy School Materials Project
History contexts in the Discovering Democracy resources
 The scope of Discovering Democracy resources
Using Gardener and Bloom to plan civics and history teaching
 Introduction
 Suggested professional development activity
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Introduction
School education has a critical role to play in fostering a democratic society whose citizens:
o have a clear sense of identity and belonging;
o feel empowered to participate positively in their communities;
o understand their rights and responsibilities as citizens of local, national and global
communities.
This is essentially the business of civics and citizenship education (CCE) and in this business
the teaching of history plays a vital part.
History provides:
o understandings of the origins and operations of Australia’s (and other nations’)
political and legal systems;
o the context for understanding the present and providing perspectives on the future;
o stories and models of citizenship;
o development of inquiry skills and abilities;
o the means of understanding and valuing principles of democracy.
In the 1990s, amidst growing concern about the state of student understanding and
engagement with Australia’s system of government, the Commonwealth initiated a revival in
civics and citizenship education. In 1997, the Commonwealth government launched the
Discovering Democracy program with the aim of improving the knowledge, conceptual
understanding, skills and attitudes of students across Australia about their system of
government and civic life.
Recent research has affirmed the need for educators to improve the content knowledge of
students. The Australian data from research into the civic knowledge and beliefs of 14-yearold students in 28 countries, conducted by the IEA Civic Education Study, has important
implications for Australian teachers of history and civics. It points to the need for students to
have a deeper understanding of theoretical constructs and models of democracy, a focus on a
participative pedagogy and a school ethos that encourages experiential learning and student
participation.
While CCE is underpinned by history, the development of citizenship values and skills is the
domain of all key learning areas (KLAs) and all members of the school community. To embed
CCE in schools, support and opportunities for active participation or the practice of
democracy are needed in classrooms, schools and the way the schools link to the community.
This whole-school approach needs the cooperation of school leaders and policymakers as well
as classroom teachers in all KLAs.
Teachers of history in particular have a key role to play as the mediators of origins, concepts
and traditions that underpin civics and citizenship. They also have a range of specialist
resources and strategies to support students’ learning needs in CCE.
The following section provides advice arising from relevant research, practical strategies and
information for teachers of history to support their CCE work in classrooms and schools.
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What is civics and citizenship education?
Some definitions
Civics is concerned with knowing and understanding the formal structures and processes of
government and with knowing and understanding the rights and duties of people who live
together in a civil society.
Citizenship is the state of being a member of a particular country (thinking, acting, belonging
and believing) and having rights and responsibilities because of that membership.
Civics and citizenship education (CCE) is concerned with equipping students with the
decision-making skills, values, attitudes, information and understanding they need to
participate as informed and active citizens within Australian society.
CCE encompasses knowledge and skills underpinned by values and attitudes. At the core of
CCE is the belief that if the Australian community values a democratic society, the school
system should teach students about it and schools should practise it by offering ‘democratic’
experiences in the classroom and the whole school environment. It requires a student-centred,
active pedagogy.
Key aspects of civics and citizenship educationciv
Knowledge/
skills

Values/
attitudes

Pedagogy

•

The origins, nature and processes of Australia’s democratic institutions – the
government, the judicial system and the nation’s place in the international
community.

•

The principles behind Australia’s political and legal institutions.

•

An understanding of how our system of government works in practice and
how it affects citizens.

•

The history of all Australians, including Indigenous, multicultural and gender
perspectives.

•

Critical thinking, negotiation, collaboration and decision-making skills.

•

Inquiry and research skills.

•

Communication skills.

•

Being committed to the rights and responsibilities of living in a democracy.

•

Developing pride in being Australian and sharing our rich and diverse
heritage.

•

Being committed to international understanding and cooperation.

•

Developing belief in equality, liberty, fairness, trust, mutual respect and social
cooperation.

•

Being committed to social justice and equal opportunity for all.

•

Rejecting racism, sexism and other forms of prejudice.

•

Accepting lawful and just authority.

•

Respecting different viewpoints.

•

Working cooperatively with others.

•

Exercising the rights and responsibilities of citizens – in classrooms, schools
and in the way schools link to the wider community.

•

Actively contributing to the life of the school and the broader community.

•

Actively supporting the conservation of heritage and the natural environment.

•

Being caring and supportive of others.

•

Student-centred classrooms which encourage students to express opinions,
engage in active debate and consider a variety of viewpoints.

•

Linking learning to student interests, student input and choice in curriculum.
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•

Focused inquiry approaches, including investigation, communication and
participation.

•

Supporting all students’ learning needs.

•

Authentic learning for real purposes with real outcomes and audiences.

•

Student input and choice in curriculum.

•

Recognition of linguistic and cultural diversity.

•

Promoting tolerance and respect for others.

•

Supporting the development of identity – individual, school, local, national
and global.

Suggested professional development activity
In a relevant staff meeting on curriculum planning, use the table above and discuss:
o Where in our school curriculum are students given the opportunity to learn CCE
knowledge?
o Describe and share some classroom activities which promote CCE skills.
o Which curriculum areas support the development of ‘democratic attitudes’? How do
they do this?
o What areas of civics and citizenship knowledge are identified as areas where staff
need professional development support?
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History and civics and citizenship education
Introduction
We believe that a knowledge and understanding of the history of Australians
is an essential foundation for Australian citizenship. It should be the core
element of the curriculum for all students up to school leaving age.cv
In reporting the views of the Civics Expert Group, Dr Ken Boston (then Director General,
NSW Department of Education and Training) outlined the importance of history in providing
the ‘social cement’ which enables Australians from diverse backgrounds, cultures and
traditions to ‘live together in a degree of harmony’.
This ‘history of Australians’ is a broader field than the history of the island continent. It
includes not only Indigenous history and the growth of the nation since British colonisation in
1788 but an understanding of the history and culture of all groups, which now contributes to
contemporary Australia.
All areas of history teaching embraced within Australian schools, including ancient
civilizations, the study of revolutions, the Renaissance, and European, Asian and 20th century
histories, have valuable CCE interconnections. Although CCE is primarily Australianfocused, the story of Australian civics history and the Discovering Democracy project
materials themselves are reflective of multiple influences and connections to an array other
countries, cultures and times.
While CCE is best taught and practised in all learning areas and developed through such
things as democratic classrooms, student participation in school decision-making and in civic
activity in the contemporary community, it is history teaching and learning that best provides
the foundation knowledge and deep understanding of the concepts, values, beliefs, origins,
traditions and practices that facilitate such participation.
It is history that provides students with that particular and empowering insight that the way we
are governed – and the political and legal systems on which the governance is based – are
living things that have been created, have changed and can be changed again. In this way,
history illuminates the institutions and practices of government. It would be difficult to
explain and more difficult to value the power of Parliament over the monarch without recourse
to the story of the struggle between Parliament and the Crown.
So too, it is history, through its narratives and its fascinating passing parade of personalities,
that can make civics an intriguing, interesting and very human story.

What history brings to CCE
History brings to CCE:
o
o

o
o
o

knowledge of the history of Australia, which is a basic right of citizens and underpins
effective citizenship;
knowledge and understanding of the origins and operations of those political,
economic, legal and social institutions in which they will eventually participate as
active citizens;
stories behind contemporary issues and the context through which students make
meaning of current events and develop perspectives on the future;
narratives behind Australians’ civic past so that students gain a sense of change, time,
continuity, causation, motivation and heritage;
insight into human experiences in other times and societies which provide a basis for
evaluating students’ own life experiences;
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o

o
o

individual stories and models of citizenship which enable students to understand
decision-making processes and the choices made by individuals when confronted with
challenges;
development of skills and abilities and a means of understanding and valuing
principles of democracy, social justice and ecological sustainability;
skills in inquiry methodology which promote experiential and student-centred
teaching and learning – historical literacy enables students to both critically evaluate
the public use of history in contemporary political debate and to generate useful
knowledge for themselves and their communities.

Civics and citizenship education enriches history by:
o providing a focal point for the investigation of history and themes for narrative and
chronology;
o providing the opportunities for connecting history to issues relevant to students’
present and opportunities for active participation in classrooms, schools and
communities.

Suggested professional development activity
As a group of SOSE or HSIE teachers, identify and discuss cross-connections. First, discuss
what possible civics and citizenship topics could be explored within current themes and topics
being used in history teaching. Then reverse the focus – what are the real and potential
historical themes, issues and topics that could be explored within a current theme in civics
education?
Once connections are identified, plan a set of activities that will develop several historical
literacy skills and connect students to contemporary civics and citizenship activity.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Here is an activity which could assist middle secondary students to develop a democratic
classroom as part of a whole-school approach to CCE
Have the class explore different voting processes, including the pros and cons of open voting
versus a secret ballot or compulsory versus non-compulsory voting. Students could then
compare their discussion and decision with the story of how voting was conducted in colonial
times and how the secret ballot became an Australian innovation, known in America as ‘the
Australian Ballot’.
See an account of how the secret ballot was developed in Australia’s Democracy: A Short
History, part of the Discovering Democracy resource.cvi
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Students knowledge and beliefs: The IEA Civic
Education Study
Introduction
In 1999, the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)
conducted a civic education study of 90,000 14-year-olds in 28 democratic countries. In 2002
the Australian report, representing 3,331 students and 352 teachers, was released. Citizenship
and Democracy: Students’ Knowledge and Beliefs – Australian Fourteen Year Olds and the
IEA Civic Education Study interprets the Australian data collected during the IEA study.cvii
The study provides hard data on Australian students’ civic knowledge, beliefs and attitudes as
well as identifying a range of factors that contribute to higher levels of civic knowledge.
The data and recommendations from this report have important implications for teachers of
history and civics and point to the need for deeper understanding of content, a focus on a
participative pedagogy and a school ethos that encourages experiential learning and student
participation.

IEA findings
Civic knowledge
Only half of Australian students have a grasp of the essential pre-conditions for a properly
working democracy (civil rights, the function of periodic elections, the content and purpose of
constitutions, the role of media in a democracy, differences between a dictatorship and a
democracy, and the role of criticism and protest in a democracy).
Australian students do not have a strong grasp of the impact of economic issues in the
functioning of a democratic system (the role of trade unions, the market economy,
multinationals and the global economy).
Civic engagement
Only a minority of students expect to participate in political activities in the future:
o 83% of Australian students think that it is unimportant to join a political party;
o 55% of students believe it is important to know their country’s history;
o 50% of students think it is important to follow political issues in the media;
o 66% of students think it is unimportant to engage in political discussions.
Social movement activities
Of the students surveyed:
o 74% support protecting the environment;
o 80% support activities to benefit people;
o 68% support protecting human rights;
o 57% thought that citizens should participate in a peaceful protest against a law they
believed to be unjust.
Expected participation in political activities
When asked about political participation:
o 11% of students expected to join a political party;
o 24% would write a letter to a newspaper;
o 12% would want to be a candidate for local political office.
Democratic processes in schools
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Student attitudes towards school democracy were positive:
o 82% believed that electing representatives in schools would help bring about change;
o 85% thought that positive changes in schools could be brought about by students
working together to solve problems.
Civic attitudes
o The police, the courts and local governments were the most trusted governmentrelated institutions, with political parties being afforded the least trust.
o Australian students are patriotic, with 96% of them professing ‘a great love’ for their
country.
o There is a strong support for the rights of immigrants and women in Australian
society.
Preferred source of civic knowledge
Television news is the preferred source of information for 80% of Australian students,
although two-thirds of them also read in the newspapers about what is happening in this and
other countries. Sixty-two per cent of them also listen to the news on the radio.
Open and student-focused classroom climate
A quarter of Australian students say that they are rarely or never encouraged to express their
opinions in class and the majority were not often encouraged to disagree openly with their
teachers on social and political issues. Only 50% felt they were often encouraged to make up
their minds.
Levels of civic knowledge
Factors associated with higher levels of civic knowledge were:
o expected years of further education
o open classroom climate
o home literacy resources
o participation in school councils
o frequency of watching TV news.

Some conclusions and recommendations
A major task of educators is to improve the content knowledge of students. This content
should include learning of names, places, dates and events, but should also cover key areas
such as:
o the major constructs underpinning democratic governance;
o the shape and contours of Australian society both past and present;
o the challenges confronting Australia in a globalised world.cviii
Some of the strategies which would assist the teaching and learning of civics include:
o experiencing democracy, which appears to be a good way to build civic knowledge
and gain some commitment to civic processes like voting;
o using students’ interest in television to develop an informed and critical attitude to the
medium and the message it presents;
o encouraging lively debate in the classroom which recognises different views on social
and political issues, respects differences and provides the freedom to put a case.cix

Suggested professional development activity
In a small group of colleagues, review the IEA results and explore the implications for the
teaching and learning of history through these questions:
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o

o
o
o

What are the implications of an ‘open student-focused classroom climate’ in the
teaching and learning of history and CCE? What teaching methods and learning
activities would you experience in such a classroom?
How could a critical approach to television (news, drama, film and documentaries) be
developed in the history classroom?
Should the statistics on expected participation in political activities be of some
concern? Why?
What linkages between history and CCE are suggested by the IEA study conclusions?

The full report may be accessed as a PDF (requires Adobe® Acrobat Reader®) from:
http://www.dest.gov.au/schools/Publications/2001/iea/AustCivicReport.pdf
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Civics and citizenship education whole-school
approaches
Introduction
Clearly there are opportunities for students to learn about and practise CCE both inside and
outside the formal classroom.
A recent evaluation of the first phase of the Discovering Democracy program reported that
‘leading-edge’ schools:
incorporated civics knowledge and approaches to active and informed
citizenship across their whole operation. They provide a wide range of
activities outside the formal curriculum, but often fully integrated with it,
whereby students of all backgrounds and abilities can participate in
democratic decision making processes.cx

A whole-school approach model
Roger Holdsworth provides an example of a model for a whole-school approach, which
includes four main ‘big ideas’:
o school policies and programs;
o classroom teaching and learning;
o school ethos and environment;
o community links and partnerships.cxi
The whole-school approach emphasises that what we do in one area of the school has
enormous impact on student learning across the whole school.
The model provides a useful tool for teachers of history to look at what is happening currently
in their schools and provides a basis for looking at opportunities to integrate what is
happening in their classrooms with other activities in the school and community.

Aspects of the whole-school approach model
Classroom teaching and learning includes:
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o
o

specific subjects and units of work and cross-KLA learning;
pedagogy such as inquiry learning, student negotiation of the curriculum, learning
cooperatively, problem-solving, experiential learning and authentic assessment.

School ethos and environment includes:
o opportunities for students to experience active citizenship within the school, such as
student councils, class meetings, responsibility for the physical environment of the
school, class and school newsletters, organisation of events and participation on
curriculum committees;
o the nature of school rules, the structure of teams and student groupings and the
influence of the timetable.
Community links and partnerships includes:
o home–school links, such as parent evenings and information nights;
o identification of resources (people and places) that are important in supporting
classroom teaching and learning;
o involvement in community service programs such as visiting the elderly, or
community environmental activities such as cleaning up a creek;
o developing partnerships with local councils to jointly plan youth recreational
facilities;
o bringing community groups into the school as part of learning.
School policies and programs includes:
o school charter goals and priorities;
o the building of CCE perspectives into school policy documents such as welfare and
curriculum policies;
o the curriculum links between learning areas, and initiatives such as middle years,
literacy and numeracy, vocational and enterprise learning, and ICT;
o debates about integrated or discipline-based studies;
o school change and development;
o professional development for staff.cxii

Suggested professional development activity
In a small group:
o map your school’s current approaches to CCE;
o look at where you might link school and school–community activities to your work as
a classroom teacher of history;
o consider other opportunities in your school for students to actively participate.
You may wish to use this downloadable form (in Word™) to help with this activity.
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The history and civics classroom: Using an
inquiry approach
Introduction
The inquiry approach to teaching and learning allows teachers to meet objectives in terms of
student knowledge, skills, processes and values and attitudes. This approach:
o promotes active experiential learning in a cooperative learning environment;
o allows students to be historians and shape their own investigations;
o generates knowledge for students and the society;
o supports the development of a range of skills – formulating questions, posing
hypotheses, data collection, analysis, synthesis, critical thinking and decision-making;
o develops a variety of communication and language skills;
o encourages organisational skills;
o gives students experience with a range of data and data collection methods;
o provides opportunities to develop a range of presentation skills;
o is appropriate at all year levels.
There are several ways of representing the process of planning for active social investigation.
The inquiry approach published in Discovering Democracy Through Research identifies eight
steps in the process.cxiii

Discovering Democracy through Research was distributed to all schools in 2000.
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AN EIGHT-STEP INQUIRY APPROACH

1

Choose the topic
o

o
o

2

Create a context by providing students with,
or asking them to collect information on, a
range of issues via short newspaper reports,
photographs, segments from current affairs
programs, poems, segments of plays.
Make sure the topic is of interest to students.
Identify key questions which will guide the
investigation.

Question selection
o Brainstorming
o Think, pair, share
o Class discussion
o Viewing videos
o Reading stories
o Newspaper articles
o Current issues
o Historical issues
o Individual reflection
o Personal experiences
o Student interest

Review existing information
o
o
o

Establish background information to provide a context for the research.
Ensure students understand key terms, issues, arguments and current developments.
Refine the research questions if needed.
What’s a good key question?
A good key questions will:
o reflect current concerns and interests of students, but also provide links to
wider societal issues;
o illustrate a range of views;
o have potential for community–school reciprocity;
o present the possibility of further action by students;
o be ‘researchable’ by students;
o provide appropriate depth and challenge;

o

lead to socially critical understandings of the world that reflect the values
of social justice, democratic processes and ecological sustainability.cxiv
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Research methods
o media searches
o internet
searches
o opinion polls
o interviews
o guest speakers
o site visits and
excursions
o surveys
o questionnaires
o study of
specialist texts
o meetings with
stakeholders
o film
o literature
o case studiescxv

6

3

Decide on research methods

Research methods will be determined by the purpose of
the research, the availability of resources and time and
the knowledge gaps.
Choose from a variety of methods.

4

Identify information sources

Sources will arise from the defined research methods
and key questions. These may be located as a
cooperative exercise and shared with the class group.

5

Collect data

As research is an active process, much of this will need
to take place outside the classroom. As such it will need
to be managed and may involve arranging access to
computer facilities, excursion forms, seeking
permission for visits and/or accessing public figures.
Attention will need to be given to setting up systems for
storing and recording data.

Analyse data

This is the process of making sense of the data, constructing understandings, looking for
trends and answering the research questions.
The questions and themes will guide the organisation of data.
Graphic displays, such as timelines, pie charts, bar graphs, tables and spreadsheets, will make
information more accessible.
Student researchers should critically examine the quality of the data. Judging relevance,
distinguishing fact from opinion, testing validity of opinions and resolving contradictions are
examples of critical evaluation of data.
Evaluation of data

7

Judging relevance

Distinguishing fact from opinion

Checking authenticity

Testing validity of opinions

Testing factual accuracy

Resolving contradictions

Judging sufficiency of information
viewcxvi

Identifying subjective points of

Report the findings

Reporting the findings requires a clear sense of who the intended audience is and what means
of reporting is to be used to present major findings, viewpoints and conclusions.
Consideration should be given to real audiences – as well as the teacher and the class, there
are stakeholders, parents, local council, volunteer groups, local newspapers and other classes
and teachers.
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Types of reports
o Preparing displays for local community centres.
o Making a video for parents.
o Producing a brochure for distribution within the community.
o Writing books for younger children.
o Writing reports for submission to local authorities.
o Presenting findings orally.
o Producing multimedia presentations.
o Conveying findings through drama.
o Building models.
o Photographic essays.
o Articles for local newspapers.

8

Evaluation and assessment

Evaluation is an important part of the development of effective research skills and could
include:
o audience feedback from the reporting process;
o identification of learning outcomes;
o self-assessment;
o strengths and weaknesses of the process;
o outcomes of the research.
Assessment
Teachers should develop their own specific indicators of student achievement in
accordance with:
o the requirements of the research task;
o State and Territory curriculum frameworks.
Some generic outcomes might include:
o contribution to the preparation and organisation of tasks;
o ability to identify potential sources of information and use appropriate
information-gathering techniques;
o ability to represent data in a variety of ways;
o organisation, relevance and clarity in the presentation of findings;
o understanding and accurate use of key terms encountered in the research
work;
o knowledge generated which is relevant to the research task.cxvii

Discovering Democracy through Research provides useful forms for the investigation process
– interviews, questionnaires and surveys. In addition it provides ten research investigations
which can be adapted for local circumstances:
o Taking issue
o Good citizens
o Our town
o Becoming a citizen
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o
o
o
o
o
o

Who represents us?
Images of Australia
Citizens have a say
Police at work
Struggles about democracy
Who rules here?

Suggested professional development activity
Work through the process of turning a history topic you will teach in the near future into a
range of key questions that students in your class could investigate. How might you tune your
students in to the topic?
Write down a list of community-based resources that could be used to generate data relating to
the topic.
Write down a list of other resources that could be used to investigate the topic

Suggestions for classroom practice
Year 5/6 students from Orford Primary School in Tasmania used the ‘Our town’ topic in
Discovering Democracy through Research to explore an aspect of their town history.
After a few false starts the teacher and class decided to find out about what their town
experienced during a particular historical period. The result was a student-developed research
project titled ‘Orford – A study of our town from 1960–1970’ and a website designed and
written by the students to publish their findings.
The students produced original research, developed community cooperation and involvement,
worked offsite, used the resources of the State archives, discovered and used primary sources,
created narratives and generated a history that utilised multiple intelligences. Their history
was published in multiple formats – text, images, graphs and audio.
The project achieved a major connection between the students, their community and their
heritage. The students developed a wide range of historical literacies, including inquirymethod skills and ICT competencies, as well as connectedness between the past and present
day.
The website of the project is at: http://www.tased.edu.au/schools/orfordp/histmenu.html.
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Teaching history through the Discovering
Democracy units
The Discovering Democracy School Materials Project
Under the Discovering Democracy School Materials Project, a rich range of historically based
resources have been developed and distributed to all schools in Australia. The materials are
designed with a strong focus on stimulating students’ interest and active engagement and
employ the pedagogical approaches of good history teaching. New materials have been
developed and distributed to schools every year from 1997 to 2002.
These resources are compatible with state and territory curriculum frameworks and can be
embedded into school history courses.
The foundations of the Discovering Democracy resources are the 18 units for middle primary
to middle secondary years. These were distributed to schools as kits in 1998 and are now
available online at http://www.curriculum.edu.au/democracy/ddunits/.
The units use the discipline of history to explore CCE and the materials cover a number of
themes:
o Who rules?
This theme deals with sovereignty – the exercise of power through government and
law; the issues underlying Australian democracy; the development of rights and
responsibilities of citizens; and the means by which citizens exercise their authority
in a democracy.
o Law and rights
Within this theme the rule of law is examined – how law binds governments;
equality before the law; and the independence of the judiciary. Also examined are
the origins of Australia’s legal system and how laws are made in Australia, including
the roles of constitutions, parliaments and courts.
o The Australian nation
Within this theme the materials deal with the establishment and nature of Australia’s
democratic institutions, changes in civic identity and the role of the nation state.
o Citizens and public life
Within this theme the materials deal with the ways in which people participate in
Australia’s civic community, including the contribution of particular groups and
people within and outside formal political processes.
Some examples of the content of these units are:
The middle primary unit, ‘We remember’, is organised around the following focus questions:
o Which symbols do Australians use to show who they are and what they value?
o Which symbols represent our democratic nation?
o How do we commemorate significant events and lives in Australia?
o How have symbols and events changes over the years?
o Which symbols and events are relevant to the Australian nation today?
The lower secondary unit, ‘Democratic struggles’, is based around the following focus
questions:
o What is democracy and what was Australia like before we had it?
o How did democracy develop in Britain?
o What influence did the Chartists have on the goldfields and did the struggle at Eureka
contribute to the establishment of democracy in Australia?
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o
o

To what extent and when were the Chartists’ six points achieved in Australia?
Why didn’t all adults get the vote at Federation and how did those excluded work to
achieve it?

The teaching and learning activities in all of the units involve students in understanding
significant content, developing of skills, clarifying values and developing knowledge on
which to base action and future participation. They include:
o building on students’ current interests and experiences;
o focused inquiry;
o use of historical narrative;
o presentation of a range of perspectives;
o critical thinking approaches to past and present issues;
o analysis and interpretation of a range of primary and secondary sources;
o ICT approaches to teaching and learning;
o use of evidence in support of perspectives;
o varied and active learning activities;
o values clarification.

Suggested professional development activity
Look at the Discovering Democracy units on the Curriculum Corporation website:
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/democracy/ddunits/units/units.htm.
Explore the units that are relevant to the year levels you teach. (Look at the focus questions
and explore the way the units are structured and how activity sheets for students may be
downloaded.)
o Write down the name of your unit theme and level.
o Describe the main focus of the unit.
o Select three different teaching and learning activities you could implement in your
classroom.
o How might you change or adapt the resource to use in your classroom?
o Use the search facility to find related material in other units. It is also useful to access
relevant information from A Guide to Government and Law in Australia, which
contains information about the history, structure and operations of Australian
democracy, and was written largely for teachers, although it is useful for older
students as well.
Use this downloadable form (in Word™), if you wish, to help you focus your work.
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History contexts in the Discovering Democracy
resources
The scope of Discovering Democracy resources
Discovering Democracy resources have been developed and distributed free to Australian
schools since 1997. The materials include print resources, video, CD-ROMs, websites,
textbooks and databases for teachers and students. They are all designed for particular year
levels and nominated KLAs. Schools received the materials free of charge and additional
copies have been made available for purchase from Curriculum Corporation.
Year

1998

Discovering Democracy materials distributed

The Discovering Democracy kits (one for primary and one for secondary levels)
containing:
•

the books of units;

•

A Guide to Government and Law in Australia by John Hirst

•

posters;

•

video;

•

Stories of Democracy and Parliament at Work CD-ROMs;

•

the Discovering Democracy website at http://www.curriculum.edu.au/democracy/.

1999

Australian Readers Discovering Democracy collections for upper primary, middle
primary, lower secondary and middle secondary. Class sets distributed to all primary and
secondary schools.

2000

Assessment Resources Primary Units and Assessment Resources Secondary Units for
assessment based on the learning activities within the Discovering Democracy units.
Discovering Democracy through Research for primary and secondary levels.
The Parliament@Work database on all Australian parliaments, parliamentarians,
electorates and political parties was launched on the Discovering Democracy website.

2001

Australians All! Discovering Democracy Australian Readers Lower Primary distributed
to all primary schools.
One Destiny! The Federation Story – Centenary Edition CD-ROM, a rich historical
resource developed for the Centenary of Federation. Distributed to all primary and
secondary schools.

2002

Australian Reader Discovering Democracy Upper Secondary Collection was distributed
as a full class set to all secondary schools.
Australia’s Democracy – A Short History, by John Hirst, was distributed to all secondary
schools.
The video Our National Flag … since 1901, by the National Flag Association, with
teacher notes by Curriculum Corporation. Distributed to all primary schools.
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History contexts in the Discovering Democracy resources
Materials

History contexts

Discovering Democracy kits

Middle primary
units

Ancient Egypt
Ancient Athens
Indigenous law
Contemporary Australia
Historical Australia

Upper primary
units

Magna Carta
King Charles I
Contemporary and colonial Australia
Myall Creek massacre
Pre-Federation Australia
The Australian freedom rides
The eight-hour day movement
The campaign for equal pay and equal opportunities for women

Lower secondary
units

Ancient Athens and Sparta
Contemporary Australia
Ancient law, Saxon law, Aboriginal customary law
Club and national constitutions
Court operations
Chartism in the mid-19th century Britain
Eureka rebellion
1938 Day of Mourning and the 1967 referendum
Lives of Chifley, Menzies, Goldstein, Cowan, Spence, Street, Gibbs,
Nicholls
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Middle secondary
units

Political parties in Australia
1949 –1972 Australian federal campaigns
Nazi Germany
Contemporary Australia
Declaration of Independence (USA)
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (France)
Bill of Rights (USA)
UN Declaration of Human Rights
Australian constitution
Civil rights
Indigenous peoples human rights in the 20th century
American War of Independence
Federation
American and Australian constitutions
American Civil War
Secession movement in Western Australia
The republic debate
Images of Australia
Population
Changes in the nature of employment and working conditions
Globalisation / trade policies
Systems of welfare and their limits
Franklin River Dam dispute

A Guide to
Government and
Law in Australia, by
John Hirst

A general history of the origins and development of the principles,
structures and institutions that constitute the Australian system of
liberal parliamentary democracy.

Australian Readers collections

Middle primary
collection

Good rulers, bad rulers
Living with rules and laws
We are Australian
Lest we forget
Good neighbours

Upper primary
collection

Liberty, equality, fraternity
This is my country
True patriots
From little things big things grow
Justice
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Lower secondary
collection

Who should rule?
Monarchs
The people
When the law breaks down
The stories we tell about ourselves
Rebellious spirits
Bush heroes
A land of opportunity
The Anzac legend
Unity and diversity
British Australia
The migrant experience

Middle secondary
collection

Political people
Law and justice
Equality and difference
Judged by the colour of their skins
Being different and accepting change
Unequal in status
Political and economic equality
Equality and survival
Future equality

Australians All!
Lower Primary

Commemoration in the community
Civic activities
Nationhood
Identity
A history of Federation

Middle secondary
collection
Although designed
for senior English
this collection
contains numerous
texts from many
historical contexts.

Naming the land
The power of language
Persuading others
Being human
In the hot seat
Fighting for a cause

Other relevant resources

Discovering
Democracy through
Research

On conducting research – Teachers notes
Taking issue
Good citizens
Our town
Becoming a citizen
Who represents us?
Images of Australia
Citizens have a say
Police at work
Struggles about democracy
Who rules here?
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One Destiny! The
Federation Story
Centenary Edition
CD-ROM

Teacher notes – On using historical sources
A flag for a new nation
An Australian nation
Views from the colonies
The women’s story
The first Australians 1901
An Australian constitution
The road to Federation
The people choose

Discovering
Democracy website
http://www.curricul
um.edu.au/democra
cy/

Discovering Democracy units (all the original units online)
Parliament@Work database
Biographies
Teaching and learning activities
Case studies

Australia’s
Democracy: A Short
History, by John
Hirst

A comprehensive narrative history of the development of Australia’s
democracy to the present day. The text includes a series of short
interpretative essays

Australia’s Democracy – A Short History, by John Hirst, is the first comprehensive
historical account of how Australia developed its own particular form of democracy.
The book was distributed to all secondary schools in 2002.
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Using Gardner and Bloom to plan civics and
history teaching
Introduction
Gardner’s multiple intelligences theory and Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectivescxviii
provide useful tools for the development of curriculum, which caters to a variety of learning
styles, provides access for a range of abilities and enables students to demonstrate a range of
outcomes.
Further information about Bloom’s taxonomy and Gardner’s multiple intelligences may be
obtained from:
http://www.tedi.uq.edu.au/Assess/Assessment/bloomtax.html
http://www.teachers.ash.org.au/teachereduc/indexTE.html (go to the ‘Theory’ menu at the top
of the page and select ‘Multiple intelligences’).

Suggested professional development activity
The following example taken from the Victorian teacher support materials, curriculum@work,
developed by the Department of Education and Training, illustrates the usefulness of these
tools in developing learning activities in the history and civics classroom. These learning
activities are taken from the unit ‘Government – What’s it got to do with me?’ designed for
Year 7 and 8 students.
Create a chart like the illustrative one below and use it to plan a range of student activities on
your next teaching topic.
Learning activities using Bloom’s taxonomy and Gardner’s multiple
intelligences model
Cognitive
processes/
multiple
intelligences

Knowledge
and/or
comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Linguistic
intelligence

Define:
democracy
representative
parliament
electorate

Create a
crossword
puzzle based
on aspects of
government in
your local
area.

Draw up a table
of the main
similarities and
differences
between your
local area
government and
the Federal
government.

Write a
constitution for
your class
parliament or
your student
representative
council.

Research the life
and ideas of one
of Australia’s
past prime
ministers. Write a
speech that he
might have given
if he had visited
your school.
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Cognitive
processes/
multiple
intelligences

Knowledge
and/or
comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Logical/
mathematical
intelligence

Design a
timeline, from
1851 to the
present day,
showing the
main events in
the government
of Victoria
during this
period.

Make a
mobile to
illustrate the
sizes of the
various House
of
Representativ
es electorates.

Create and label a
Venn diagram to
show the
similarities and
differences
between the
House of
Representatives
and the Senate.

As a citizen, list
the different
methods you
could use to
make your
views on issues
known to your
representatives.
Group these
under different
headings, for
example,
direct/indirect;
peaceful/
disruptive.

Construct a table
to illustrate the
effectiveness and
practicality of
different
strategies of
pressuring
governments on
various issues.

Visual/
spatial
intelligence

Draw a map of
your state and
mark and label
all the state
electorates.
Also mark in
the local
government
area and the
federal
electorate in
which you live.

Create a
cartoon strip
to show a
typical day in
the life of a
member of
parliament.

Represent in
pictorial form the
ideal
characteristics
required of a
good councillor
or member of
parliament.

Design a tourist
brochure for
visitors to your
local town hall
or state house of
parliament.
Explain the
main features
and functions of
the building.

Create a poster of
a job
advertisement for
a member of
parliament.
Include skills
required,
desirable
qualities, where
he or she will
work, hours and
pay.

Kinaesthetic
intelligence

Play a game of
charades using
names and ideas
from local, state
and federal
politics.

Write and
perform a
short play
showing a
member of
parliament at
work in his or
her electorate.

Construct a
diorama showing
a meeting of the
Victorian
Legislative
Assembly with
members of
parliament,
support staff, the
media and the
public gallery.

Collect items to
make a
‘showbag’ to
demonstrate
what an ideal,
active, informed
citizen does in
his or her
community.

Write and
perform a roleplay of a
discussion
between voters
and a candidate,
where the
candidate tries to
convince the
voters that he or
she deserves their
votes.

Musical
intelligence

Devise a rap
that contains
some
information
about the ways
the three levels
of government
work.

Tape a
presentation,
with
appropriate
musical
accompaniment, on an
issue of
concern to
you.

Choose different
pieces of music to
represent your
local community
and explain your
choices.

Write an
advertising
jingle to
promote
Victoria to
interstate
visitors

Compose a song
to show the
perspectives of
different types of
Victorians about
‘democracy’ in
Victoria.
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Cognitive
processes/
multiple
intelligences

Knowledge
and/or
comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Interpersonal
intelligence

In a pair, or as a
group, use
brainstorming
to list words to
describe
democracy in
Victoria.

Design and
organise a
game show in
which the
contestants
must answer
questions
about
government in
Australia.

Design a
questionnaire
and/or survey the
class to determine
whether they are
‘good citizens’.

Imagine you
have been asked
to write the
script for a new
television show
set in
Parliament
House,
Canberra. What
would happen
in the first
episode? Who
would you
choose to play
the main roles
and why?

Working in a
group, devise a
set of criteria for
judging a member
of parliament.
Use it to rate the
performances of
your state or
federal
representatives.

Intrapersonal
intelligence

Ask yourself
‘What is the
thing I most
want to know
about life as a
federal member
of parliament?’
Write down
your question
and then
research the
answer.

Create a
cartoon strip
to show how
you would try
to influence
state
parliament on
a matter
which
concerns you.

What aspects of
life in your local
area do you
admire? Which
do you not like?
What can you do
about this?

Compile a list
of the skills and
qualities that
would help you
be a successful
member of
parliament.
Explain how
each would be
of help to you.

Describe the type
of person you
would see as the
ideal
representative for
you in parliament.
How would you
communicate
your concerns to
him or her?
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CHAPTER SIX: HISTORY EDUCATION
AND INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES (ICT)
Overview
ICT and history – An introduction
ICT and inquiry learning
Computers in the history classroom
Using the World Wide Web
Locating historical information on the Internet
 Searching
 Real evidence
 Issues in using the Internet
 Suggestions for classroom practice
 Some history web links to explore
Locating historical information in databases
 What is a database?
 Interrogating a historical database
 Historical database example – Australian fatalities in the Vietnam War
 Suggestions for classroom practice
 Exploring other Australian historical databases
Identifying and analysing information
 Some Internet research tools
 Databases as ‘Mindtools’
 Constructing databases
 Suggestions for classroom practice
 Using tables as an alternative to a database
Organising ideas
 Brainstorming tools
 Scaffolding
Communicating and presenting information
 Inserting comments within Word™ documents
 Making a graph or chart
 Using PowerPoint™
 Student-created websites and Web pages
 Contributing to a project
 Valuing student work
Interactivity and online communication
 Interactivity on the Web
 Interactivity and CD-ROMs
 Net communication: Email, bulletin boards and chat rooms
Implications for assessment
 Some questions
 Some criteria for assessing multimedia/PowerPoint™ presentations
 Managing for authenticity
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ICT and history – An introduction
Since the early 1990s, schools have been on the frontline of the ICT revolution. The new
technologies of the digital age have presented school systems and educators with a perplexing
mix of promise and problem. ICT has been promoted as the great hope of new education, the
great liberator, the common currency of the ‘knowledge age’.
The reality has not quite matched up. As a teaching and learning tool-system, ICT has also
created the greatest frustrations and the greatest disappointments. This is as true for the history
classroom – real or virtual – as for any other. But it is also true to say that for history
education ICT offers particular challenges and particular advantages.
A 1999 study on computer use in schools, Real Time: Computers, Change and Schooling,
commissioned by the former Commonwealth Department of Education, Training and Youth
Affairs, found that many students are competent and experienced computer users who do not
depend on schools to access information or develop technological skills. In surveying the
basic and advanced computer abilities of primary and secondary students, the research also
showed that many computer skills are picked up at home and that girls and boys have different
patterns of computer use. While there are areas of disadvantage among Indigenous students
and students in rural and isolated areas, approximately 60% of Australian households now
own a personal computer and 30% have a home connection to the Internet.cxix
At first glance, these figures support the prediction of Seymour Papert, pioneer of educational
computing, who said back in 1980 that:
Increasingly, the computers of the very near future will be the private property
of individuals, and this will gradually return to the individual the power to
determine patterns of education. Education will become more of a private act
… There will be new opportunities for imagination and originality.cxx
More than 20 years further on, while we celebrate that computers do offer new capacities to
learn both inside and outside the classroom, we more readily ask about the ‘digital divide’,
defined by the fact that 40% of Australian homes do not use computers and over two thirds are
not connected to the Web.
Schools are still the primary providers of experience and learning in ICT for a significant
proportion of Australian students. Yet schools themselves are caught in the digital divide by
the uncomfortable facts of inequitable resourcing; inequitable quality of access to the range of
technologies, be it hardware, software or Internet service provision; and/or inequitable access
to ICT professional development support.
In the light of such realities, teachers of history face great challenges in utilising ICT, but they
also have great opportunities to join students’ enthusiasm for computers with exciting and
innovative teaching and learning in history
This section of Making History provides some guidelines on how to maximise the teaching
and learning opportunities offered by ICT and how to apply their unique capacities to
exploring history and developing historical skills through the ‘digital dialogue’.
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ICT and inquiry learning
It is a common misconception that ICT necessarily involves using the Internet. Fascinating
and valuable though the Internet is, computers provide a multitude of ways and means to
assist teachers and students with other learning tasks.
A 1994/95 discussion paper of the Australian Computer Society and the Australian Council
for Computers in Education, Computers in Schools: A Framework for Development identified
five ‘modes’ of computer use in schools.
o Resource – to access information from a range of sources.
o Tutorial – to gain new knowledge and receive feedback.
o Exploration and control – to examine and build situations.
o Support – to communicate and present information to an audience.
o Link – for interactive communication between individuals and groups.cxxi
This model is broadly equivalent to the processes of inquiry learning outlined in the
curriculum frameworks and syllabi for History, SOSE or HSIE in all Australian States and
Territories. As such, it may be reconfigured in pedagogical terms familiar to teachers of those
subjects. The following table suggests a way this can be done and gives examples of
associated computer tasks. Some of these require connection to the World Wide Web but
many can be undertaken offline.
Modes

Inquiry process

Task examples

Resource

Locating
information

Use the Internet and CD-ROMs to access primary
and secondary sources; locate bibliographies;
interrogate databases; or search digital documents
for information.

Tutorial

Identifying and
analysing
information

Undertake a WebQuest; use various interactive
games and investigations; or construct a database.

Exploration and
control

Organising ideas

Use a graphic organiser; apply charts; scaffold or
plan in Microsoft® Word™ or PowerPoint™; or
build a situation with Global Information Systems.

Support

Communicating
and presenting
information

Use word-processing, multimedia or other
programs, such as Microsoft® PowerPoint™, for a
presentation; design a Web page; or create graphs
and charts.

Link

Action and
participation

Annotate and comment in Microsoft® Word™;
conduct discussions via email or bulletin boards; or
communicate with other students in real time.
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Computers in the history classroom
The arguments for educational computer use are compelling. Much research indicates the
positive effects that student use of ICT can have on achievement, self-learning and learning
attitudes across all subject areas.cxxii There is also evidence that student motivation is
significantly increased.
Teachers of history are finding that effective use of computers in the classroom enables them
to build communities of learners, create student-centred learning environments and better cater
for individual needs.
In facing the task of building communities of learners, there is cause for caution about the role
of ICT. Australian educator Tara Brabazon warns that ‘there has been a confusion of
technology with education, and tools with learning’. She advocates plural educational
pathways where ICT is part of a whole strategy:
When teaching, there is nowhere to hide. It is a raw, sweaty, concentrated
reality.
This work is so rewarding because of the diverse students attending our
schools and universities. It is complex to teach students from these different
backgrounds, because there are no singular narratives, truths and curricula that
can encompass all their histories.
My strategy is to use highly integrated mixed media, encasing video, print and
audio-based texts, alongside scents and textures. From this base, myriad
literacies are hailed. ESL (English as a second language) students gain
confidence through print-based triggers. Film and televisual knowledges assist
visual learnings, and aural texts, such as recorded speeches and popular
music, serve to slow the lecture forum and enlarge the affective experiences
and public applicability of education.
The internet cannot stand alone as a single mode of delivery in teaching.cxxiii
In equipping learners with powerful intellectual tools, teachers can provide students with
opportunities to develop many of the cognitive skills outlined by Benjamin Bloomcxxiv and
allow them to explore individual learning styles based on Howard Gardner’s multiple
intelligences.cxxv
Here, for example, is a history research assignment about the Australia’s experiences in the
First World War, based on Gardner’s multiple intelligences. With careful planning, computers
could be used for many of the activities:
Multiple
intellige
nces

Research task

Examples of possible computer
use

Linguistic

Read stories, poems and primary
source materials on the war and
prepare a speech about Anzac Day.

Locate information on Internet.
Use word processor to draft and
write speech.

Logicalmathematical

Create statistics, graphs and
timelines of Australia’s
involvement in World War I.

Locate data on Internet.
Construct graphs using software
such as Microsoft® Graph™.
Present to the audience using
Microsoft® PowerPoint™ or
similar.

Spatial

Look up information about the
ideas, experiences and attitudes of
soldiers in war and/or civilians at
home. Draw or illustrate scenes,

Locate examples (such as war
memorials) on the Internet.
Draw and colour posters,
memorials and/or cartoons using
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Musical

create recruitment posters, design a
memorial or draw cartoons.

AppleWorks™ or similar.

Find and/or sing existing songs
from World War I, or create your
own, that reflect the attitudes and
ideas of the time.

Locate lyrics and/or sound files of
World War I songs on the
Internet.
Use music notation software or
word processor to compose song
or write lyrics.

As Seymour Papert has pointed out, ‘The computer is seen as an engine that can be harnessed
to existing structures’.cxxvi Rather than displace familiar approaches, ICT offers teaching and
learning tools to enhance current pedagogies, the implication being that ICT can and should
link to sound educational practice.
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Using the World Wide Web
Research for Real Time: Computers, Change and Schooling indicates that SOSE teachers are
among the keenest users of ICT in their classrooms, particularly for informational purposes.
They use the Internet enthusiastically for research tasks and are generally aware of the legal,
ethical and pedagogical issues confronting teachers who use the World Wide Web
(WWW).cxxvii
These issues fall into three main categories:
o the possibility that students access material that may be obscene, defamatory or
pirated;
o the control of the distribution of such material over the school network, and specific
academic interests in preventing plagiarism;
o the likelihood that governments, parents and the private and community sectors will
not support the costs of providing and maintaining school networks unless anxieties
over content are addressed.cxxviii
Teachers of history can support their individual school’s computer policies by reaffirming
skills they have always attempted to teach. One useful approach is to provide students with an
information analysis checklist. Although the analysis can be undertaken solely as a written
task, it should be reinforced by formal class discussion before and after research. In the age of
the Internet it is not more information students need, but more assessment of information and
more reflection about its meaning.
A grid like the following can accompany any history research involving use of the WWW:
Interrogating the source: A checklist for Internet research
Task

Interrogation questions

Locating
information

How did you search precisely for the information you needed?

Validation of
sources

What is the URL?
Where did this information come from?
Who is the author?

Motivation

What is the purpose of this material?
Why was it published?
Does it attempt to persuade, inform, entertain or convince you?
How has the author attempted to do this?

Primary or
secondary

Is what you are reading/viewing a primary or secondary source or a mixture
of both?
Are the sources reliable and acknowledged?

Detection of
bias

In what ways is the material biased?
How is the bias evident? By omissions? By inaccuracies? By language
style?
Does it present opposing viewpoints or only one point of view?
How can you compare it to other sources of information?

Assessment
of relevance

Is all your material of equal value for your questions or task?
What parts are most useful and least useful for your purpose?
Is it too difficult/too easy/sufficient for your purposes?
What will you use or discard?

Distinguishin
g fact from
opinion

Is what you are reading fact or opinion?
Are the facts reliable and documented?
If there are opinions, upon what evidence are they based?
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Locating historical information on the Internet
The Internet enables students to locate catalogues in international libraries, study the texts of
famous historical documents, such as the Treaty of Versailles, the Magna Carta or Ned
Kelly’s ‘Jerilderie Letter’, and view the holdings of famous art galleries, museums and
scientific institutions in Australia and around the world (see ‘Some history Web links to
explore’). As such, it is an extraordinary repository of information about:
o text-based primary sources (such as diaries, letters and government documents)
o non-text-based primary sources (such as paintings, photographs and artefacts)
o secondary sources (such as individual opinions and academic writing).

Searching
Locating reliable and relevant information can be time-consuming and requires practice.
Search engines like Google (http://www.google.com/), Yahoo! Australia & NZ
(http://au.yahoo.com/) or AltaVista Australia (http://au.altavista.com/) have different ways of
ordering information or may allow confined searches. For example, Yahoo! and AltaVista
easily allow users to search only Australian websites.
Recent studies have ‘found search engines were biased when searching a common subject
using related terms’.cxxix To reduce this problem, students should obtain a broad spectrum of
information by using a number of different search engines.
The more familiar teachers become with methods of searching and the peculiarities of
different search engines, the better advice they can offer to their students. They should also
recommend appropriate search terms before students begin Internet research.
Another way for teachers to give students direction for research is to save addresses of
appropriate sites as hyperlinks on floppy disks or on the school server. Disks can then be
distributed to individuals or groups prior to visiting the computer room or school library, or
the students can be directed to the list of hyperlinks on the school server. Disks might also be
borrowed and taken home as references for homework tasks.
Comparatively few websites are designed for direct educational or school use, so it is
recommended that teachers of history design structured research tasks for their students. Some
teachers prefer to do this with a WebQuest, TrackStar or Filamentality software application
(see ‘Identifying and analysing information’).

Real evidence
Teachers should remind their students that facts are not the same as evidence and that the
Internet cannot provide access to physical articles – only to reproductions of original
documents and artefacts, the ‘virtual archive’. Teachers of history should explain these
limitations to students and lead discussion about the nature of evidence of the past.

Issues in using the Internet
As in all other studies, history students need to be clearly aware of the protocols, legalities and
ethical issues associated with the use of materials available on the Internet.
Key issues are:
o Plagiarism – The act of copying or taking other people’s words and ideas and passing
them off as your own is ‘intellectual theft’. Not only is it dishonest and a breach of
ethical standards, it is also educationally unproductive. Plagiarism is a deception, not
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a way of learning. Students need to clearly acknowledge the sources of any
information, text and images they download or copy from Internet sources.
Copyright and permissions – All material on the Internet is ‘published’ and owned
by other parties. It is one of the great misconceptions that because the Internet is
openly accessible and seen as ‘free’, material available on the Web is also free.
Teachers need to assist students in the methods and habit of checking website
copyright and the terms and conditions of use. If they choose to download and use
material in their own work, especially for their own websites, they may need to seek
permission from the original author or owner of the rights to use and may be required
to pay rights fees.

This is a reciprocal right as well as a responsibility. Students also have copyright and
intellectual property to protect. Teachers should assist students to value their own Webpublished work and advise them on how to protect their copyright.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Preserving the past in the age of ICT: A case study – Ned Kelly’s
‘Jerilderie Letter’
Level
Middle secondary
Focus
Do we need to keep preserving documentary evidence of the past?
Create a context
Have the students connect to the Victorian State Library website, where Ned Kelly’s
‘Jerilderie Letter’ is on display: http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/slv/exhibitions/treasures/jerilderie/.
Discuss the Kelly story so that students have a context for the letter. Recount some of the
history of the letter itself, including when it was written, by whom (Kelly dictated it to Dan
Kelly) and under what circumstances; the fact that it was never published by the newspaper
Kelly had written it to; and that it has only recently been acquired by the State Library.
Learning activity
Scan the local newspapers and develop an example of a letter that has been sent to a
newspaper complaining about some aspect of government policy today.
Display the letter to the students as a printed, word-processed document. Display the same
letter as an email on the computer, as it might have been received by the newspaper. Note the
obvious point that neither the email nor the printed copy are handwritten or signed. This is a
major point in the following discussion about the veracity of historical evidence.
Discuss the relative merits of preserving and keeping both letters (Kelly’s and the
contemporary letter) as evidence of the past. Sample questions might include:
o Why are certain items from the past preserved and valued? Ask students to give some
examples.
o Why are other items regarded of little value and not kept? Ask students to give some
examples.
o Who determines what items from the past should be kept? What criteria might they
use to make their decisions?
o What sort of information about Ned Kelly or the contemporary letter writer could you
not find on the Internet? Why?
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Now that high-quality digital reproductions are available, should we destroy the
original documents, paintings and artefacts? Does it matter that we have Kelly’s
original letter in the State Library? Why/why not?
What additional information or evidence might historians gain from examining the
real thing rather than a reproduction?
Is Kelly’s letter more reliable and trustworthy as evidence of the past than the email or
printed copy of the letter from the contemporary citizen?
What problems do the new information technologies create for recording the history
of our current time?

Some history Web links to explore
Catalogues in Australian libraries
http://www.nla.gov.au/apps/libraries/
Catalogues in international libraries
http://www.nla.gov.au/libraries/resource/libxregion.html
Treaty of Versailles
http://history.acusd.edu/gen/text/versaillestreaty/vercontents.html
Magna Carta
http://www.bl.uk/diglib/magna-carta/magna-carta-text.html
Ned Kelly’s ‘Jerilderie Letter’
http://www.slv.vic.gov.au/slv/exhibitions/treasures/jerilderie/
Online art galleries
http://www.artcyclopedia.com/general/museums.html
Museums and scientific institutions in Australia
http://www.amol.org.au/
Online museums around the world
http://icom.museum/vlmp/
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Locating historical information in databases
What is a database?
In its simplest form, a database is an application that allows data to be stored, sorted and
manipulated in a variety of different ways. The easiest way for teachers of history to explain
this concept to students is to show them the computerised catalogue of a school or municipal
library. It will include a large number of individual records (books, journals and so on)
containing a number of fields (author, title, subject, publisher, fiction, non-fiction and so on).
Users locate information by typing in appropriate search terms – the author’s name for
example. The library catalogue is an example of a closed database, as only authorised people
(the librarians) are allowed to manipulate the data. The general user is permitted to find data
but may not alter it in any way.

Interrogating a historical database
In the past, many historical records were stored on paper or on cards, but modern information
systems generally store data in digital form. There are many advantages to this. Depending on
the type of database, records can be retrieved rapidly, sorted in various ways or used to
develop charts and graphs. History students need not confine themselves to using ready-made
databases. Many will enjoy constructing their own.

Historical database example – Australian fatalities in the
Vietnam War
Historical databases may also use fields to organise information. Here is part of an Excel™
spreadsheet/database of the 520 Australian fatalities in the Vietnam War (from T Hastings &
R Imam 1993, Australians in the Vietnam War, [kit] History Teachers Association of Victoria,
Melbourne). It has 13 fields, including the name, rank, place of birth, date of death and
manner of death of all deceased.

Figure 1 – Screenshot from the Australians in the Vietnam War database.

The information can be sorted alphabetically, or users can retrieve an individual
record by simply using the ‘Find’ command (Control+F) and scrolling across. Here is
an example of an individual record:
Name

Date of
death

Regiment

Place of
birth

Civilian
occupation

Marital status

Van Valen,
Arie

June 29,
1965

1RAR

Dordrecht,
Holland#

Shop assistant

Single

Regular/national
serviceman

Died

Buried

Commemorated

Manner of death
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Accidental grenade
explosion in unit lines; died
in 3 US Field Hospital

Regular

Saigon

Garden of
Remembrance,
W. Australia

Karrakatta
Cemetery, W.
Australia

History students have used the Australians in the Vietnam War database to locate information,
test hypotheses and answer questions such as:
o How many soldiers died of illness or in accidents?
o What was the average age of the Australian fatalities?
o Did more national servicemen or regular soldiers die in Vietnam?
o How and where are the Australian soldiers commemorated?

Suggestions for classroom practice
Creating and using databases
Databases are an excellent means to developing student skills in gathering, recording and
logically categorising and ordering. In the upper primary curriculum unit, History at home – A
local area study, Activity 4 in ‘Setting the scene’ provides a context for database interrogation
and is a good example of database application in the teaching and learning of history.

Exploring other Australian historical databases
Other well-known Australian historical databases list convict records, explorers, members of
the First Fleet, bushrangers or shipwrecks. Initially produced on floppy disk or CD-ROM,
some of these historical records are now available on the Internet.
Some useful database links for teachers of Australian history include:
First Fleet database
http://cedir.uow.edu.au/programs/FirstFleet/search.html
Register of the National Estate
http://www.ahc.gov.au/register/
Australian War Memorial databases
http://www.awm.gov.au/database/
National Archives of Ireland Transportation Records Database
http://www.nationalarchives.ie/search01.html
Parliament at Work
http://www.parliament.curriculum.edu.au/srch_browse.php3
Useful online references include:
Brown, T 1999, Database, http://scs.une.edu.au/csit312/file6/frame/index.htm (5 February
2003).
Romeo, G I 1994, ‘Convicts, bushrangers and explorers: Databases in the primary classroom’,
presented at The Information Superhighway: Implications for Education, CEGV Annual
Conference, Deakin University, Geelong, Vic. Available online as PDF, http://www-
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personal.monash.edu.au/~gromeo/romeo/documents/Convicts Bushrangers and Explorers
1994.pdf (5 February 2003).
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Identifying and analysing information
Some Internet research tools
WebQuests
WebQuests are a popular way of providing structure to historical (or other) research on the
Internet. Typically, WebQuests have an introduction, a process, guidance, a task (often
expressed as a scenario), a list of resources, a conclusion and an evaluation.
In setting up research in this way, WebQuests assist students to identify and analyse
information, but really do much more than that. Properly developed, they are models of
inquiry involving group tasks and collaborative learning.
The WebQuest Page at the University of San Diego (http://webquest.sdsu.edu/) explains what
WebQuests are, gives online guidance and links to software for WebQuest construction.
Teachers can easily use the online templates to teach themselves the WebQuest process and
develop their own topics.
The Searching for China WebQuest
(http://www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/China/ChinaQuest.html) is a particularly good example of
a fully developed WebQuest based on the scenario of a government fact-finding team visiting
China to gain a better understanding of the country. It includes instructions for research, a
format for the final group report and assessment procedures.

Filamentality
Filamentality (http://www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/fil/) is a free interactive website that guides
users in picking a topic, searching the Web, collecting Internet sites and turning Web
resources into learning activities. The learning activities can take many forms – WebQuests,
treasure hunts, multimedia scrapbooks, subject samplers and hotlists. Filamentality allows
storage of the finished product on the Internet. With reference to the checklist for interrogating
Internet research sources, history students could also construct their own activities for use by
other class members.

TrackStar
TrackStar (http://trackstar.hprtec.org) is another free interactive website offering teachers and
students a system to construct Internet research activities. It allows users to annotate websites
and construct quizzes with the use of QuizStar (http://quiz.4teachers.org/). The site is easily
navigated and provides an online tutorial and templates to guide development. It also allows
online storage of Tracks on the Internet provided they meet the ethical requirements of the
site.

Databases as ‘Mindtools’
US researcher David Jonassen defines Mindtools as ‘computer-based tools and learning
environments’ that ‘foster constructive learning, in which learners construct their own
knowledge rather than recall the knowledge of the teacher’. In evaluating databases as
Mindtools, Jonassen found they engaged critical thinking and enabled transfer of learning.cxxx

Constructing databases
The process of database construction is excellent for developing the skills of identifying and
analysing information. Data can be derived from many sources and constructing a historical
database can be a fascinating, albeit time-consuming, project where fieldwork is combined
with later classroom activities. The steps involved in a project like this are as follows.
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1

Purpose: In consultation with students, determine the purpose of the database
(questions to be answered and/or hypotheses to be tested); establish database fields
and design data collection sheets.

2

Plan: With support from the school administration and the community, plan the field
trip to collect data. Examples include a trip to a local historic town, cemetery or
museum, or interviews with elderly residents.

3

Onsite data collection: Distribute data collection sheets to student groups so they
can clearly identify and collect information for later entry on database.

4

Analysis: Collate and investigate the data. In the classroom discuss the validity of
data with students. Enter data into the database. Manipulate the data to analyse the
information – observe trends, suggest relationships and draw conclusions.

5

Presentation: To a wider audience, present the findings in graphic, pictorial or oral
form to another class, a community group or a local library.

Suggestions for classroom practice
Creating a simple database – A cemetery excursion
Focus question
Today, people of many nationalities live in our town, but what nationalities lived here in the
19th century?
Hypotheses
o There were fewer nationalities.
o People lived shorter lives.
o There were many deaths of children under twelve.
o People were much more religious.
Data collection
A sample of two individual records arranged in fields.
Name

Birth/de
ath
date

Plac
e of
birth

Inscription

Bridget Ryan

1843–1866

Dublin,
Ireland

Until the daybreak – and the shadow flee
away.

Luigi Marchetti

1838–1885

Naples, Italy

Requiescat in pace

Class discussion
o How accurate is our data?
o Did we collect enough records to draw valid conclusions?
o What data about modern life do we need to make comparisons?
Conclusions
The cemetery survey showed that two of our hypotheses were correct. However we did not
find many deaths of children under twelve. Our conclusions could be based on insufficient
evidence because we only had time to look at 250 graves. The inscriptions on the 19th century
graves suggest that people were quite religious but we need to look at more 20th century
graves to make better comparisons with the past.
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Using tables as an alternative to a database
Database construction in Excel™, Access™, FileMaker Pro™ or other specific database
software may be problematic for some students or teachers.
Entering data into a Microsoft® Word™ table with header rows is a simpler option, especially
for a small number of records. Tables can then be sorted (go to ‘Table’ on the main toolbar
then select ‘Sort…’) or individual records located (go to ‘Edit’ on the main toolbar then select
‘Find…’). Although not a true database, a table like this can be a useful simulation.
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Organising ideas
Brainstorming tools
The use of graphic organising applications such as Inspiration® is becoming common practice
in some SOSE, HSIE and history classrooms. The programs enable users to create diagrams
that show the connections between ideas.
Graphic organisers are particularly useful for brainstorming and conceptualising because they:
o are quick, simple and fun to use;
o provide a range of symbols to identify main and subordinate ideas;
o permit symbols to be shifted and reorganised as students change their thinking.

An example of an Inspiration® brainstorm
In the example below, a middle secondary class were exploring the connections between the
1956 Olympic Games as a sporting event and the political and social events of the time.

Figure 2 – Example of an Inspiration® brainstorm.

The reference to ‘imaginary grandstand’ comes from the student’s reading of an article by an
Australian historian who explored the impact that television broadcast of the Games had on
the way Australians saw themselves in ‘the world’.

Scaffolding
Scaffolding in presentation programs
Constructing a framework for writing tasks is easily managed using the ‘Outline’ facility in
PowerPoint™. The program allows users to type main points on the left-hand side and keep
research notes in a box on the right-hand side. Information can be shifted, deleted, revised or
transferred to a PowerPoint™ slide presentation or a word processing program.
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Figure 3 – An example of a PowerPoint™ scaffold.

Scaffolding in word processing programs
Scaffolding is also possible in word processing programs. Students can use bold fonts for
significant ideas, bulleted lists for subordinate ideas and highlighting for important points. The
‘Cut’, ‘Paste’, ‘Copy’ and ‘Replace’ commands are invaluable both at the planning stage and
for drafting extended pieces of writing.
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Communicating and presenting information
Inserting comments within Word™ documents
Students may communicate opinions and engage in historical debate in very simple ways.
The following example involves using the ‘Insert comment’ function of Microsoft® Word™.
Students read each other’s work as email attachments or on floppy disk then insert comments
at appropriate points. They then return the file to the original writer who uses the comments as
a guide to redrafting.

Figure 4 – Example of comments inserted in a Word™ document.

Making a graph or chart
Students may like to present the results of their research on a chart or graph. This form of
presentation is particularly useful for statistical evidence and can be integrated with the
Science or Mathematics learning areas. Here is an example of historical data transformed to a
pie graph in Microsoft® Graph™ (a component of Word™).

Using PowerPoint™
Students are becoming very adept users of PowerPoint™, multimedia and applications for the
World Wide Web. PowerPoint™ lends itself to linear construction and for presenting
historical arguments. The presentations are simple to construct and offer levels of design and
animation features to enhance the speaker’s message. The professional look of a
PowerPoint™ display encourages students to publicly offer and value their work.
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A note about PowerPoint™ in the classroom
As with all information communication technologies, students and teachers should avoid
surrendering critical judgement to their attractive formats and seeming ‘magic’. A
PowerPoint™ is no substitute for rigorous content. In fact, as university educator Tara
Brabazon has argued, PowerPoint™, both in teaching and in student presentation, can be
antithetical to effective learning:
If I could uninvent one software programme, it would be PowerPoint. Without
exception, the worst presentations, lectures and budget briefings I attend have
been conducted using this tragic package. Presenters break all the rules of
public speaking – repeating verbatim the words on the screen, letting the
technology determine the pace and order of the presentation, and even the
need for a darkened room. Also, many of these presentations either do not run
or start late because of ‘problems with the technology’.
For students, new problems emerge … Students desire access to the overheads
of a lecture – it means that they do not have to attend the lecture. More
seriously, the students that ‘check’ their notes against the PowerPoint slides
will invariably copy down any points they missed – word for word. This is not
critical thinking: in fact, it is not even thinking … The illusion of access
promoted by computers provokes a confusion between the presentation of
information and the capacity to use, sort and interpret it … Information is
therefore not the issue: the methodologies through which to assess it must be
granted more attention.cxxxi
See also ‘Implications for assessment’.

Student-created websites and Web pages
Web presentations allow more flexible branching, where users can explore related topics and
make their own choices about the course of historical investigation.
Building a history website can be an absorbing project for teachers and learners alike.
Students are usually highly motivated and derive great satisfaction from the final product.
Whether contributing to the school’s official home page or constructing an associated site,
students are able to display the results of their research in a blend of interesting text, attractive
illustrations, amusing animations and appropriate audio files.
Constructing a website is no longer the difficult task it once was. Modern software now helps
users to build websites without first needing to learn complex codes or use awkward design
principles. With a little assistance, most students can easily build sites that showcase their
work to local or international audiences via the school intranet or the World Wide Web.

Some possibilities
Examples of history web pages include the following:
o displaying excellent examples of student work, such as essays, posters or multimedia
presentations;
o documenting the findings of a history excursion, illustrated perhaps with photos taken
on the school’s digital camera;
o presenting the results of class research, such as an investigation of a local area; and
o promoting the school and its history, with reference to the school environment, past
students and staff, and academic and sporting achievements.
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Rights and obligations
Most material on the Internet is copyright. Pictures and text may not be downloaded without
permission and should not be included on a student website unless copyright conditions have
been met. That said, students also hold copyright in their own original work and may
legitimately include a copyright symbol on their site, unless of course they want other viewers
to use it freely. It is also wise to ask other website owners for permission before including
links to their sites.

Precautions
Once a website is launched on the Internet, it can be accessed by a large, anonymous
audience. While most viewers are probably well-intentioned, others may not be so. Students
and teachers are therefore cautioned against including personal telephone numbers or private
email addresses on a website. Personal photographs that identify students by name should also
be avoided. These precautions are generally not necessary if the material is to be displayed
only to a restricted audience on the school intranet.

Maintenance
Owning a website is like owning a pet. It requires ongoing care and maintenance. Links can
become out-of-date, contact information may change and new research might require
additions or deletions to a historical narrative. It is the responsibility of the site owner to keep
all information current and to make sure that all links work.

Expenses
Most websites are not free. Payment for the domain name and hosting of the site will usually
be required. Linking a history site to the school’s homepage is often the best and cheapest way
to set up a site. The school’s technology staff can advise on this process.

School history websites
Many schools proudly describe their own history or showcase student work on their
homepages. The following are a few examples.
o School and local history intertwine in many NSW schools. The websites of
Adaminaby Primary School (http://www.adaminabyp.schools.nsw.edu.au/history.htm) and Rye Park Primary School (http://www.ryeparkp.schools.nsw.edu.au/history/history.htm) are two interesting examples of school
history on the Web.
o Albuera Street Primary School in Tasmania (http://www.albuerastreet.tased.edu.au/)
invites visitors to assist with the construction of its school history. Past students and
staff are asked to contribute their photographs and memories of school life.
o MacGregor State School’s Queensland Web Challenge site
(http://www.macgregoss.qld.edu.au/webchall.htm) includes student entries for a
Centenary of Federation competition in 2001. Developed around themes of
immigration, women’s fashion and education, the websites are examples of good
history research and sound design.
o Years 5 and 6 students at Orford Primary School, Tasmania, used the ‘Our Town’ unit
in Discovering Democracy through Research to research and write a history of their
town during the 1960s. To publish their history, they designed, developed and created
content for a school-based site at
http://www.tased.edu.au/schools/orfordp/histmenu.html.
o An example of a Web publication of history research by upper primary students can
be found at the Orford Primary School, Tasmania, site at
http://www.tased.edu.au/schools/orfordp/histmenu.html.
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Contributing to a project
Teachers of history can often involve their students in projects outside the classroom. The
Internet is a conduit of information about some of these and the project websites may present
student contributions to a much wider audience than the school or local community. For
example, the Peoplescape project (http://www.peoplescape.com.au/), set up by the National
Council for the Centenary of Federation, received many nominations from school-age children
and some of their contributions are now online.
The National History Challenge (http://www.historyteacher.org.au/nhc/) encourages primary
and secondary history students to participate in a nationwide competition. Students may work
as individuals or in groups, choose from a broad range of topics and present their entry in a
variety of formats. Students are able to choose between an individual research essay, a
multimedia presentation, a three-dimensional museum display or a performance.

Valuing student work
Students may put many hours into designing, researching and presenting information. It is
therefore important that they see their work is valued and will not simply disappear into
cyberspace once a website is discontinued or a PowerPoint™ presentation completed. Their
presentations can be given more permanent status by burning them to CD or printing and
binding them into hard copy. Recognition at a school assembly or a ceremonial ‘handover’ of
the product to a relevant community group or school library also builds a sense of pride in
their achievement.
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Interactivity and online communication
Interactivity on the Web
Despite problems of equity and access within some school and community sectors, the
Internet has become an important new tool in many history classrooms. Interactive websites
allow students to do such things as unwrap a mummy
(http://www.nationalgeographic.com/channel/inca/), take a ‘virtual tour’ of Naples and
Pompeii (http://ww2.webcomp.com/virtuale/us/napoli/movie.htm), fight an ancient battle or
wander through a prehistoric village http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/multimedia_zone/.
Truly interactive websites give students choices, allow them to make decisions and permit
them to manipulate information. The Salem Witchcraft Hysteria site
(http://www.nationalgeographic.com/salem/) for example, takes students to 17th century
Massachusetts and involves them in their own witchcraft trial.
The excellent American Photography: A Century of Images site
(http://www.pbs.org/ktca/americanphotography/) is especially recommended. It deals with
such issues as digital truth, presidential image-making, photography and war, cultural identity
and persuasion. Its discussion of these areas covers media awareness and is reinforced by the
experimental image lab that allows users to crop photographs in order to create different
historical understandings.
Some of the sites listed in the Best of History Web Sites (http://www.besthistorysites.net/) also
include interactive games and searches. For example, the British Museum’s Ancient Egypt site
(http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/) offers a number of entertaining ‘challenges’ as users explore
various aspects of ancient Egypt.

Interactivity and CD-ROMs
Interactivity is also a feature of many educational CD-ROMs. These resources often have
advantages over the Internet when access issues (either line availability, cost or quality of
Internet access) reduce the time available for Internet use.
CD-ROM interactivity is as variable as the products themselves and teachers need to assess
each CD and plan their teaching and learning accordingly.
Some history CD-ROMs suffer from the ‘asset rich–educationally impoverished’ syndrome.
They are often overpowered with historical materials but fail to offer teachers or students
effective structuring or a workable pedagogical framework for searching and using the
materials. Faced with a tyranny of endless choices and a maze of navigation routes, students
might temporarily enjoy a ‘play’ or a free-wheeling exploration in the resource, but the
engagement will not produce any significant or lasting history learning.
As with any history resource – text book, teaching kit, video or film – teachers need to assess
history CD-ROMs for their usefulness.
A checklist for evaluating a CD-ROM history resource might include the following.
o Provision of structures or scaffold by which users can explore the assets with purpose.
Such structures might include the use of contained narratives, focus themes or
questions, problems to be solved, clearly articulated and relevant tasks to be done.
o How the CD will support the teaching and learning of historical literacies.
o Engaging interactivity with educational purpose and outcomes rather than mere ‘bells
and whistles’.
o Suitability for the student age and literacy levels.
o Compatibility with school networks, hardware and versions of installed software.
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o
o
o

Provision of facilities for downloads, printouts, note capture and teacher support
notes.
Ease of navigation, clear menus and effective site maps.
Existence of clear installation instructions and a ‘helpline’ contact.

Net communication: Email, bulletin boards and chat rooms
Terms like ‘cyberschool’ and ‘global classroom’ (http://www.globalclassroom.org) have been
invented to describe the power of the Internet to connect schools around the world.
Web-based interpersonal communication falls into two main categories.
o Synchronous communication is an immediate exchange of information that takes
place in real time. It may use video-based ‘webconferencing’ (such as CUseeMe™) or
chat rooms requiring verified memberships and passwords. Synchronous
communication can be technically and organisationally difficult and teachers may find
it hard to moderate the exchanges, for example to prevent the transmission of
offensive material.
o Asynchronous communication is delayed and can be moderated. A typical example is
an email exchange between history classes in different parts of the world or a bulletin
board where historical debate is conducted in a series of ‘threads’. Bulletin boards can
be open to anyone but it is safer to restrict contributions to signed up members with
passwords.
Both these forms of communication offer great opportunities for teachers of history. The real
dynamism of historical discussion and debate occurs through such contacts.
A typical example is the Year 10 Australian history class that conducted an email discussion
with Year 10 students in Hiroshima, Japan. The students asked each other questions about
various cultural events and the bombing of Hiroshima at the end of the Second World War.
Teachers in both countries moderated the discussion and led their classes through associated
history studies in the classroom over the course of the project.
Other history projects might involve the sharing of migrant experiences, family histories or
histories of local areas.
Communication like this encourages cultural understandings and empathy as students connect
to real people. It can lead to international actions, such as joint letters to world leaders, online
exhibitions or student exchange programs.
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Implications for assessment
Some questions
Teachers of history frequently allow students to choose their own tasks and presentation
styles. As a consequence, it can be difficult to assess an assignment that suggests written,
musical, dramatic or multimedia tasks. Some issues include:
o Are there any historical skills common to all tasks?
o Are all the tasks equivalent in length and difficulty?
o How can we fairly compare and assess different tasks?
o Do different tasks need different criteria and standards of assessment?
There are no easy answers to issues such as these. Teachers will establish their own practices
and assessment procedures in accordance with school and State and Territory syllabus
requirements.
However researchers suggest that presentations like PowerPoint™ require a different set of
assessment criteria.

Some criteria for assessing multimedia/PowerPoint™
presentations
Content
o
o
o
o
o

Does the presentation have a clear purpose?
Does the presentation contain accurate, reliable information?
Does it contain original content?
If it has multimedia elements, do they help viewers to understand the content better?
Are the grammar and spelling correct?

Design and technical features
o
o
o
o
o

Is the presentation well designed and operated efficiently?
Are the pages uncluttered, with useful headings and subheadings?
Does the creator make use of a variety of features such as sound, pictures, and
animation?
Is the design consistent?
Are transitions used effectively?

Objectives
o
o
o
o

Are the presentation objectives clearly stated?
Is all the material relevant?
Is the presentation too big and rambling or too small to achieve stated objectives?
Is the content unique and not available elsewhere?

Referencing
o
o

Is information up-to-date and gathered from reliable sources?
Are all reference sources properly acknowledged?
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Managing for authenticity
Many students now present their written assignments as word-processed documents. The
transmission of information by email, sharing of floppy disks and use of the Internet
sometimes make the authenticity of student work difficult to verify.
Teachers can go some way toward managing the problem by requiring hard copies of plans
and drafts together with the finished product. Written tasks should have clear assessment
criteria based on sound historical thinking and students who present handwritten work should
not be disadvantaged. Their work might not look as attractive as the word-processed article
but the historical skills and thinking may well be better.
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The teacher of history
Introduction
Research into the knowledge and work of teachers of history is a recent phenomenon. In the
1980s researchers turned their attention to questions about teachers’ subject-matter
knowledge, beliefs and pedagogical expertise. Three questions guided much of this inquiry:
o What do teachers of history need to know to teach effectively?
o How do teachers’ beliefs about history and history learners affect instruction?
o What is ‘good’ history teaching and what does it look like ‘in action’?
While investigations into these areas continue, over the last decade researchers have
commenced examining the significant role played by school subjects (which include history)
in structuring secondary schooling, and defining teachers’ professional identities. In addition,
teachers’ workplace conditions and the influence these exert on practice and learning
opportunities are also coming under greater scrutiny.
The message that emerges from these studies is clear. Good history teaching entails more than
knowing about subject matter, subject-specific pedagogy and students. It requires teachers to
address workplace circumstances that inhibit innovation, limit professional learning
opportunities and constrain the development of supportive work environments.

Research on history teaching
Over the last 20 years, systematic inquiry into history teaching has focused on:
o teachers’ subject-matter knowledge, beliefs about history as a discipline and school
subject and the effects of these on classroom practice;cxxxii
o teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge and implications for planning, practice and
the representation of history;cxxxiii
o beginning teachers’ subject-matter knowledge and implications for teaching and
learning;cxxxiv
o history-specific mentoring and induction, subject departments and the career
development of teachers;cxxxv
o teacher and student views concerning effective history teaching and learning;cxxxvi
o comparative studies of how historians, learners and teachers of history reason about
evidence;cxxxvii
o types of explanations used by teachers of history during teaching;cxxxviii
o relationship between teachers’ beliefs about history, pedagogy and students’
understandings of history;cxxxix
o teachers’ perceptions of students and the impact on curriculum decision-making and
classroom practice;cxl
o the teacher, subject matter and learner as key contexts in the construction of historical
knowledge.cxli
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Teacher knowledge
A knowledge base for history teaching
Lee Shulman, head of the Knowledge Growth in Training Project, Stanford University,
California, outlined the types of knowledge teachers need to plan curriculum, transform
content for a student audience and represent subject matter in an authentic way. These
categories provide a valuable checklist for history teachers when reflecting on instruction and
evaluating their own professional growth. cxlii
o Subject-matter or content knowledge
This consists of substantive and syntactic elements.
Substantive knowledge is the specific information, ideas, concepts and topics of a
field. In the case of history, substantive knowledge is used when explaining the
sequence, course and outcome of historical events and the relationship between
them.
Syntactical knowledge consists of the tools and rules used when determining how
and what information can be incorporated into a field via various modes of inquiry.
In history this includes knowing the procedures historians use when justifying or
challenging historical claims and determining their significance.
o General pedagogical knowledge
This is knowledge about the general theories and principles underlying child and
adolescent learning and strategies for classroom organisation and management. It
also includes knowledge about how cultural beliefs and personal characteristics
influence learning.
o Pedagogical content knowledge
This is knowledge about how young people understand and learn subject-specific
information, concepts and topics and how subject matter is best represented in
instruction. In the case of history, this category discriminates between the subject
matter of the historian and that of the history teacher, as knowledge is transformed
by the history teacher to accommodate learners’ needs and prior knowledge.
o Curricular knowledge
This is knowledge about syllabuses, programs and teaching resources, together with
a capacity to critique, interpret and utilise these tools in line with students’ specific
social and cognitive needs.
o Knowledge of learners and learning
This is knowledge of students’ physical, social and cognitive development, an
awareness of their sociocultural backgrounds and a grasp of current research into
how young people think, conceptualise and learn about the past.
o Contextual knowledge
This is a knowledge of factors affecting history teaching and learning within and
beyond the classroom – curriculum leadership, student and community perceptions
of history as a school subject, and local, state and national policies and initiatives.
o Educative knowledge
This is knowledge about the values and intended outcomes underlying schooling.
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Importance of subject-matter knowledge
While all these categories of knowledge contribute to informed practice, American history
educators Suzanne Wilson and Sam Wineburg argue that subject-matter knowledge is crucial
to the work of history teachers.cxliii
o Teachers with a deep knowledge of history process information with ease and readily
connect ideas and topics within and across curriculum areas to enrich student
understanding. In addition, key teaching skills – explaining, informing, analysing,
defining, comparing, concluding and reviewing – are enhanced by fluent content
knowledge.
o Teachers’ subject-matter knowledge influences how they select and organise content
for instruction. Teachers with limited knowledge may misrepresent subject matter, fail
to recognise learners’ misconceptions, shy away from pedagogical experimentation,
resort to transmission teaching and restrict student participation.
o Teachers’ subject-matter knowledge affects their capacity to assess learning and
evaluate practice.
The importance of subject-matter expertise is borne out in the findings of the National Inquiry
into School History.cxliv Inquiry Director Tony Taylor documented how ‘out-of-field teaching’
can compromise the quality of ‘history-within-SOSE’ and is a continual source of concern for
subject coordinators.
Secondary teachers and subject coordinators interviewed during the inquiry expressed concern
over:
o current attitudes prevalent in some schools that anyone can teach history;
o workplace practices that result in topping-up non-history staff workloads with residual
history classes;
o the poor knowledge-base of non-specialist teachers of history in primary and
secondary schools.

Understanding historical knowledge for teaching
Research indicates that powerful teaching occurs when practitioners possess a ‘deep’
understanding of historical knowledge, that is, key facts, concepts and ideas; procedures used
by historians to inquire into the past; and the role of interpretation and narrative in
constructing historical accounts. Suzanne Wilson argues that ‘deep’ knowledge can be
described as:
o differentiated – the teacher has a sophisticated understanding of concepts and ideas
and is able to distinguish what is significant to teach about certain history topics;
o qualified – the teacher understands historical knowledge and explanations as
provisional. (According to Wilson, historians qualify new accounts of the past by
‘explicitly stating that the conclusions they draw are bound both by the contexts
within which events took place and by the underdetermined nature of their work’);
o elaborated – the teacher possesses a detailed knowledge of people, events and ideas,
together with an understanding of the questions historians deal with in their
professional work – grasp of detail allows the practitioner to move around a topic
area, rethink tired explanations, offer new solutions to persistent problems, challenge
simplified accounts of the past and test theories;
o integrated – the teacher has a capacity to link events and ideas by making causal links
between them and through establishing thematic connections across ideas or
phenomenon.cxlv
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Sam Wineburg adds another dimension to this list:
o generativity – an understanding of current scholarship, debate and the rules applied by
historians when judging the worth of historical claims.cxlvi
Bruce VanSledright cites two common gaps in teachers’ ‘generative’ knowledge:
o slowness to embrace constructivist ideas about the historian’s role in shaping accounts
of the past, thereby diminishing the importance of perspective or ‘position’ as a key
factor in making history;
o a reticence to integrate sociocultural approaches or ‘bottom-up’ views of history into
teaching learning programs, thereby limiting students’ access to a ‘multi-voiced’ and
richly layered past.cxlvii

Beliefs about history
Similar students learning the same content from different teachers often encounter wildly
divergent learning experiences.
An explanation for this lies in teachers’ beliefs about subject matter or the ‘why’, ‘what’ and
‘how’ of teaching it. Beliefs lie at the core of teachers’ knowledge and account for their
particular orientation to subject matter and teaching, that is, what they see as worthwhile for
students to know.
A study by Wineburg and Wilson suggests that a teacher who believes history is provisional
and open to debate will encourage students to question accounts of the past. Another who
views history as a factual recount will emphasise the accumulation of historical data. While
others, predisposed to seeing history as a force for social change may focus on gender, race
and power.cxlviii
It is important to keep in mind that although beliefs about knowledge are rarely made explicit
in instruction, they are implicitly embedded in curriculum, in teachers’ perceptions of
students’ capabilities as subject learners, in teaching and learning activities and in classroom
conversation.

Different views of history
Building on the research of Wilson and Wineburg, and drawing on observational,
questionnaire and interview data, American researcher Ronald Evans has developed a set of
typologies that capture teachers’ conceptions of history and beliefs about the purposes of
history instruction. The categories are not exclusive. Evans found that participants’ beliefs and
practices varied within categories and overlap occurred across categories.cxlix
o The storyteller believes that tales engender an interest in history and transmit cultural
knowledge. The approach is teacher-centred and didactic. The storyteller regards the
past as unproblematic – as simple verbal snapshots linked by loose narratives and
characterised by opposites such as rich–poor or strong–weak. Evans found that this
approach can blanket discussion, leave misconceptions unchallenged and fails to
address thorny historical issues.
o The scientific historian believes that questioning, analysis, interpretation and
explanation lie at the heart of history ‘making’ and lead to the resolution of historical
puzzles and problems. While operating from a strong disciplinary base, the approach
presents history as a means of broadening the mind and arriving at informed
decisions.
o The relativist/reformer believes that history provides a backdrop to the contemporary
world. Exponents are social reconstructionists committed to shaping future
possibilities through active inquiry and informed action. Evans found that the majority
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o

o

of study participants fell into this category. Most were experienced teachers with
some degree of political and religious affiliation.
The cosmic philosopher believes that history works in recurrent ‘patterns’ or cycles of
progress and decline – whatever happened in the past has vital ramifications for the
future. Evans describes this orientation as ‘meta-history’ or ‘an attempt to synthesise
all of human experience, to locate human experience in a grand pattern’.cl While
exponents utilised a range of teaching learning strategies, most favoured process
approaches.
The eclectic believes that history is best represented in multiple ways for numerous
purposes – stories to entertain, an interest, a form of intellectual training, a means of
making sense out of the past and a source of personal and community identity. Evans
found elements of all the above categories in the belief statements and classroom
practices of ‘eclectics’.

Evans’s research shows:
o the strong relationship between beliefs, curriculum planning and pedagogy;
o that teachers’ conceptions of history frequently mirror the orientations of practising
historians, that is, historical traditions or schools of thought;
o that conceptions grow out of family background, childhood experiences, academic
training and religious and political affiliations;
o that because teachers are unaware of their own beliefs they often remain
unchallenged.

Teachers, learners and historical knowledge
Other factors influence the construction and representation of history in classrooms besides
teachers’ subject knowledge.
Perhaps one of the most decisive factors in terms of teaching and learning outcomes centres
on teachers’ perceptions of their students as history learners. These perceptions are usually
based on subjective readings of students’ sociocultural, academic and behavioural traits.
Teachers use these characteristics to construct academic and behavioural profiles, label
learners and tailor content and pedagogy accordingly.

Perceptions, labels and differentiated learning
This tendency to label students is borne out in a range of studies.
American academic Linda McNeil found that teachers omit, mystify and water down
knowledge in response to students’ social class and ethnicity. It seems that the distance
between teachers’ and students’ sociocultural backgrounds influences decision-making about
what and how to teach.cli
Similarly, Bruce VanSledright found that history teachers’ beliefs about student potential,
together with curricula that focus purely on content retrieval, constrain teaching and learning
opportunities.clii
Again, in a comparative study of two secondary school history practitioners teaching the civil
rights movement in the same suburban high school, American academic Susan Grant found
that both teachers experienced considerable friction between their personal goals for teaching
and the expectations of students. In each case the tension was exacerbated by content, time
and testing issues. Each teacher handled the situation differently.
The first teacher presented history as a story, believing that his students conceived of the
subject as ‘fact’. Alternatively, his colleague believed her students saw history as complex and
interpretive. Understandably, she pushed them to explore the tentative and ambiguous
outcomes of historical investigation, view the significance of the civil rights movement from
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various perspectives and think about how the political and social reforms of the 1960s had
touched their own lives.cliii
Research findings of this nature present strong arguments for why teachers need to be aware
of the effects of labelling learners and of the importance of understanding subject matter
through the eyes of their own students.
Understanding subject matter in this way involves:
o recognising and accommodating students’ personal knowledge and experiences;
o analysing their learning opportunities and potential as historical thinkers and doers;
o understanding their ways of learning history, what they value about the past and why
and the implications for planning and pedagogy;
o situating teaching and learning within the culture of the community;
o adopting and adapting pedagogies that relate formal history learning to students’
‘vernacular’ (family and community) understandings of the past.
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Teachers and practice
The practices of teachers of history
History teaching is a complex task that involves transforming subject matter into forms that
are meaningful to learners, while retaining the integrity of the subject.
To achieve this end teachers draw on their pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). PCK is a
subject-specific knowledge that includes:
o knowing the structures of the discipline;
o knowing about the difficulties students come across as they work with different
subject matters;
o knowing about the ways young people learn a particular subject;
o knowing about strategies to assist with and assess learning.
Unlike beginning teachers, who often encounter difficulties translating subject matter for
young audiences, most experienced teachers have extensive PCK developed over years of
classroom practice in varying contexts.
Research undertaken by Wineburg and Wilson indicates that history teachers use their PCK to
develop representations of the subject for learning purposes. These representations are derived
from historical content (past and present events, people, places, themes and movements) and
include maps, graphics, visuals, drama, reconstructions and stories, together with the
analogies and metaphors teachers use to explain or illustrate a point. Each one of these is a
pedagogical device for linking subject matter and the learner.
Wineburg and Wilson isolate two broad categories of instructional representation commonly
used by history teachers.
o Epistemological representations – These model how historical knowledge is
constructed and inquiry is carried out. They connect specific subject matter to wider
historical concerns and may include focusing on how to read documents critically,
analyse and interpret visual sources.
o Contextual representations – These are presentations of particular events, concepts
and ideas grounded in a specific time and place.
These types of representations used by teachers capture both historical content and processes
for teaching and learning purposes.cliv

Portraits of history practitioners
In the last decade, researchers have begun to gather portraits of teachers of history ‘in action’.
These offer valuable insights into subject expertise developed over years of experience,
reflection and commitment to professional development.
Sam Wineburg and Suzanne Wilson’s vignettes of two practitioners teaching about British
taxation in the American colonies capture expert instruction.clv The practitioners were two of
eleven history and social science teachers recruited to participate in the Teacher Assessment
Project, an initiative undertaken in California during the late 1980s aimed at developing
criteria against which to assess good instruction for the National Board of Professional
Teaching Standards.
Each practitioner approached teaching differently. The first chose to be ‘visible’ and, like an
orchestral conductor, directed learning through question–response routines, pushing students
to interrogate sources and justify judgements with reference to available evidence.
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In the second instance, the teacher chose to be ‘invisible’, foregrounding students in debates
and presentations and emphasising history’s dynamic nature, while highlighting the centrality
of source analysis and interpretation to historical work.
Both teachers worked with textbooks, using them, however, as one source among many.
Again, depending on circumstances and the student group, these practitioners varied their
pedagogy from class to class to ensure relevance and to accommodate different learning
styles.
These ‘best-practice’ scenarios indicate that regardless of variations in teaching approach and
views about the social purposes of history education, expert teachers have a fairly consensual
vision about what learning in history entails with respect to disciplinary knowledge and
practice.

What is effective history teaching?
Empirical research suggests that effective history teaching involves the following.
1 Knowing history
Effective teachers:
o know history as an evidentiary form of knowledge and unique way of investigating
and representing human experience;
o assist children and adolescents to understand the problematic nature of historical
analysis and interpretation and that many versions of the past exist;
o ground instruction in subject matter and on the principle that knowledge constitutes
the core of historical practice;
o use historical knowledge to foster critical thinking, effective communication and
values clarification;
o understand history has its own specific pedagogy that provides an authentic medium
through which teachers transform subject matter for instruction and critically analyse
curriculum materials;
o know that the selection and organisation of historical content is critical to good
teaching;
o know how to select and structure historical knowledge for instructional purposes;
o tailor subject matter for instruction through students’ eyes and incorporate cognitive
and sociocultural understandings of how young people learn about the past;
o possess a wide repertoire of strategies and approaches for representing history –
sculpture, modelling, college, drawing, painting, cartoons, drama, dance, magazines
and so on;
o possess a meta-cognitive ability to monitor their own level of knowledge and
understanding, determine shortfalls and take steps to remedy these.
2 Doing history
Effective teachers:
o present history as a constructivist/social activity that involves students in working
with the raw materials historians use when shaping the past and in drawing on the
knowledge and understanding historians bring to the history-making process;
o understand that constructing the past is an associative, speculative and imaginative
process that requires learners to connect and relate various pieces of evidence to build
images of the past.
3 Scaffolding learning
Effective teachers:
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o

o

recognise that building a context for historical inquiry is essential for learning, and
that the outcomes of previous learning provide both a context and scaffold for all
subsequence learning;
are aware that learning entails building bridges between current understandings and
new subject matter, and challenging old ways of thinking with alternative
propositions. American history educator Bruce VanSledright suggests that young
learners rethink personal positions and incorporate new learning when:
 teachers ask questions about how and why they think particular events and
agents are important;
 students ask each other questions and act as inquirers;
 students reflect on their own and others views;
 students inquire into a wide range of historical contexts, problems and issues;
and
 students use the tools of inquiry – interrogation, analysis and interpretation;clvi
expand the context for historical learning as the child moves through various
stages. This entails initially placing the child and family at the centre of
historical learning, followed by community and locality. Strategically,
meaning can be built by young learners handling objects and posing questions
about what they are made of, who made them and for what purpose; then
moving on to sequence objects and pose questions about how objects and
types of objects change over time and why. These ‘simple’ approaches
introduce learners to the investigative process and skills of handling, reading
and evaluating evidence;
are aware that learning is a social activity through which children learn from
each other and that thinking historically is as much the product of
collaborative work as individual inquiry.
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Support work and learning environments
History workplaces
Current research indicates that improving history learning outcomes depends just as much on
structural and social factors in the workplace, as it does on teachers’ subject knowledge and
pedagogical expertise.
Over the last decade researchers have paid greater attention to the ‘subject department’, rather than the
school as the strategic site of secondary teachers’ work. The department, whether history-specific,
HSIE or SOSE, acts as the primary venue for teachers’ professional development and learning and
carries out essential functions in teachers’ lives:
o social – interaction with colleagues
o political – resources, schedules and routines
o subject – curriculum and teaching.
The department is crucial for the interpretation of curriculum knowledge into school subjects and
students’ experiences of them. In addition, research suggests that teachers’ attitude towards their
subject and perceptions of the learner are usually shaped by departmental norms.
While the literature on subject departments is limited, research into social studies departments in US
schools by American academic Lesley Siskin does offer useful insights into the influence of school
and departmental life on collegial relations and teaching. Siskin found that most subject departments
fall into one of four categories:
o bundled – when required, members work collegially and coordinate efforts; individual
concerns predominate over collective concerns; leadership is administrative in nature;
o bonded – members show a high degree of commitment in departmental goals and work
collaboration; collaborative leadership; members seek consensus and take responsibility for
decisions and tasks;
o fragmented – members show low commitment and low inclusion; interaction on teaching and
organisational matters is minimal; influence in the overall functions of the school minimal
because of weak leadership;
o split – members show strong commitment to common goals, but conflicting factions within
the department divide loyalties; leadership may be dictatorial.clvii
These categories raise important questions about:
o the impact of workplace cultures on teachers’ work;
o the central role played by curriculum leadership in structuring supportive environments to
nurture best practice and learning.

History’s profile and status in the school curriculum
International and local studies that touch on the circumstances of teachers’ work indicate the presence
of a wide range of school and organisational factors that affect teaching and learning outcomes. Rather
than providing the backdrop to schooling, these factors must be considered, along with curriculum
policy and teachers and learners, as having major consequences for classroom practice.

Subject expertise
Research indicates that a full complement of qualified subject specialists is essential in shaping
productive work and learning environments.
A DETYA funded report, ‘PD 2000 in Australia’ suggests a strong correlation between subject
expertise, enthusiasm, career path, commitment and student interest.clviii
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The phenomenon was also noted in a US study reported by researcher Linda Darling Hammond that
examined how teacher qualification and other school inputs were related to student achievement. The
study found that certification and a degree in the relevant field directly correlated with student learning
outcomes. The strongest negative prediction of student success was related to uncertified teachers or
those with inadequate subject matter background. The study also indicated that, where teachers were
provided with opportunities to improve their disciplinary knowledge, student outcomes benefited.clix

Organisational structures
The organisational structures of schooling greatly affect what teachers and students can do in primary
and secondary history classrooms.
The National Inquiry into School History noted:
o that timetabling and the hours allocated to history studies in the curriculum are vital to subject
status, profile and viability;
o that ‘subject’ battles are a reality of secondary schooling.clx
Sam Ball and Colin Lacey also note this phenomenon, characterising subject departments in secondary
schools as ‘arenas of subject struggle and disputation’ where conflicts consistently arise over time,
space, materials, class allocations and career opportunities. Competition across departments for
monies and teaching and learning materials can be fierce. ‘Winning’ or ‘losing’ these battles appears
to depend on curriculum leadership, a qualified and energetic staff and the number of students opting
to ‘do’ history.clxi

Classroom organisation
Classroom organisation is also a powerful determinant of subject viability and survival. Large
numbers of students in small classrooms can restrict opportunities for group work and experimentation
with alternative modes of teaching and learning.

Assessment and accountability
School-based assessment and accountability can lead to highly monitored curricula which force
history coordinators and head teachers to work in an inspectorial rather than a leadership role, pacing
teachers’ content coverage and scrutinising instruction.

Effective work and learning environments
Little direct research exists on what constitutes productive work environments for history teachers,
however broader studies into departments and administrative units in primary and secondary schools
indicate that teaching and learning thrives where:
o curriculum leaders are knowledgeable, receptive to new ideas and have a clear vision of what
good teaching looks like in their subject area;
o management is collegial and tasks are delegated because all teachers are regarded as
professionals;
o information, ideas and resources are shared and meetings have a focused purpose;
o departmental norms are supportive of collective problem-solving, innovation, change and
professional growth;
o care is taken to channel the skills and abilities of individual teachers to maximise effectiveness
with learners. This involves good resource management and allocation, agreed schemes of
work and a coherent and inclusive stance on curriculum policy;
o departmental work focuses on teaching and learning and has a strong student-centred ethos
that rewards learners.
o curricula match the needs and abilities of learners, and teachers provide structured lessons and
feedback, clear routines and practices within the lesson, opportunities for independent learning
and a system for monitoring and evaluating student progress;
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o

professional development of teachers is seen as a high priority and is financially supported.

British researchersclxii have found that a key feature of most productive secondary school subject
departments is their successful matching of curriculum and pedagogy with learners’ abilities and
interests. This involves the collective development of detailed work schemes. These schemes have
common features:
o they are consistent with the group’s vision of the subject
o provide systematic guidance
o are seen as important documents
o have been approved by staff after discussion.
The study also showed that successful departments develop ways of working that learners enjoy.
These included:
o constructivist approaches to teaching and learning
o establishing the special qualities of the school subject and encouraging learners to act and
think as historians, geographers or scientists
o accommodating diversity in the classroom by
• varying tasks
• experimenting with team learning
• involving learners in action planning and independent activities
• encouraging students to reflect on and review their own progress
• providing assessment tasks that build confidence.
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Building communities of professional learners
Subject associations and networks
Teachers of history belong to many communities. As a result, their professional development takes
place in numerous ways and contexts through:
o practice
o interaction with students and colleagues
o participation in subject associations, networks and conferences
o formal studies.
Peter Seixas argues that, as a group, teachers of history are well positioned to link themselves with
members of the broader history community of academic and professional historians and those working
in associated cultural and historical fields. The benefits of developing closer links between these
groups lie in the sharing of specialised disciplinary knowledge on the one hand and historians’ access
to an extended audience and information about schooling on the other.clxiii
In support of this position, recent educational research from the US suggests that effective subject
learning occurs when teachers, historians and other educators meet and ‘talk’ about disciplinary
knowledge and concerns. This approach provides all players with access to new thinking, encourages
discussion about the implications for curriculum development and practice and assumes that informed
teaching is the responsibility of the history community a large.
Collaborative approaches to building these types of inclusive subject communities have become
increasingly popular in the US over the last twenty years.
The Australian Government initiative, the Commonwealth History Project, aims to foster collaborative
approaches within the history community as part of an overall approach to improving history
education nationally. The collaborative model grew out of one of the recommendations of the National
Inquiry into School History.
The collaboration includes the History Educators’ Network of Australia (HENA), launched in
Melbourne in November 2001. The network falls under the auspices of the National Centre for History
Education (NCHE) and is affiliated with the Australian Historical Association (AHA) and History
Teachers Association of Australia (HTAA).
HENA has been formed to:
o build alliances between universities, systems and schools to promote teaching, learning and
research in schools;
o establish dialogue between all history educators, government bodies, institutions and agencies
involved in history matters;
o act as a forum for the dissemination of national and international research;
o establish links with international associations of similar nature.
However, associations and networks are just one approach to building cohesive and collaborative
subject-based learning communities.

Alternative models of community building
Other models of teacher–historian–educator collaboration include the Californian History–Social
Science Project (CH–SSP), one of nine subject-based projects supported by the University of
California and the State of California. However, unlike most network or associational models of
professional development, the CH–SSP aims at establishing partnerships between itself and targeted
schools to implement the Content Standards in History Social Science and promote curriculum
leadership within the school and the wider educational community.clxiv In other words, the emphasis in
these innovative projects is on building learning communities from within and beyond the workplace.
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Utilising both sources offers access to expertise and new knowledge and the opportunity to test, tailor
and reflect on its application to specific teaching and learning contexts.
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History and social studies
During the 1980s and 1990s, history in schools was gathered into a generic social studies framework,
a trend which had its origins in back the 1960s and 1970s. It was during these earlier decades that the
social studies approach to teaching humanities had begun to dominate the primary school and lower
secondary school curriculum in many jurisdictions.
At that time, the ‘new social studies’, originally based on the work of Edwin Fentonclxv, was seen as
inclusive, progressive and relevant. School history, on the other hand, was regarded by some leading
Australian educators as elitist (studying political elites), backward-looking (always stuck in the past)
and irrelevant (little or no relationship to students’ lives and experiences).clxvi
This generic social studies approach was then overtaken, in the late 1980s, by a more significant
national debate about economic efficiency. The Commonwealth Government of that time felt there
was a need to relate an effective national education system to national economic recovery. This view
then led to a Commonwealth-led attempt at a national curriculum based on outcomes rather than on
educational objectives.
One national curriculum initiative was the consolidation of social studies and environmental studies
into a single key learning area (KLA) which now became generally known as Studies of Society and
Environment (SOSE). There were variations from state to state (for example, primary social studies
was known as Human Society and its Environment (HSIE) in New South Wales), but nationally, the
acronym SOSE became the dominant term.
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History, SOSE and the National Inquiry
SOSE was created to replace school history, geography and commercial studies in
years K–10. By and large (there were variations) SOSE consisted of an amalgam of
outcomes-based strands which included Time, Continuity and Change (history); Place
and Space (geography); Culture (sociology and social anthropology); Resources
(economics and environmental studies) and Systems (politics/law/sociology).clxvii
By the mid 1990s, SOSE was the prevailing curriculum framework for the delivery of school history
in all states and territories except New South Wales, which had dropped the national curriculum
approach in the early 1990s and reverted to subject-based teaching in secondary schools.
The almost-national adoption of SOSE gradually gave rise to serious criticism from a variety of
interested parties, including academic historians who, concerned about falling history enrolments in
senior secondary schools, agitated for a government inquiry.
In 1999, the Commonwealth Government announced the National Inquiry into School History. The
inquiry report, The Future of the Past, was published in October 2000.clxviii

The Future of the Past – Primary schools
The inquiry report, The Future of the Past, commented that there had been very little Australian
research in recent years on the teaching and learning of history in schools. This lack of research
background meant that many teachers of history, however talented, were frequently caught in a 1970s
time-loop when it came to understanding how their subject worked in the classroom.
The inquiry found that there was special problem as far as primary schools were concerned. Many
primary school teachers had received little or no history training. The consequence was that successful
teaching and learning of history in primary schools frequently depended upon the enthusiasm and/or
skills of individual teachers.
In many primary schools, history was described as being a marginalised part of the SOSE curriculum.
Primary teachers reported, for example, that in States and Territories employing literacy and numeracy
strategies, the morning sessions tended to be taken up with literacy and numeracy blocks. SOSE (and
history-within-SOSE) was frequently relegated to the afternoon when, it was suggested, students were
often losing concentration.
Consequently, many students appeared to leave their primary schools uncertain about the nature of
history. However, primary school teachers were unanimous in their strong support for an integrated
primary curriculum.

The Future of the Past – Secondary schools
The report found that in secondary schools, if and when the SOSE curriculum framework had a clearly
identified history element, the teaching and learning of history operated at a reasonably successful
level – as in Queensland for example. If there had been no clear identification of school history within
the SOSE framework, the study of history suffered.
The consequence was a lack of understanding by students of the historical perspective. Accordingly,
students often made poorly informed choices about senior-school subjects, sometimes rejecting history
at Years 10 and 11 because of its unfamiliarity and because they were unclear about whether or not
history would gain them a good tertiary entrance score.
At the same time, there was a perception in many schools in SOSE-based jurisdictions that SOSE was
a low-status, generalist key learning area. The result was that in the junior middle secondary school,
teachers who had little or no history background were frequently allocated to teach generic SOSE
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and/or history-within-SOSE. This ‘topping-up’ exploitation of SOSE, it was argued, exacerbated the
problem of poor subject identity and subject rejection, as well as producing poor learning outcomes.

The ‘decline’ of school history
Comments in public debate about the alleged decline of school history are generally based on Year 12
enrolments in history subjects. The figures do bear out the allegations. Taking sample years 1993 and
1998 as indicators of trends in the 1990s, two interesting features stand out.
o First, in all States and Territories except the ACT and Queensland, there was a decline in the
proportion of Year 12s taking history in comparison with the number of Year 12s successfully
completing final year subjects in all categories.
o Second, where Australian history was offered as a separate subject at Year 12, it suffered a
sharp decline in numbers during the period under examination.
There are several possible explanations for the decline.
o First, during the 1990s many new subject areas, particularly in vocational and business
education, were introduced into the school curriculum. It is possible that these subjects drew
away students who might normally have taken history in earlier days.
o Second, there was a growth in post-Year 10 retention rates during the 1990s which saw a
greater proportion of students entering the senior school system who might have been more
career-oriented and would therefore be reluctant to take history as an area of study.
o Finally, in Victoria, Australian studies was compulsory, which forced senior school history
Year 11 students to take it as their humanities option.

Comments from The Future of the Past
Here are three representative comments from The Future of the Past reflecting the status of history in
some secondary schools.
The first is from a head of department in large and well-known girls’ private school in Western
Australia:
You can teach SOSE successfully as long as (history) is labelled a discrete subject
area within SOSE. We teach integrated studies in the lower school but we clearly
identify history within that framework. And we still get the senior students coming
through.
The second quote is from a SOSE subject coordinator in a rural high school in Victoria:
I remember on several occasions being at the planning session for next year’s teaching
allocations. The curriculum was a whiteboard map of grids filled in with teacher
initials. Invariably, the empty spaces would dwindle in number as more important
subjects were slotted in with the most desirable teachers. SOSE would always be done
last, because it had the greatest flexibility arrangements: lots of small boxes with 2- or
3-period allocations to various history, geography, commerce, social studies and other
SOSE-like topics. Any teacher with a vague SOSE background could backfill one of
the slots. As SOSE coordinator, this was the way my faculty was each year, as if from
‘dust’, created anew. I would end up with about 15 teachers or about 45% of the total
staff.
The final quote is from a department head in a senior (government) college in Canberra:
One of the issues is subject expertise. You are told ‘OK you can have them’
(additional staff members) – and they don’t have any history background and not only
do they not have any historical knowledge, they don’t have any knowledge of the
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processes required to be a historian … history is often seen as the lowest priority in
the timetable. So-and-so has two lessons spare, they can go and do history.
The conclusion is that there is a clear difference between ‘stated curriculum’ and ‘enacted curriculum’
in the SOSE curriculum frameworks of the States and Territories that had adopted SOSE.

Stated curriculum, enacted curriculum and school history
Stated curriculum is the curriculum as it is presented in policy statements, curriculum documents,
education textbooks, media releases and official statements such as annual reports or school
prospectuses.
Enacted curriculum is what actually happens in schools, either in a positive sense or a negative
sense.clxix
The negative sense of the enacted curriculum suggests that what actually happens in a school may bear
little or no resemblance to what politicians, system officials, principals and parents believe to be
happening or would like to think is happening (that is, the stated curriculum).
Negative enacted curriculum can occur because of student alienation, poor resourcing, teacher
incompetence or poor leadership, or bad management – to the detriment of the school community.
Another kind of enacted curriculum occurs when teachers and students combine to overcome
handicaps, such as bad leadership or poor syllabus design. For example, if a teacher believes that a
history syllabus is over-prescriptive and does not give students enough opportunity to study topics in
depth, he or she might subvert the stated curriculum by adapting the syllabus and yet, at the same time,
collaborate with the students in meeting the assessment requirements of the system.
Below is an example of how a whole school in rural Victoria took a position on stated curriculum.clxx
The government’s position was that all schools would adopt the Curriculum and Standards Framework
(CSF) in 1995. One school refused:
The five strands that were in CSF were simply asking the impossible. It wasn’t
reasonable … and as a result our Principal said ‘We will not worry about it. Until you
(the Department) provide us with the resources to do it we won’t do it’ … And we
made that (decision) as a choice. (Subject coordinator)
What was quite clear from the National Inquiry report was the difference between what was stated in
curriculum documents and what transpired in schools when it came to teaching history-within-SOSE.
It could be argued quite strongly that there are sound educational reasons for having an integrated
approach to the humanities, certainly in Years 7–8 and possibly in Year 9. The inquiry found however
that the problem lay in the difference between the good intentions of the curriculum policy – and inschool actuality where SOSE teaching appeared to be undermined in many schools by local factors.
The end result was that, in two states at least, SOSE had acquired among staff and students the
nickname ‘social slops’.
On the other hand, there are schools and school systems where SOSE and history work well together,
as long as:
o history is clearly identified as a disciplinary area within SOSE
o history-within-SOSE is taught by knowledgeable and enthusiastic history teachers.
In Queensland, for example, teachers of history have used the SOSE framework to deliver the majority
of SOSE outcomes, thus reversing the ‘social slops’ dynamic and making SOSE a powerful vehicle
for delivering history.
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The value of school history
Social and political understanding
There are many and several cogent arguments for the strengthening of school history and explicit
teaching for historical literacies.
First, school history has a vital role to play in the development of a student’s understanding of his or
her political, cultural and social contexts, and responsibilities. The job of school history is to provide
students with this intellectual toolkit that will allow them to make connections with the past and make
informed decisions about their lives in the present and in the future.
This understanding can be the platform for decisions about political inclinations and for future actions
of a more general nature. At the same time, school history has a powerful capacity to deal with issues
of national identity which are not necessarily examined in other key learning areas in quite such detail.
It is history alone that provides, according to Wineburg, ‘discernment, judgement, and caution’.clxxi

Humanistic understanding
Many teachers of history and academic historians would argue that developing humanistic
understanding in students is their key task. That is, by carefully and systematically examining the
virtues and vices of humanity through an historical perspective, students are able to find a meaning, as
well as points of similarity and difference, which may provide each of them with a personally
constructed, lifelong moral perspective.
History is not just about understanding what happened in the past, it is about using that understanding
to develop an informed moral position and, since almost every school student in Australia passes
through the door of a history class, it is school history that has a significant part to play in developing
what will eventually become a complex, post-school worldview.

Information and computer technology (ICT)
There are three ways in which school history has a clear relationship with the growing use of ICT in
schools – and in society at large.
o An increasing number of schools are using ICT as an information resource, through the use of
CD-ROMs and access to intranets and to the Internet.
o History is useful when a school uses its lesson time to develop generic IT skills, such as word
processing, desktop publishing, knowledge of spreadsheets, developing databases and
producing graphics.
o Teachers of history now need to train their students in source-evaluation techniques so that
they may sift out the Internet wheat from the chaff. It is precisely this aspect of school history
that will enable young students to make an constructive evaluation of Internet sources. One of
the unique contributions to a student’s understanding of ICT therefore is for his or her teacher
to work collaboratively on the development of protocols for the assessment of Internet sources
in an historical context as well as in a more general context.

Developing an argument
There is a strong case for the study of history in schools being offered as a key part of the curriculum
that deals with of the presentation of informed, sequenced and persuasive argument. Recently there
has been a growing interest in philosophy in school, as well as the teaching of ‘thinking’.
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Historical thinking is an intricate act which, among other things, requires examination of evidence,
drawing of inferences and putting forward explanations. School history’s approach to research and
explanation can therefore easily be accommodated as a collaborative subject in the area of more
generalised philosophical thinking, since it already appears to be performing such a task.

Vocationally useful skills
In contradiction to the commonly held view that history is vocationally irrelevant, a major government
report has supported the case for school history by suggesting that certain important graduate skills
required by employers continue to be in short supply. The particular kinds of missing skills included:
o creativity and flair
o oral communication
o problem-solving.clxxii
If that is the case, there is actually a strong vocational argument for the study of school history across
the school curriculum because:
o history combines imagination and reason (creativity and flair);
o in history, students need to communicate effectively in oral presentations and in varied writing
assignments (oral communication);
o self-directed research – that is, asking good questions, constructing persuasive answers and
communicating those answers in an effective fashion – plays a central role in school history
(problem-solving).

Beginning lifelong learning
By working closely with local historians, professional historians and heritage site officers, as well as
by developing an interest in local and family history, teachers of history are in a strong position to
develop in their students:
o an understanding and a respect for the origins of the students’ surroundings;
o an understanding of Australian heritage;
o a clearer and more informed appreciation of historically based aspects of popular culture;
o a dispassionate and well-informed view of Indigenous history;
o an understanding of the origins of each student’s personal history.
What this suggests is that school history is not just about memorising, nor is it just an activity that
goes on in schools and stays in schools. It is really about the world outside school and, to cope with
that world, teachers of history need to help their students develop historical literacy.
Historical literacy is a concept that implies three things.
o First, it suggests the systematic development of a conceptual framework for school history as
opposed to just adding up narratives – a history toolkit.
o Second, the term ‘literacy’ may be used as a way of overtly conveying the technical
complexity of historical thinking and understanding.
o Finally, ‘literacy’ is a term that is understood in schools and in the community at large and
this term has a sense of urgency and significance about it which the word ‘history’ on its own
often lacks.
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